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Dear All, 
 
We have great pleasure in sending this, our latest catalogue to you and we hope it finds you well. 
 

The vast majority of books offered for sale here are new acquisitions, so we hope there’s 
something of interest for you. 
 

Books can be ordered over the telephone, by email and letter. Also, many of the books in this 
catalogue can be viewed and purchased on-line at www.ardenbooks.co.uk. 
 

Our Bookroom is open for calls and visits Monday to Friday 9.30am to 5.00pm & Saturday 
9.30am to noon. Answerphone outside of these hours. 
 

We can be flexible about the delivery of orders. There are plenty of options available to us and 
we can include delivery instructions. 
 

With our best wishes, 
 

Darren 
 

 

Thinking of selling your collection of books? 
 

We are always interested in purchasing large or small collections in our specialist subject areas. 
Whether it’s a handful or thousands of books, we’re happy to chat about them, and come up with a 
mutually agreeable plan. We do travel to buy collections and we keep things as simple as possible.  
 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

We accept debit and credit cards, bank transfers, Sterling cheques and PayPal.  All postage on books is 
charged additionally at very reasonable rates – please ask for more information. 
 
 
 
 
 

Abbreviations 
 

vg very good t.e.g. top edges gilt pp pages  dw dust wrapper                                 
illus. illustrations f.e.p. front end paper o/w otherwise nd no date 
a.e.g    all edges gilt b/w       black & white     sl slightly  pbk paperback     (Apr. 2023) 
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Botany 

1. Allen, David Elliston. The Victorian Fern Craze. A History of Pteridomania. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hutchinson. 

1969  pp.xii, 83 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback with light spotting to upper edge of text block in vg. dw.    

[63387]  £17.50 

The book charts the peculiar nineteenth century craze for ferns. ‘What was the nature of this fern craze and its attendant output 

of popular books on the subject. How did it start and why did it take such a grip on the imagination?’. 
 

2. Anderson, E.F. The Cactus Family.  1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2001  pp.776 with over 1000 colour 

photographs. 4to. Nr. fine hardback. in nr. fine dw. Out-of-print.    [64143]  £120.00 

Monumental study of the Cactaceae covering 125 genera and 1,810 species. Also includes a chapter by Roger Brown on the 

cultivation of cacti. 
 

3. Arber, Agnes. Herbals. Their Origin and Evolution. A Chapter in the History of Botany 1470-1670. 3rd. 

Ed. Rep. Pub. The Lost Library. 2011  pp.xviii, 253 with b/w. illus., throughout. 8vo. Fine softback.     [63101] 

 £7.50 

This book surveys the development of the printed herbal from 1470-1670, when the fields of knowledge generally were being 

greatly extended. A must for those interested in early botanical literature. 
 

4. Barclay, Colville. Crete Checklist of the Vascular Plants. Englera 6. 1st. Ed. Pub. Botanischen Garten, 

Berlin.  1986  pp.138. 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [62949]  £15.00 
 

5. Bean, W.J. Trees and Shrubs Hardy in the British Isles. Volumes I-IV. 8th. Rev. Ed. Pub. John Murray. 

1970-1981  Four volume set with b/w. photos and illus. 8vo. Fine hardbacks in nr. fine to fine dws. Eighth and 

best edition.    [63573]  £150.00 

The standard work used by the professional and amateur alike. A mass of accurate information is combined with an informal 

style to produce a blend of botanical description, horticulture and personal experience that is unique.   
 

6. Bedoyere, Charlotte de la, Plant a Natural Woodland. A Handbook of Native Trees and Shrubs. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Search Press. 2001  pp.128 with colour photos. throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [64138]  £17.50 

This book, aimed at the private gardener and landowner, is an inspirational guide to native trees and their planting. A chapter 

specifically on community planting by Andrew Beer of the Woodland Trust outlines the planning and organization of such a 

project in clear and concise terms. 
 

7. Blamey, M. & Grey-Wilson, C. Mediterranean Wild Flowers.  1st. Ed. Pub. HarperCollins.  1993  pp.560 

with 191 colour plates and b/w. line drawings. Large 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [62925]  £30.00 

Describes and illustrates over 2,500 species and varieties, with notes on flowers, foliage, fruits , habitat, flowering months and 

distribution.  
 

8. Bonnier, Gaston. La Grande Flore en Couleurs de Gaston Bonnier Vols. 1 to 4. Fac. Ed. Pub. Editions 

Belin. 1990  Four volumes with 729 plates of colour illus. Small folio. Some minor wear to top-edge of margins in 

Vol. 1, o/w. fine hardbacks in nr. fine dws.    [63295]  £400.00 

Facsimile reissue of the celebrated ‘Flore Complète Illustrée en Couleurs de France, Suisse et Belgique’ by Gaston Bonnier 

and Robert Douin, their 13-volume masterpiece published between 1911-1935, which illustrated over 3,500 species. 

Nomenclature has been brought in line with present knowledge. 
 

9. Boon, C.R. & Outen, A.R. Flora of Bedfordshire.   1st. Ed. Pub. Bedfordshire Natural History Society. 2011  

pp.vi, 718 with colour photos. and dist. maps. 4to. Hardback. Light coloured staining to fore-edge of text block 

and to blank margins of first and last few leaves o/w. contents fine. Light shelf wear to boards o/w. fine. Out-of-

print.    [62958]  £60.00 

A superb work. 
 

10. Booth, Evelyn M. The Flora of County Carlow.  1st. Ed. Pub. Royal Dublin Society. 1979  pp.viii, 172 with 

maps. 8vo. Softback. Thor. vg. to nr. fine.    [62947]  £12.50 
 

11. Braithwaite, M.E., Ellis, R.W. & Preston, C.D. Change in the British Flora 1987-2004.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Botanical Society of the British Isles. 2006  pp.iv, 382 with colour photographs, dist. maps and text figs. Large 

8vo. Bump to rear corners. Thor. vg. softback.    [62977]  £9.50 

Botanists have been saying for years that familiar wildflowers are disappearing from our hedgerows and open spaces and that 

unfamiliar ones are arriving. By comparing the results of two surveys at 2km x 2km scale, BSBI is now able to report on the 

changes in more detail than ever before. 
 

12. Buining, A.F.H.  The genus Discocactus Pfeiffer. A revision of known, and description of new, species. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Buining-fond. 1982  pp223 with col. and b/w. photos., plus b/w. illus. throughout. 8vo. Minor crease 

to corner of front cover o/w. fine softback.    [64137]  £50.00 



 

Pierre Braun wrote an extensive review of Discocactus, listing 63 published or proposed taxa. Albert Buining then published 

this book on Discocactus, listing and describing all species named to that date.  
 

13. Catteau, E. (et al). Vegetation du Nord de la France. Guide de determination. [Vegetation of Northern 

France: Identification Guide]. 1st. Ed. Pub. Biotope. 2021  pp.399 with dist. maps. Small 4to. Fine softback. As 

new. RRP £69.99.    [62954]  £45.00 
 

14. Charles, G. Gymnocalycium. In Habitat and Culture. 1st. Ed. Pub. Graham Charles. 2009  pp.288 with colour 

photos. and dist. maps throughout. 4to. Signed by author to title page. Minor spotting to top-edge of text block, 

o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw.     [64145]  £65.00 

Gymnocalycium is a favourite of cactus collectors because the plants are easy to grow, have a pleasing appearance, and 

flower readily in cultivation. This book explains how to grow them and includes the original descriptions of all validly-

described species. There is also a comprehensive set of colour photographs taken in the natural habitat and in cultivation. 
 

15. Clapham, A.R. (et al). Flora of the British Isles.  3rd. Ed. Pub. Cambridge. 1987  pp.xxviii, 688 with b/w. figs. 

4to. Hardback. Light spotting to endpapers o/w. contents fine. Covers sunned in places, o/w. thor. vg.    [63432] 

 £18.00 

A book intended to assist in the identification of native species including information on ecology, geographical distribution, 

history, agricultural significance etc., all within a single volume. 
 

16. Colebourn, P. Hampshire’s Countryside Heritage. 2 : Ancient Woodland. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hampshire County 

Council. 1983  pp.74 with colour photos. and b/w. drawings. 4to. Small address label to front cover. Nr. fine 

softback.    [62996]  £10.00 
 

17. Coles, Graeme. L.D. The Story of South Yorkshire Botany. And the ‘Flora Sheffieldiensis’ of  Jonathan 

Salt. 1st. Ed. Pub. Yorkshire Naturalists Union. 2011  pp.158 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Signature. Nr. fine 

softback.    [62960]  £10.00 

Tells the story of botany in South Yorkshire from the 16th to the late 20th century and includes the first ever transcription of the 

"Flora Sheffieldiensis" of Jonathan Salt. This seminal work was compiled around 1800 and is the earliest surviving 

comprehensive account of the flora, including the mosses, fungi, algae and lichens, of Sheffield and the surrounding area. 
 

18. Cooke, M.C. A Plain and Easy Account of British Fungi: With descriptions of the esculent and 

poisonous species, details of the principles of scientific classification, and a Tabular Arrangement of 

Orders and Genera. 2nd. Ed. Rev. Pub. Robert Hardwicke. 1866  pp.viii, 166 with 24 col. lithograph plates plus 

32-page publisher’s catalogue. Small 8vo. Hardback. Signature to ffep. Some spotting to rear endpapers and cords 

a little stretched at one gathering o/w. contents nr. fine. Original decorative cloth boards with gilt title and motif to 

front cover in nr. fine condition with light bumping to extremities.    [63562]  £120.00 
 

19. Cooling, E.N.G. (Comp.). Pinus Merkusii. Fast Growing Timber Trees of the Lowland Tropics No.4. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. C.F.I. 1968  pp.ix, 169 with plates and figs. 4to. Small address label. VG. plus softback. Scarce.    

[62999]  £40.00 

A detailed study. Considers Pinus Merkusii in Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos and Indonesia. 
 

20. Crepin, F.  Manuel de la Flore De Belgique.  4th. Ed. Pub. Gustave Mayolez. 1882  pp.lx, 483 with b/w. map 

of Belgium. Small 8vo. With signature, blind stamp and small label of previous owner’s, plus neat inscription 

tipped-in to rfep. All text in French. VG. hardback.    [62928]  £15.00 

Previous owners include Alfred James Wilmott (1888-1950), English botanist and museum curator and C.M. Lovatt, botanical 

collector active in the Somerset and the Bristol area.  
 

21. Culpeper, N.  Culpeper’s Complete Herbal.  Consisting of a comprehensive description of nearly all 

herbs with their medicinal properties and directions for compounding the medicines extracted from 

them.  Facs. Pub. W. Foulsham.  [c.1975]  pp.430 with colour plates. 8vo. Light spotting to edges of text block 

and endpapers o/w. a fine hardback in vg. dw.    [63102]  £12.50 
 

22. Curtis, W.M. The Student’s Flora of Tasmania. Parts 1 to 4A. 1st. Ed. Pub. Government Printer. 1963-81  

Four parts with figs. throughout. 8vo. Hardback. Neat, informed annotations to contents, o/w. fine. Contents of 

Part 1 becoming disbound. Original covers nr. fine.    [63176]  £30.00 

Part 1 is second edition. 
 

23. Davis, P.H. Flora of Turkey. Vols. 1 to 10. 1st. Ed. Pub. Edinburgh. 1965-88  Ten volumes with line drawings 

and distribution maps. Royal 8vo. Hardbacks. Some spotting / light marks to fore-edges of text-blocks, o/w. fine 

hardbacks. All dustwrappers in vg. to fine condition, all protected with clear, removable protective covers.    

[63626]  £800.00 

This monumental flora covers Turkey and the adjacent east Aegean islands, representing the life’s work of its author, Peter 

Davis (1918-1992). 



 

 

24. Davis, P.H. (Ed.). Flora of Turkey and the East Aegean Islands. Volume 4. 1st. Ed. Pub. Edinburgh Univ. 

Press 1972  pp.xviii, 657 with 19 full-page illus. and 92 dist. maps. Large 8vo. Minor spotting to fore-edge of text 

block o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63436]  £90.00 

Considers twenty-four Dicotyledon families Rosaceae to Dipsacaceae in Boissier’s sequence. 
 

25. Davis, P.H. (Ed.). Flora of Turkey and the East Aegean Islands. Volume 7. 1st. Ed. Pub. Edinburgh 

University Press. 1982  pp.xx, 947 with 27 full-page illus. and 116 dist. maps. Large 8vo. Hardback. Minor 

spotting to fore-edge of text block, gently gumped on corners o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw. lightly chipped 

on corners.    [63437]  £85.00 

A taxonomic treatment of twenty-nine families of Dicotyledons, Orobanchaceae to Ceratophyllaceae in Boissier’s sequence, 

together with Rubiaceae. Such large and important families as Labiatae, Plumbaginaceae, Eurorbiaceae and the catkinate 

trees are covered. 
 

26. Davis, P.H. (Ed.). Flora of Turkey and the East Aegean Islands. Volume 6. 1st. Ed. Pub. Edinburgh 

University Press. 1978  pp.xviii, 825 with 23 full-page illus. and 57 dist. maps. Large 8vo. Small label removed 

from front pastedown, o/w. a fine hardback in blue cloth binding.     [63438]  £75.00 

Includes a taxonomic treatment of nineteen Dicot families from Labeliaceae to the end of Scrophulariaceae in Boissier’s 

sequence.  
 

27. Davis, P.H. (Ed.). Flora of Turkey and the East Aegean Islands. Volume 1. 1st. Ed. Pub. Edinburgh 

University Press. 1965  pp.xi, 567 with 20 full-page illus. and 30 dist. maps. Large 8vo. Printer’s label to front 

paste down. Minor spotting to fore-edge of text block o/w. a fine hardback in blue cloth binding.    [63439]  £60.00 

Covers Pteridophyta, Gymnospermae and about 900 species of Dicotyledons. 
 

28. Dawson, Warren R. (Ed.). The Banks Letters. A calendar of the manuscript correspondence of Sir Joseph 

Banks preserved in the British Museum, the British Museaum (Natural History) and other collections in 

Great Britain. 1st. Ed. Pub. The British Museum (Natural History). 1958  pp.xlii, 965. 4to. Minor spotting to text 

block edges, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw.      [63819]  £195.00 

A publication which illuminates thoroughly the activities of a remarkable man whose interests ranged so widely over all fields 

of human endeavour. 
 

29. Dickson, J.H. (et al). The Changing Flora of Glasgow. Urban and Rural Plants through the Centuries. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Edinburgh Univ. Press. 2000  pp.xii, 402 with colour photos. and many dist. maps. Fine hardback in fine 

dw. In-print at £64.99.    [63044]  £35.00 

Presents a general account of recording methods and of Glasgow's geology, soils, climate, air and water and growth, followed 

by a catalogue of some 1,500 species with habitat details and maps. 
 

30. Druce, G.C. The Flora of Buckinghamshire. With biographical notices of those who have contributed to 

its botany during the last three centuries. 1st. Ed. Pub. T. Buncle. 1926  pp.cxxvi, 437 with three plates and 

folding coloured map in rear pocket. Large 8vo. Hardback. With bookplate of Elsie Graham. With several period 

annotations indicating plant locations (including orchids) in Buckinghamshire. Contents thor. vg. Original green 

cloth in good to vg. condition. With publisher’s pre-publication flyer for this work loosely inserted.     [62957] 

 £60.00 
 

31. Edlin, H.L. (Ed.). East Anglian Forests.  Forestry Commission Guide.  1st. Ed. Pub. H.M.S.O. 1972  pp.vi, 

80 with b/w. photographs and text illus. 8vo. Softback. Pencil annotations to one page. Nr. fine.     [63106]  £4.00 

Considers the forests of Thetford, Aldewood, Lynn and Wensum and details the plant and animal life, topography, geology, 

soils, antiquities and history associated with them. 
 

32. Evans, J. Natural Regeneration of Broadleaves. Forestry Commission Bulletin 78. 1st, Ed. Pub. HMSO. 

1988  pp.46. b/w illus. Large 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [62979]  £8.50 
 

33. Falk, Steven J. Warwickshire’s Wildflowers. The wildflowers, shrubs & trees of historic Warwickshire. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Brewin Books. 2009  pp.viii, 344 with colour photos. 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [62966] 

 £15.00 

Provides a fully updated checklist of Warwickshire’s 1,778 native and naturalised plants. 
 

34. Ferris, Roxanna S. Death Valley Wildflowers.  1st. Ed. Pub. Death Valley Nat. Hist Assoc. 1974  pp.150 with 

line drawings. 8vo. Softback. Previous owner’s label to inside front cover. Light spotting to top edge, o/w. 

contents fine. Covers nr. fine.    [63428]  £12.50 

A guide to the most characteristic wildflowers, shrubs and trees found in the Death Valley region of southeastern California. 
 



 

35. Ferris-Kaan, R. (Ed.). The Ecology of Woodland Creation.   1st. Ed. Pub. John Wiley. 1995  pp. xviii, 244 

with b/w. plates and figs. 4to. Hardback. Light spotting to top edge of text block o/w. contents fine. Printed boards 

in fine condition with two small nicks to spine.    [63578]  £45.00 

Concentrates on the many ecological factors which influence the development of new woodland. Issues include: the ethics of 

woodland creation, types of woodland, species considerations, the influence of new woodlands on the diversity and distribution 

of plant and animal species, and how ecological principles can be integrated with the planning process. 
 

36. Findlay, W.P.K. Fungi. Wayside & Woodland. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frederick Warne. 1967  pp.xi, 202 with 107 

colour illustrations of fungi including 59 by Beatrix Potter and b/w. photos. and line drawings. 8vo. Hardback. 

Small address label to verso of ffep. Nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. dw., which has been neatly and discreetly 

repaired on underside.    [63558]  £95.00 

A very pleasing copy of this title from the Wayside and Woodland series. 
 

37. Forestry Commission. The Management of Semi-Natural Woodlands.  Forestry Practice Guide 2 - 

Lowland Beech - Ash Woods. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Forestry Authority. c.1997  pp.46 with illus. 8vo. Nr. fine 

softback.    [62988]  £5.00 
 

38. Forestry Commission. The Management of Semi-Natural Woodlands.  Forestry Practice Guide 1 - 

Lowland Acid Beech & Oak Woods. 1st.Ed. Pub. The Forestry Authority. c.1997  pp.49 with illus. 8vo. Nr. 

fine softback.    [62989]  £5.00 
 

39. Gerard, John.  The Herbal or General History of Plants. The Complete 1633 Edition as Revised and 

Enlarged by Thomas Johnson. Facs. Ed. Pub. Dover. 1975  pp.vii, 1631 plus index with b/w. illus., throughout. 

Large 4to. Presentation label to ffep. Minor spotting to text block edges o/w. a fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.      

[63063]  £150.00 

First published in 1597, Gerard’s Herbal was republished in 1633 in an edition in which Thomas Johnson revised and 

enlarged the original text. Dover’s very pleasing facsimile.  
 

40. Grey-Wilson, C. & Blamey, Marjorie. The Alpine Flowers of Britain and Europe. An illustrated guide for 

the Alps, Pyrenees and northern Europe. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1979  pp.384 with over 1,500 plants illustrated 

in colour and b/w. 8vo. Fine softback with light sunning to spine.     [63424]  £15.00 

Still considered by many as the best guide for Alpine Plants in Britain and Europe. 
 

41. Grierson, A.J.C. & Long, D.G. (et al). Flora of Bhutan. Including a Record of Plants from Sikkim.  1st. Ed. 

Pub. Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. 1983-2002  Seven parts with col. plates & photos., plus line drawings. 

8vo and 4to. Vol. 3 Part 3 is a hardback, all other parts are softback. Occ. annotations to one Part. Near fine 

softbacks with minor creasing to covers. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. With signatures of H.J. Noltie and 

P.J.Cribb.     [63165]  £95.00 

Comprises Vol. 1 - Parts 1-3; Vol. 2 - Parts1 & 2; Vol. 3 - Parts 1 & 3. 
 

42. Grindon, Leo H. The Shakspere Flora. A Guide to all the Principal Passages in which Mention is made 

of Trees, Plants, Flowers, and Vegetable Productions. 1st. Ed. Pub. Palmer & Howe, Manchester. 1883  

pp.xii, 318 with tissue-guarded engravings & text illustrations. 8vo. Hardback. Young Men’s Christian 

Association Prize label (dated 1884) to front pastedown. Publisher’s blindstamp to patterned end-papers. Some 

spotting to fore-edges of text block and occ. internally, o/w. contents fine. Original richly decorated binding, 

lightly rubbed on tips and a little marked on rear, o/w. fine.    [63118]  £150.00 

This copy was presented in 1884 to a Mr J.H. Riley (his Association membership No. 10032) as 1st Prize for proficiency in 

Book Keeping. 
 

43. Halliday, G. A Flora of Cumbria. Comprising the vice-counties of Westmorland with Furness, 

Cumberland and parts of North-west Yorkshire and North Lancashire. 1st. Ed. Pub. University of 

Lancaster. 1997  pp.611 with colour photos. and dist. maps. 4to. Small address label. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine 

dw.    [62968]  £50.00 
 

44. Haslam. S.M., Sell, P.D. & Wolseley, P.A. A Flora of the Maltese Islands.  Pub. Malta University Press. 1977  

pp.lxxi, 560 with 66 line drawn plates. 8vo. Softback. With Clive Lovatt’s ownership label and his annotations to 

text indicating where and when he found specimens. Signed by S.M. Haslam and P.A. Wolseley. With original 

pre-publication flyer loosely inserted. Very good condition. A unique and very interesting copy.    [62951]  £37.50 

Published nearly 50 years after the last flora of the Maltese Islands was published. The authors worked or had close contacts 

in Malta which allowed them to bring this work to print. 
 

45. Hawkes, J.G. (Ed.). Reproductive Biology and Taxonomy of Vascular Plants. The report of the 

conference held by the Botanical Society at Birmingham University in 1965. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

B.S.B.I./Pergamon Press 1966  pp.183 with b/w. figs. 8vo. Hardback. Bookplate and neat pencil notes to front 

pastedown. A little light spotting to fore-edge o/w. near fine.     [63059]  £8.00 



 

 

46. Heath, Francis George. Autumnal Leaves.  4th. Ed. Pub. The Imperial Press. 1899  pp.xiv, 352 with 12 full-

page col. plates, 4 full-page b/w. plates plus further illus. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Marbled endpapers. With school 

presentation bookplate, awarded for drawing in 1909, to front paste down. Minor spotting to fore-edge of text 

block o/w. contents fine. Original quarter vellum and linen binding with gilt decoration, calf title panel to spine 

and gilt school armorial to front board, in nr. fine condition, with a little light rubbing and marking to extremities. 

A very pleasing copy.    [63565]  £100.00 

This book offers an Autumn tour round the New Forest with observations on the villages, landscape and Autumnal foliage. The 

fine plates illustrate leaves in their autumnal phase. 
 

47. Heath, Francis George (Ed.). Gilpin’s Forest Scenery. Edited, with Notes and an Introduction. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

James Nisbet. 1887  pp.xxix, 371 with frontis. plus 15 further b/w. engravings. 8vo. Hardback. AEG. Signature to 

verso of half-title. Ffep. removed. Spotting to title pages and occ. elsewhere o/w. fine. Original cloth binding with 

gilt title and decoration to front board, in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition with light rubbing and bumping to 

extremities.      [63567]  £25.00 

An edition of Gilpin’s best known book on the ‘Picturesque’ which contains a brief introductory biography of  the author. 
 

48. Henrey, Blanche. British Botanical and Horticultural Literature before 1800. Comprising a history and 

bibliography of Botanical and Horticultural books printed in England, Scotland and Ireland from the 

earliest times until 1800. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford.  1975  Three volume set with colour and b/w. illus. 4to. Minor 

dustmarks to top-edge of text block, o/w. fine hardbacks in vg. slipcase.    [63167]  £40.00 

An essential reference guide. 
 

49. Hooker, William J. & Taylor, Thomas. Muscologia Britannica. Containing the Mosses of Great Britain and 

Ireland, Systematically arranged and described with plates illustrative of the characters of the Genera 

and Species. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Longman et al, London. 1827  pp.xl, 272 plus 36 b/w. plates. 8vo. Hardback. Spotting 

to plates and very occ. to text margins o/w. contents fine. More recent binding in red cloth with gilt lettering to 

spine, fine.    [63246]  £40.00 
 

50. Jackson, A.B. Catalogue of the Trees & Shrubs.  In the collection of the late Sir George Lindsay 

Holford. Catalogue of the Trees & Shrubs at Westonbirt. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Univ. Press. 1927  pp.viii, 206 

with 66 superb photographic plates. Large 4to. Hardback. Contents fine with notes loosely inserted and signature 

(in pencil) of Georgina J.W. Crowe, Westonbirt School to ffep. Green cloth boards nr. fine with slightly bumped 

corners.    [63257]  £135.00 

A superb record of Westonbirt as it was in the 1920s. 
 

51. James, T.J. Flora of Hertfordshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hertfordshire Nat. Hist. Soc. 2009  pp.viii, 518 with colour 

photos., b/w. illus. and dist. maps. 4to. Fine hardback. With Errata slip. Out-of-print.    [62969]  £60.00 

Covers over 2,000 species of wild plants and hybrids recorded in Hertfordshire, based on a countywide survey from 1987-

2005. The species accounts include distribution maps, analysis of status and comparison with information from ‘The Flora of 

Hertfordshire’ by John Dony, published in 1967. 
 

52. Javorka, Sandor & Csapody, Vera. Ikonographie der Flora des südöstlichen Mitteleuropa.  Pub. Fischer, 

Stuttgart. 1979  pp.703, 79 with 40 plates of colour illus., and 576 pages of line drawings. Small folio. Ex-lib. Nr. 

fine hardback in good to vg. dw. Scarce.    [63294]  £150.00 

A monumental work. 
 

53. Jenkinson, M.N. Wild Orchids of Dorset.  1st. Ed. Pub. Orchid Sundries. 1991  pp.120 with colour photos. and 

dist. maps. 4to. Softback. Nr. fine.    [63170]  £15.00 
 

54. Jenkinson, Martin N. Wild Orchids of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight.  1st. Ed. Pub. Orchid Sundries Ltd. 

1995  pp.198 with colour photos. and dist. maps. 4to. Softback. Fine.    [63172]  £17.50 
 

55. Jobling, J. and Mitchell, A.F. Field Recognition of British Elms. Forestry Commission Booklet 42. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. HMSO 1974  pp.24 with b/w. & col. illus. 4to. Small address labels to front cover. VG. softback.     [62994] 

 £8.00 
 

56. Johns, Rev. C.A. The Forest Trees of Britain.  8th. Ed. Pub. SPCK. 1899  pp.xi, 431 with b/w. illus. 

throughout. 8vo. Hardback. Address label. Inscription to verso of frontis. Contents nr. fine. Slight lean to text 

block.  Original, gilt decorated green cloth boards lightly rubbed o/w. fine.    [63116]  £10.00 
 

57. Johnson, George W. The British Ferns. Popularly described, and illustrated by engravings of every 

species. Forming a complete history of the family as regards their characteristics, peculiarities, natural 

places of growth, and the most successful methods of cultivating them. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Cottage Gardener 

Office. 1859  pp.vi, 284 with 48 plates of b/w. illus. Small 8vo. Hardback. AEG. Signature neatly excised from 



 

title-page. Two specimens neatly mounted. Very minor amout of spotting. Some page corners neatly turned. “All 

found in the Lake District marked thus” written in period hand to half-title. Some period notes to text and 

considered hand-colouring to four plates. Original gilt and blind decorated red cloth boards in thor. vg. to nr. fine 

condition. A very pleasing, unique copy.    [63561]  £80.00 

The two specimens are believed to be Asplenium Crispus and Allosaurus Ruta-muraria. Thomas Moore said of this work that it 

was ‘Another compilation affecting to be as free as possible from the jargon of  botanical knowledge’. 
 

58. Jordan, M. A Guide to Wild Plants. The Edible and Poisonous Species of the Northern Hemisphere. Pub. 

Millington. 1976  pp.240 with colour photographs. 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [39390]  £8.00 

A very interesting guide. The identification, habitat, recipes and history of each edible or poisonous plant is discussed. 
 

59. Kent, D.H. British Herbaria. An Index to the Location of Herbaria of British Vascular Plants with 

biographical references to their collectors. Pub. The Botanical Society of the British Isles. 1957  pp.101. 8vo. 

Hardback. Some light spotting to endpapers and edges of text block o/w. contents fine. Author’s signature to title 

page (dated 1980). A little sunning to spine and front board o/w. fine.     [63053]  £8.00 
 

60. Kent, D.H. (Ed.). Botanical Society of the British Isles Proceedings.  Vols.1 & 2. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.S.B.I. 

1955-57  Eight parts bound in two vols. with b/w. photos and illus. 8vo. Fine hardbacks bound in blue cloth.    

[63434]  £37.50 
 

61. Kingdon-Ward, Frank. Plant Hunter in Manipur.  1st. Ed. Pub. Jonathan Cape. 1952  pp.254 with b/w. 

photographic plates and fold-out map. 8vo. One short closed tear to margin p.101 (production flaw), minor 

spotting at ends, o/w. a fine hardback in vg. plus dw. Not price clipped.    [31929]  £60.00 
 

62. Ladd, D. Tallgrass Prairie Wildflowers. A Falcon Field Guide. 1st. Ed. Falcon Press/The Nature 

Conservancy. 1995  pp.262 with colour photos throughout and line drawings. 8vo. Fine softback.    [63429] £17.50 

An excellent field guide to wildflowers, grasses, and weeds of the midwestern tallgrass prairie. 
 

63. Landmann, G. and Bonneau, M. (Eds.). Forest Decline and Atmospheric Deposition Effects in the French 

Mountains.   1st. Ed. Pub. Springer.  1995  pp.xxiv, 461 with figs. and tables. Large 8vo. Small ownership 

stamp. Nr. fine hardback.    [63857]  £50.00 

This volume summarises and assesses the results of a multidisciplinary research programme on forest decline and air 

pollution.  
 

64. Landsborough, Rev. D. A Popular History of British Sea-Weeds. Comprising their structure, 

fructification, specific characters, arrangement, and general distribution, with notices of some of the 

Fresh-Water Algae. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Reeve, Benham, and Reeve. 1851  pp.xx, 368 with 20 colour and 2 b/w. plates 

of illus., plus 8-page Reeve catalogue. Small 8vo. Hardback. Previous owner’s signatures to front endpapers. Very 

minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. Original decorative cloth boards in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition, spine 

professionally relaid.    [63556]  £115.00 
 

65. Lanfranco, Guido G. Field Guide to the Wild Flowers of Malta.  1st. Ed. Pub. Progress Press. 1977  pp.viii, 

83, [i] plus 65 pages of b/w. illus. plates. 8vo. Small address label. Thor. vg. softback. Scarce.    [62950]  £19.50 

Features 600 illustrations within the plates. 
 

66. Lang, David. Wild Orchids of Sussex.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pomegranate Press. 2001  pp.144 with colour photos. and 

dist. maps. 4to. Nr. fine softback.     [63171]  £15.00 
 

67. Lansdown, R.V. A Provisional Red Data Book of Gloucestershire Bryophytes.  1st. Ed. Pub. Glos. 

Naturalists’ Society. 2014  pp.327 with col. photos. and dist. maps. 8vo. Softback. Signed by author to title-page. 

Fine.    [63046]  £12.50 

The Gloucestershire Naturalist No.25 - Special Issue. In bryological terms, Gloucestershire is one of the richest counties in 

Britain. 
 

68. Large, M.F. & Braggins, J.E. Tree Ferns.  1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2004  pp.359 with 131 col. plates and b/w. 

illus. 4to. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Out of print.    [64139]  £35.00 

This volume is the source for information on the living tree ferns. It surveys families, genera and species, including those 

suitable for the home garden. It offers up-to-date taxonomy and detailed descriptions as well as in-depth coverage of 

everything from tree-fern use to conservation 
 

69. Lavin, J.C. & Wilmore, G.T.D. (Eds.). The West Yorkshire Plant Atlas.  1st. Ed. Pub. City of Bradford 

Metropolitan Council. 1994  pp.x, 287 with dist. maps and five colour plates. 4to. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.     

[62959]  £10.00 

The region’s first major botanical work for one hundred years with details of all the known plant species of the modern county 

of West Yorkshire. 



 

 

70. Leith-Ross, Prudence. The John Tradescants. Gardeners to the Rose and Lily Queen. 1st. Ed. Pub. Peter 

Owen. 1984  pp.320 with b/w illus. & portraits. 8vo. Hardback. Nr. fine with spotting to text block edges in nr. 

fine dw.    [63367]  £10.00 

The definitive biography of the father and son horticulturalists, plant hunters and collectors. Their collection of curiosities and 

rarities eventually formed the basis of the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford.  
 

71. Lines, Roger (Ed.). Pinus Contorta. Provenance Studies. Forestry Commission Research and 

Development Studies. 114. 1st. Ed. Pub. Forestry Commission. 1976  pp.iv, 128. b/w. plates. 8vo. Nr. fine 

softback. Scarce.    [62986]  £17.50 

A detailed work. Pinus contorta, with the common names lodgepole pine and shore pine, and also known as twisted pine, and 

contorta pine, is a common tree in western North America. It is common near the ocean shore and in dry montane forests to the 

subalpine, but is rare in lowland rain forests. 
 

72. Lockton, A.J. & Whild, S.J. Rare Plants of Shropshire.  3rd. Ed. Pub. Shropshire Botanical Society. 2005  

pp.[iv], 127 with b/w. dist. maps and illus. Small  4to. Signed by Sarah Whild to title page. Nr. fine softback. 

Latest edition. Out-of-print.    [62965]  £17.50 

The book includes much valuable historical data, as well as a review of current status and problems.  
 

73. Lousley, J.E. (Ed.). The Changing Flora of Britain. Being the report of the Conference held in 1952 by 

B.S.B.I. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.S.B.I. 1953  pp.203 with b/w. figs and 5 plates. 8vo. Hardback. Nr. fine.    [63049] £12.00 
 

74. Lousley, J.E. (Ed.). Progress in the Study of the British Flora. Being the report of the Conference held in 

1956 by Botanical Society of  the British Isles. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.S.B.I. 1957  pp.127 with b/w. illus. 8vo. 

Hardback. Nr. fine.    [63058]  £8.00 
 

75. Lousley, J.E. (Ed.). Species Studies in the British Flora. Being the report of the Conference under the 

title of The Species Concept in its Relation to the British Flora. Held in 1954 by the B.S.B.I. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

B.S.B.I. 1955  pp.187 with figs. and two b/w. plates. 8vo. Hardback. Nr. fine.    [63050]  £12.00 

B.S.B.I. Conference Reports, Number Four. 
 

76. Mabey, Richard. Flora Britannica. The definitive new guide to wild flowers, plants and trees. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Sinclair-Stevenson. 1996  pp.480 with colour photos. 4to. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [62976]  £25.00 

Covering the native and naturalised plants of England, Scotland and Wales, this book sets out to fulfil the role of a cultural 

flora, rather than a botanical one. It is an account of the role of wild plants on social life, arts, custom and landscape. 
 

77. McCallum Webster, Mary. Flora of Moray, Nairn & East Inverness. Botanical vice-counties 95 Elgin 

and 96 Easterness. 1st. Ed. Pub. Aberdeen Univ. Press. 1978  pp.xii, 606 with colour and b/w. plates, line 

drawings and dist. maps. 8vo. Small address label. Minor spotting to fore-edge of text block o/w. a fine hardback 

in vg. plus dw. Author and illustrator signatures to title page. Two copies of Errata loosely inserted.    [63055] 

 £40.00 
 

78. Macdonald, James et al. (Eds.). Exotic Forest Trees in Great Britain.  Forestry Commission Bulletin No. 

30. 1st. Ed. Pub. HMSO. 1957  pp.vii, 167 with plates and figs. 4to. Some browning and minor marking to covers. 

Small address labels. VG. plus softback.     [63003]  £5.00 
 

79. Milne-Redhead, E. (Ed.). The Conservation of the British Flora. Being the report of the Conference held 

in 1963 by the Botanical Society of the British Isles. 1st. Ed. The Botanical Society of the British Isles.  1963  

pp.90. 8vo. Hardback. Nr. fine. Publisher’s pre-publication leaflet loosely inserted.    [63048]  £5.00 

B.S.B.I. Conference Reports, Number Eight. 
 

80. Mitchell, A.F. (et al). Champion Trees in the British Isles. Forestry Commission Technical Paper No. 7. 
4th. Ed. Pub. Forestry Commission. 1994  pp.iv, 88 with keys. 4to. Small address label. Nr. fine softback. Scarce.    

[62993]  £25.00 
 

81. Moore, Thomas. A Popular History of the British Ferns and the Allied Plants. Comprising the Club-

mosses, Pepperworts and Horsetails. 1st. Ed. Pub. Reeve and Benham. 1851  pp.xii, 354 with 20 fine hand-

coloured plates. 8vo. Hardback. Very occ. minor spotting o/w. contents fine. In original gilt and blind decorated 

green cloth binding in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition.    [63572]  £100.00 

The Gardener’s Chronicle reviewed this work in 1851 saying, ‘Among the works which a taste for the study of ferns has 

produced this stands at the head beyond all comparison’ (Hall and Rickard).  
 

82. Moran, Robbin C. A Natural History of Ferns.  1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2004  pp.301 with colour 

photographs and b/w. figs. 8vo. Hardback. Light marking to plate margin corners and upper corner of text block  

o/w. fine hardback in fine dw.    [64157]  £30.00 



 

An entertaining and informative look at why ferns and their relatives are unique among plants. Ferns live in habitats from the 

tropics to the polar latitudes, and unlike seed plants, which endow each seed with the resources to help their offspring, ferns 

reproduce by minute spores. There are floating ferns, ferns which climb or live on trees and ferns which are trees. There are 

poisonous ferns, iridescent ferns and resurrection ferns which survive desert heat and drought. 
 

83. More, D. and White, J. Cassell’s Trees of Britain and Northern Europe.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cassell. 2003  pp.800 

with colour illus. throughout by David More. Large 8vo. Minor spotting to fore-edge of text block, o/w. a fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw., with crease to front. Out-of-print.     [63914]  £35.00 

A magnificent illustrated record of our trees, unequalled in either coverage or beauty - over 1,800 species and cultivars. 
 

84. Morris, M.G. and Perring, F.H. (Eds.). The British Oak. Its History and Natural History. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

B.S.B.I./ Classey. 1974  pp.376 with b/w. photos., figs., tables. Hardcover. Ex-Lib. Minor marking to fore-edge of 

text block. Contents fine in nr. fine dw.    [63105]  £12.00 
 

85. Mortimer, S.R. (et al). The Nature Conservation Value of Scrub in Britain. JNCC Report No 308. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. JNCC.  2000  pp.191 with dist. maps. 4to. Softback. Small closed tear to rear cover edge o/w. near fine. 

Scarce.    [62997]  £30.00 

A detailed collection of the existing knowledge of scrub ecology and conservation. 
 

86. Mossberg, B. and Stenberg, L. Gyldendals Store Nordiske Flora.  Pub. Gyldendal Norsk. 1995  pp.695 with 

colour illus. throughout. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in. vg. plus dw.    [62953]  £40.00 

Gyldendals Store Nordisk Flora is an indispensable standard work for all botanists. The book describes all known plant 

species in the Nordic countries, i.e. Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Spitsbergen. 
 

87. Nicholls, W.H. Orchids of Australia. The Complete Edition. 1st. Ed. Pub. Thomas Nelson. 1969  pp.xxii, 141 

with 476 full page illus. by the author. Sm. folio. Hardback. Closed tear to plate 5/6 with sellotape repair o/w. 

contents fine. Red cloth boards nr. fine with some light wear to extremities.    [63258]  £35.00 

The author commenced illustrating Australian orchids as a spare time occupation in 1923 and continued until his death in 

1951. He had by this time illustrated more than half of the 750 native species of the whole continent. This volume contains all 

the illustrations undertaken by the author. 
 

88. Nijhuis, M. (Ed.). Fuchsias.  The Complete Handbook.  1st. UK. Ed. Pub. Cassell.  1994  pp.271 with colour 

photos., text illus., and figs. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [63251]  £10.00 
 

89. Ntima, O.O. (Comp.). The Araucarias. Fast Growing Timber Trees of the Lowland Tropics No.3. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. C.F.I. 1968  pp.ix, 139. 4to. Small address label. VG. plus softback. Scarce.    [63001]  £35.00 

A detailed study. The Araucarias are evergreen coniferous trees which at the time of publication were confined to the southern 

hemisphere; they occur in South America, Australia, New Guinea, New Caledonia, New Hebrides and Norfolk Island under 

tropical, sub-tropical and temperate climates. 
 

90. Page, C.N. The Ferns of Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge. 1982  pp.xii, 447 with b/w. maps and 

figs. 8vo. Light spotting to text block edges, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63425]  £35.00 

This book is a field-guide to the species and hybrids of ferns and related plants native to Britain, with 106 taxa described. 
 

91. Pankhurst, R.J. &. Mullin, J.M. Flora of the Outer Hebrides.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. HMSO. 1994  pp.185 with 

b/w. illus. Large 8vo. Softback. Ex-Lib. Nr. fine. With clear protective cover. With signature of R.J. Pankhurst on 

slip of paper loosely inserted. In-print at £59.99.    [63042]  £30.00 
 

92. Parker, Pat. A Flora of Weston Lullingfields. Wild Flowers of a Shropshire Country Parish at the Turn 

of the Millennium. 1st. Ed. Pub. Shropshire Wildlife Trust. 2001  pp.x, 86 with b/w. maps and text figs. Royal 

8vo. Small address label. Nr. fine softback.    [62967]  £9.00 
 

93. Pearman, D.A. (et al). The Flora of Rum. An Atlantic Island Reserve. 1st. Ed. Pub. By the authors. 2008  

pp.480 with 28 colour plates, dist. maps and figs. 8vo. Fine hardback. Out-of-print.    [63061]  £40.00 
 

94. Pearman, D.A. & Preston, C.D. A Flora of Tiree, Gunna & Coll.  1st. Ed. Pub. Dorchester.  2000  pp.168 with 

b/w. figs. & dist. maps. 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [63062]  £15.00 
 

95. Peterken, G.F. Natural Woodland. Ecology and conservation in Northern temperate regions. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Cambridge University Press. 1996  pp.xiii, 522 with b/w. photos, tables and figs. 4to. Softback. Ex-Lib. VG. plus.    

[63110]  £45.00 

This book describes how woods grow, die and regenerate in the absence of human influence, and the structures and range of 

habitats fround in natural woods. Peterken uses examples of virgin and old growth forests in Europe and North America to 

outline the dynamics and structure of natural temperate woodland. 
 



 

96. Phillips, Roger. Grasses, Ferns, Mosses & Lichens of Great Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pan 

Books. 1980  pp.191 with colour photos. throughout. 4to. Thor. vg. softback.    [63581]  £10.00 
 

97. Phillips, Roger. Mushrooms. A comprehensive guide with over 1,250 detailed photographs of 

mushrooms and other fungi. 1st. Ed. Pub. Macmillan. 2006  pp.384 with colour photos., throughout. 4to. Minor 

wear to corners o/w. nr. fine softback.     [64163]  £12.50 

With this encyclopedic volume Roger Phillips set the benchmark for works of mushroom identification. Clear and user friendly, 

this is an essential work for mushroom hunters. 
 

98. Philp, Eric G. Atlas of the Kent Flora.  1st. Ed. Kent Field Club. 1982.  pp.xii, 211 with text illus. & distrib. 

maps. With overlay loosely inserted. 4to. Hardback. Contents fine. Some sunning to covers and a little wear to 

extremities.    [63169]  £20.00 
 

99. Pilbeam, J. and Bowdery, D. Ferocactus.  1st. Ed. Pub. The British Cactus and Succulent Society. 2005  pp.116 

with col. photos. and dist maps throughout. 4to. Fine hardback.    [64141]  £69.50 

This barrel-shaped cactus grows mainly in Mexico and the Southern USA. The authors provide a key to the species, 

distribution maps, notes on cultivation, plus extensive species commentaries and photographs for each of the 27 species. 
 

100. Plues, Margaret. Rambles in Search of Wild Flowers and How to Distinguish Them.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gardener. 1863  pp.[iv], 349 with 18 fine hand-coloured plates. 8vo. 

Hardback. Signatures to ffep. Occasional spotting o/w. contents nr. fine. Original green cloth binding with gilt 

decoration in thor. vg. condition, with light shelf wear to extremities.    [63563]  £100.00 

Preferred edition. The hand coloured plates in this, the first edition, are much finer than in later editions. Later editions also 

featured fewer plates. 
 

101. Press, J.R. and Short, M.J. (Eds.). Flora of Madeira.  1st. Ed. Pub. HMSO. 1994  pp.xvii, 574 with 57 plates of 

illustrations. Small 4to. Ex-lib. VG softback. In-print at £84.99.    [62964]  £35.00 

This is the first book to describe fully all the vascular plants of the Madeira and Salvage Islands. It covers 1,360 species of 

native and naturalized plants, many of them little known. The flora provides descriptions and keys for taxa at all levels, as well 

as information on habitats, distributions and flowering times. 
 

102. Rackham, Oliver. Hayley Wood. Its History and Ecology. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambs & Isle of Ely. 1975  pp.xv, 221 

with b/w. photos. and figs. 8vo. Small address label of Clive Lovatt to ffep. Author’s inscription to title page. 

Minor spotting to fore-edge of text block, o/w. contents fine. Nr. fine hardback. Note from the Clive Lovatt and 

signed reply from Oliver Rackham plus signed typewritten letter from Rackham loosely inserted. Also comes with 

unused survey card for logging examples of trees and shrubs. Charming, unique copy.    [63104]  £95.00 

The letter from Oliver Rackham is dated December 1978 and in it he discusses plans to visit Avon Gorge Woods which he had 

not visited before. He also discusses the words stathell, stander and storer and explains them to Clive Lovatt. 
 

103. Rackham, Oliver. The Last Forest. The story of Hatfield Forest. 1st. Ed. Pub. J. M. Dent. 1989  pp.xiii, 302 

with b/w. photos. 8vo. Light spotting to endpapers and fore-edge of text block. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    

[63103]  £25.00 
 

104. Rackham, Oliver. Trees and Woodland in the British Landscape. The Complete History of Britain’s 

Trees, Woods & Hedgerows. Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. Phoenix Giant. 2001  pp.xix, 234 with b/w. photos. and illus. 

8vo. Softback. Light spotting to margins o/w. thor. vg.    [63108]  £7.50 

A comprehensive history of Britain’s woodlands and a field work guide that presents trees individually and as part of the 

landscape.  
 

105. Reynolds, Sylvia C.P. A catalogue of alien plants in Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. Nat. Botanic Gdns. Ireland. 2002  

pp.414. 8vo. Author’s dated signature to title page. Fine softback.    [63427]  £32.50 

Over the last 200 years or so, nearly as many alien plants have been recorded in Ireland as there are native taxa. This 

catalogue, published in 2002, is the first annotated check-list of the approximately 920 alien plant taxa recorded in Ireland. 
 

106. Rich, T.C.G. & Gait, C. Wild Flowers of Dare Valley Country Park.  1st. Ed. Pub. Privately Rich & Gait. 

2015  pp.126 with over 400 colour photos. Large 8vo. Fine softback.    [62955]  £7.50 

A photographic guide to the wild flowers, trees and ferns that grow in Dare Valley Country Park, Aberdare, South Wales. With 

most of the 449 recorded plants and ferns photographed. 
 

107. Rich, T.C.G. & Jermy, A.C. Plant Crib 1998.  1st. Ed. Rep. Botanical Society of the British Isles. 1998  pp.vii, 

391 with line drawings & figs. 4to. Nr. fine softback.    [62990]  £15.00 
 

108. Rich, T. et al. Flora of Ashdown Forest.   1st. Ed. Pub. Sussex Botanical Recording Society. 1996  pp.256 with 

5 plates, b/w. text figs. and dist. maps. Signatures of four of the editors to title page. 4to. Hardback. Very gently 

sunned to spine, o/w. fine.    [63168]  £45.00 
 



 

109. Richens, R.H. Elm.  1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. Cambridge University Press. 2011  pp.xi, 347. b/w. illus. Small 4to. Nr. 

fine softback. In-print at £45.99.    [62975]  £27.50 

Covers all aspects of the Elm; its history, its use and distribution from prehistoric times onwards. 
 

110. Rix, Martyn. The Art of the Botanist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Lutterworth Press. 1981  pp.224 with 64 full-colour & 250 

b/w. illus. Large 4to. Minor spotting to fore-edges of text-block, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw.    [63645]  £22.50 

This book takes the story of botanical illustration into the twentieth century and includes pictures by living artists that bear 

comparison with the best work from previous centuries. It will appeal equally to plant lovers, bibliophiles, and all who 

appreciate gorgeous illustrations.  
 

111. Ruksans, J. Buried Treasures. Finding and Growing the World’s Choicest Bulbs. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber 

Press. 2007  pp.384 with 304 colour photographic plates. 4to. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [63444]  £20.00 

Latvian nurseryman Janis Ruksans has gained a reputation as one of the world’s foremost experts on rare and unusual bulbs. 

He is also a grower and propagator of bulbs and here he shares his professional knowledge about the care and cultivation of 

every major and minor genus of bulb-forming plant. 
 

112. Schmeil, Otto & Fitschen, Jost. Flora von Deutschland und seinen angrenzenden Gebieten. Ein Buch 

zum Bestimmen der wildwachsenden und häufig kultivierten Gefässpflanzen. 1st. Ed. Pub. Quelle & 

Meyer. 1982  pp.606 with b/w illus. Small 8vo. Small address label and neat inscription. Nr. fine hardback.     

[62961]  £7.50 
 

113. Schulz, R. and Machado, M. Uebelmannia and their Environment.  1st. Ed. Pub. Schulz Publishing. 2000  

pp.160 with colour photos., dist. maps and b/w. drawings. 4to. Minor spotting to top-edge of text block, o/w. a fine 

hardback in fine dw. Scarce.    [64140]  £250.00 

This book is about the ecology of the genus Uebelmannia showing mostly plants growing in their native habitat. Through 

numerous photographs, the authors present the environment of the species, the interactions of Uebelmannia with other plants 

and animals, the life cycle of the Uebelmannia species, and the distinguishing characteristics of the genus and of each species. 

In addition there is a taxonomic history of the genus. 
 

114. Simpson, N.D. A Bibliographical Index of the British Flora.  1st. Ltd. Ed. Pub. Privately Printed. 1960  

pp.xix, 429. 4to. Nr. fine hardback. Limited edition of 750 copies.    [63433]  £15.00 

Includes a listing of the Floras, Herbals, Periodicals, Societies and References relating to the identification of, distribution and 

occurrence of Phanerograms, Vascular Cryptograms and Charophytes in the British Isles. 
 

115. Sladden, Ann (et al). A Flora of Harting. Wildflower Survey. 1995-1999. 1st. Ed. Pub. A. Sladden et al. 

2000  pp.72 with b/w. line drawings and plant check list. 8vo. Fine softback.    [62991]  £10.00 

The Parish of South Harting lies at the foot of the South Downs near the town of Petersfield. 
 

116. Stace, C.A. (Ed.). Hybridization and the Flora of the British Isles.  1st. Ed. Pub. Academic Press. 1975  

pp.xiii, 626. 8vo. Hardback. Previous owner’s name and label to front endpapers. Light spotting to text block 

edges o/w. a fine hardback in vg. plus dw.    [63431]  £30.00 

This is an authoritative reference work for field botanists who wish to discover hybrids in the wild. Every one of the 975 

hybrids that has been recorded from the British Isles is recorded here. 
 

117. Stark, Robert M. A Popular History of British Mosses. Comprising a general account of their structure, 

fructification, arrangement and general distribution. 1st. Ed. Pub. Lovell Reeve. 1854  pp.xvi with 20 hand-

coloured plates. Small 8vo. Hardback. Signature and small address label to ffep. Some spotting to endpapers, o/w. 

contents fine. Very occasional pencilled annotations. Original green morocco boards, spine more recently relaid, 

all in thor. vg. condition.    [63557]  £65.00 
 

118. Strasser, Walter. Plants of the Peloponnese. Southern Part of Greece. 1st. Ed. Pub. Gantner Verlag. 1999  

pp.350 with 1900 line drawings. 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [62948]  £35.00 

The only handbook about the flora of the Peloponnese with many detailed illustrations. 
 

119. Tansley, A.G. (Ed.). Types of British Vegetation. By members of the central committee for the survey 

and study of British vegetation. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Univ. Press. 1911  pp.xx, 416 with b/w. plates and 

figs. Small 8vo. Hardback. Signature. Some staining to upper corner of text block and lightly to blank margins, 

o/w. contents fine. Signature. Original boards, thor. vg., top corner of rear board bumped.    [63047]  £18.00 
 

120. Taylor, George (et al). Plants. Instructions for Plant Collectors No.10.   6th. Ed. Rep. Pub. British Museum 

(Nat. Hist.). 1965  pp.72 with b/w. illus. Small 8vo. Softback. Thor. vg.    [63045]  £12.50 

The edition previous to this one was issued in 1921 and advances meant it was time for a complete revision. Full of practical 

information - when, where, what and how to collect. Preservation, transport and notes on special groups including succulents, 

aquatics, coniferae, fungi, lichens, mosses and liverworts. 
 



 

121. Taylor, Stephen. Oak. One Tree, Three Years, Fifty Paintings. 1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton Architectural Press. 

2012  pp.111 with col. photos. 4to. Hardback. Fine.     [63109]  £15.00 

A collection of paintings of a 250 year old East Anglian oak tree, all painted by Stephen Taylor, in extremes of weather and 

light and at all times of day and night. He used various styles and techniques to paint the tree scores of times. 
 

122. Thommen, Eduard. Taschenatlas der Schweizer Flora / Atlas de poche de la flore suisse.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Birkhauser. 1983  pp.xviii, 334 with line drawings throughout. Small 8vo. Small address label and neat 

inscription. Nr. fine hardback.     [62962]  £12.00 
 

123. Thomson, G. Melocactus. care and cultivation. 1st. Ed. Cactus & Co. 2009  pp.93 with colour photos. 

throughout. 4to. Fine hardback.    [64144]  £100.00 

Melocactus, also known as the Turk's cap cactus, is a genus of cactus with about 30–40 species. They are native to the 

Caribbean, western Mexico through Central America to northern South America, with some species along the Andes down to 

southern Peru, and a concentration of species in northeastern Brazil. 
 

124. Tison, Jean-Marc & de Foucault, Bruno. Flora Gallica. Flore de France. 1st. Ed. Biotope Editions. 2014  

pp.xx, 1195 with 1500 line drawings. Large 8vo. Softback. Fine. RRP £115.00.    [62946]  £60.00 

The first flora (5,000 species of vascular plants) of France and Corsica for many decades. Up to date with the latest 

discoveries. Flora Gallica describes about 6,000 taxa including nearly 5,000 natural species. 
 

125. Turland, N.J. (et al). Flora of the Cretan Area. Annotated Checklist & Atlas. [with] Flora of Crete - A 

Supplement. 1st. Ed. Pub. HMSO / Marengo. 1995-1997  Two vol. set with dist. maps. Small 4to and 8vo. Small 

address label. Thor. vg. softback and near fine softback.    [62963]  £55.00 

The supplement provides updates to data given in the original flora. 
 

126. Turner, William, (Edited by Chapman, G. & Tweddle, M.). A New Herball. Part I. 2nd. Ed. Pub. CUP. 1995  

pp.362 with illus. 4to. Hardback. Ex-Lib. Contents fine. Brown cloth boards with some minor lib. markings, gently 

bumped on one corner, o/w. fine.    [63113]  £75.00 

The second edition of this landmark book. This is a facsimilie of the 1551 Part I herbal with its black letter text and woodcut 

illustrations. In this edition, in addition to the modernized transcript and notes (found in the 1989 edition)  the authors added 

seven Indexes for Turner’s Chapter Headings, Persons, Places, English Names, Modern English Names, Scientific and Virtues. 

These indexes contain a glossary of unfamiliar or obsolete Tudor words. 
 

127. Wade, A.E. (et al). Flora of Glamorgan.  1st. Ed. Pub. HMSO. 1994  pp.viii, 379 with col. photos. and dist. 

maps. Large 8vo. Softback. Ex-Lib. Nr. fine. In-print at £74.99.    [63043]  £19.50 
 

128. Wanstall, P.J. (Ed.). Local Floras.  Report of the 1961 Conference arranged by the Society. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

The Botanical Society of the British Isles. 1963  pp.119 with two b/w. plates and figs. 8vo. Hardback. A little 

spotting to title page and edges of text block o/w. fine.    [63041]  £6.00 

B.S.B.I. Conference Reports, Number Seven. Considers all aspects of writing and publishing a flora. 
 

129. Warburg, E.F. (Ed.). Watsonia. Journal of the Botanical Society of the British Isles. Volumes I & II. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. B.S.B.I. 1949-1953  Twelve parts bound in two volumes with b/w. plates & figs. 8vo. Hardback. Small 

owenership label. Minor spotting to fore-edges of text block, o/w. contents fine. Original boards nr. fine, a little 

sunning to spines. Original printed covers bound in at rear of each volume.    [63054]  £38.00 

Contains all twelve parts of the journal covering 1949 to 1953. 
 

130. Wells, T.C.E. The Flora of Huntingdonshire and the Soke of Peterborough.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hunts. Flora & 

Fauna Soc. & Wells. 2003  pp.xxxiii, 203 with 27 plates of colour photos. and dist. maps throughout.  Fine 

hardback in fine dw. With signature of Terry Wells to title page.    [62970]  £22.50 
 

131. Wigginton, M.J. and Graham, G.G. Guide to the Identification of some of the More Difficult Vascular 

Plant Species. With particular application to the Watsonian Vice-Counties 66-70, Durham, 

Northumbria, and Cumbria. 1st. Ed. Pub. NCC. 1981  pp.145 with line drawings and silhouettes. 4to. Small 

address label and signature o/w. thor. vg. softback.    [62992]  £9.00 
 

132. Williams, Frederic N. Prodromus Florae Britannicae.  1st. Ed. Pub. C. Stutter 1901-1912  Ten parts. in 

original soft covers. pp.604. 8vo. Softbacks housed in period cloth covered folder. Ex.-Lib. Stamp of the 

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain to front covers. Covers of two parts detached but present. Good to vg.    

[63120]  £30.00 
 

133. Wilmore, G.T.D. Alien Plants of Yorkshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. Yorkshire Naturalists’ Union. 2000  pp.viii, 304 

with 14 plates of line drawings. 8vo. Fine softback, very gently sunned on spine.    [62952]  £8.00 
 



 

134. Wilmore, G.T.D. et al. (Eds.) The South Yorkshire Plant Atlas.  1st. Ed. Pub. Yorkshire Naturalists’ Union.  

2011  pp.459 with col. dist. maps and photos. Large 4to. Hardback. Signature and note to verso of ffep. 

Inscriptions by two of the editors to title page thanking the owner for their collaboration. Numerous ticks to index 

o/w. contents fine. Boards thor. vg with some shelf-wear to extremties.     [63255]  £40.00 
 

135. Wolley-Dod, A.H. (Ed.). Flora of Sussex.  1st. Ed. Pub. Kenneth Saville. 1937  pp.lxxiii, [1], 571 with 6 

photographic plates and fold-out ‘Botanical Divisions’ map of Sussex in pocket at rear as published. 8vo. 

Hardback. Occ. light spotting to contents o/w. fine. A little play in the binding. Original red cloth, showing some 

sunning on spine and marks to boards, o/w. in thor. vg. condition. ‘With author’compliments’ to ffep and with 

signature of Kathleen Pickard, dated 4/1/38.     [63173]  £32.50 

Kathleen Pickard was a well known botanist, highly regarded for her ability to name plants. Among her many friends were 

famous botanists and gardeners of the period including Claridge Druce and Will Ingwersen. She spent much of her time 

looking for wild flowers in Sussex and her inititals can be found scattered frequently throughout Wolley Dod’s ‘The Flora of 

Sussex’. She is  acknowledged by Wolley-Dod for her significant contribution on p.xlix.  
 

136. Wood, R.F. and Nimmo, M. Chalk Downland Afforestation. Forestry Commission Bulletin No. 34. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. HMSO. 1962  pp.45 with plates and figs. 4to. Tip-ex and pencil to top corner of front cover. VG. plus 

softback.    [63002]  £8.00 
 

Entomology 

137. Alexander, Keith. The Beetles of Gloucestershire. Their status, ecology and distribution.  1st. Ed. The 

Glos. Naturalists’ Soc. 2018  pp.468 with col. photos. 8vo. Softback. Nr. fine.    [63039]  £17.50 

The Gloucestershire Naturalist No.31 - Special Issue. 
 

138. Alford, D.V. Bumblebees.  1st. Ed. Pub. Davis-Poynter. 1975  pp.xii, 352 with colour and b/w. plates plus b/w. 

figs. 4to. Hardback. Owner’s bookplate to front paste down. Light spotting to text block edges o/w. a fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw.    [64197]  £50.00 

The much preferred hardback first edition with colour and b/w. plates which were omitted from the later reprint. 
 

139. Allan, P.B.M. Larval Foodplants. A Vade-Mecum for the Field Lepidopterist.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Watkins & 

Doncaster. 1979  pp.126. 16mo. A little light spotting to fore-edges of text block o/w. a fine hardback.     [63712] 

 £12.50 

A classic work for the field lepidopterist wishing to collect and rear British macro-Lepidoptera.  
 

140. Allan, P.B.M. A Moth-Hunter’s Gossip.  2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. Watkins & Doncaster. 1947  pp.269 with b/w. 

frontis. 8vo. Hardback. Slight spotting to fore-edge of text block and prelims o/w. contents fine. Original boards 

nr. fine. Scarce.    [63719]  £65.00 
 

141. Allan, P.B.M. Moths and Memories.  1st. Ed. Pub. Watkins & Doncaster. 1948  pp.316 with b/w. frontis. 8vo. 

Hardback. Some spotting at ends and to text block edges o/w. contents fine. Original cloth boards thor. vg. with 

gentle sunning and some spotting. Scarce.    [63716]  £45.00 
 

142. Allan, P.B.M. Talking of Moths.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. E.W. Classey. 1975  pp.xii, 340 with one b/w. illus. 8vo. 

Spine gently rolled. Light spotting to fore-edge of text block. Thor. vg. hardback.    [63715]  £45.00 

First published in 1943 in a print run of less 100 copies due to wartime shortages, even after this reprint by E. W. Classey, this 

is the scarcest of Philip Bertram Murray Allan’s entomological books. Among the subjects treated are the reason for the 

distribution of the Swallowtail, the ideal larvarium, dishonest dealers, and mating behaviours. 
 

143. Allan, P.B.M. & Wilkinson, R.S. (Ed.). Leaves from a Moth-Hunter’s Notebook.  1st. Ed. Pub. E. W. Classey 

Ltd. 1980  pp.281 with portrait frontis. 8vo. Some marking to fore-edge of text block, o/w. a thor. vg. to nr. fine 

hardback.    [63713]  £25.00 

Published posthumously, edited and with an introduction by Ronald S. Wilkinson. Philip Bertram Murray Allan (1884-1973) 

was the British lepidopterist, writer, and publisher who wrote many articles under the pseudonym Old Moth Hunter or O.M.H. 
 

144. Anderson, R. (et al). Irish Coleoptera. A Revised and Annotated  List. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Irish Naturalists’ 

Journal. 1997  pp.81. 4to. Nr. fine softback with typed 4-page index to families and genera loosely inserted.     

[63602]  £12.50 
 

145. Asher, J. (et al).  The Millennium Atlas of Butterflies in Britain and Ireland.   1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Univ. 

Press. 2001  pp.xx, 433 with colour photos., text figs. and dist. maps. 4to. Previous owner’s label to front paste 

down. Some spotting to fore-edges of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw.     [63735]  £15.00 

The most comprehensive survey of butterflies ever undertaken in Britain and Ireland. 
 



 

146. Atty, D.B. Coleoptera of Gloucestershire.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Author. 1983  pp.[i], xi, 136. 8vo. Ownership 

label to title page and author’s inscription “I hope you find this interesting” beneath title. Crease to rear cover, o/w. 

a fine softback. With author’s typed 'Addenda et Corrigenda', loosely inserted.    [63603]  £16.00 
 

147. Bell, J.H. Methods of Moth Collecting.  1st. Ed. Pub. Watkins & Doncaster. [1928]  pp.112. 8vo. Hardback. 

Some spotting to fore-edge of text block and occ. internally o/w. contents fine. Original cloth binding in vg. 

condition, sunned with mark to spine.    [63718]  £20.00 
 

148. Benton, T. The Bumblebees of Essex.  1st. Ed. Pub. Lopinga Books. 2000  pp.vii, 179 with colour photos, b/w. 

illus. and  dist. maps. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63284]  £14.00 

The first book on the bumblebees of any British county. Covers all of the bumblebees of Essex and southern England, plus a 

selection of insects which mimic bumblebees. Identification keys are provided, along with detailed distribution information. 

 

149. Bright, P.M. & Leeds, H.A. A Monograph of the British Aberrations of the Chalk-hill Blue Butterfly. 
Lysandra coridon (Poda, 1761). 1st. Ed. Pub. The Richmond Hill Printing Works, Bournemouth, 1938  pp.ix, 

[i], 138, [4] with 18 plates of illus., 4 in colour. 4to. Hardback. Occ. minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. Possibly 

more recent end-papers. Original green cloth, lettered in gilt, with some pock marks to read board, o/w. in thor. vg. 

condition.    [63775]  £250.00 
 

150. Catlow, Maria E. Popular British Entomology;  containing a famliar and technical description of the 

Insects most common to the localities of the British Isles. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Routledge, Warne & Routledge. 

1860  pp.x, 280 with 16 hand-coloured plates. 8vo. Hardback. Contents nr. fine. Cords stretched, front hinge 

showing wear and tender; repair to rear internal hinge. Original cloth binding with blind stamped and gilt 

decoration in vg. condition.      [63760]  £50.00 

As well as solo works, Maria Catlow and her sister Agnes (also a scientific writer and illustrator), wrote several books 

together including Sketching Rambles: Or, Nature in the Alps and Apennines (1861). 
 

151. Chalmers-Hunt, J.M. Insect Conservation in Mixed Woodland and Ancient Parkland. From The 

Entomologist’s Record, Vol. 81 (1969). 1st. Ed. Rep. The Entomologist’s Record. 1969  pp.8. Stapled booklet. 

8vo. Author’s inscription to ffep and letter from him loosely inserted. Corners lightly bumped, staples rusted o/w. 

thor. vg.     [63057]  £6.00 
 

152. Clancy, S. (et al). Moths of Great Britain and Ireland. A field guide to all the macromoths. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Bugbook Publishing. 201  pp.640 with colour photos. throughout. 8vo. Fine softback. As new. RRP. 53.99    

[63762]  £40.00 

A guide for the 21st. Century, containing all 874 species of macromoth to have occurred naturally in Britain and Ireland. 
 

153. Clifton, J. and Wheeler, J. Bird-Dropping Tortrix Moths of the British Isles. A Field Guide to the Bird-

dropping Mimics. 1st. Ed. Pub. Clifton & Wheeler. 2011  pp.70 with col. photos and dist. maps. 8vo. Fine 

softback.     [63722]  £15.00 
 

154. Clifton, J. & Wheeler, J.  Conifer Moths of the British Isles. A Field Guide to Coniferous-feeding 

Lepidoptera. 1st. Ed. Pub. Clifton & Wheeler. 2012  pp.129 with colour photos. and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. 

Fine softback.     [63729]  £20.00 

Features 108 coniferous-feeding micro- and macro-moths from Great Britain and Ireland. 
 

155. Colyer, C.N. & Hammond, C.O. Flies of the British Isles. Wayside and Woodland Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Warne. 1951  pp.383 with 48 colour and 55 half-tone plates. 8vo. Light tape residue to endpapers, o/w. a fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw., with a little tape residue to front turn-in.    [63833]  £50.00 
 

156. Cooper, Beowulf A. The Honeybees of the British Isles.  1st. Ed. Pub. BIBBA. 1986  pp.viii, 158, 7 with b/w. 

photos. and illus., plus index. 8vo. Contents nr. fine. Illustrated boards gently sunned and lightly rubbed, o/w. fine.    

[63098]  £40.00 

A most important book on the breeding, mating behaviour, selection and all aspects of the native British bee by this giant of 

beekeeping. Highly recommended. 
 

157. Cox, Michael L.  Atlas of the Seed and Leaf Beetles of Britain and Ireland. (Coleoptera: Bruchidae, 

Chrysomelidae, Megalopodidae and Orsodacnidae). 1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces.  2007  pp.vii, [i], 336 with colour 

photos and maps. 4to. Previous owner’s signature to title page. Fine softback. Out-of-print.    [63607]  £85.00 

Bruchids (seed beetles) and Chrysomelids (leaf beetles) are an important and fascinating group. There are 15 species of 

Bruchids and 216 species of Chrysomelids in Britain and Ireland. This atlas maps their distribution. For each species there is 

an account of habitat, world distribution, host plants and life cycle, together with information on parasitoids, parasites and 

predators. 
 



 

158. Crafer, T. (Compiled by). Foodplant List for the Caterpillars of Britain’s Butterflies and Larger Moths.  
1st. Ed. Pub. Atropos Publishing.  2005  pp.124. 4to. Fine softback.    [63738]  £25.00 
 

159. Crane, Eva. The World History of Beekeeping and Honey Hunting.  1st. Ed. 2nd. Imp. Pub. Duckworth. 

2000  pp.xxii, 682 with b/w. photos and text figs. throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. with some minor, 

light track lines. This (Duckworth) edition, the first, was printed on a higher quality paper and to a higher standard 

than the later reprint, meaning greater clarity in such things as the photographs.     [63270]  £160.00 

The first book to explore in detail the world history of man’s use of bees from prehistoric times to the present day. 
 

160. Cranston, P.S. (et al). Keys to the Adults, Male Hypopygia, Fourth-Instar Larvae and Pupae of the 

British Mosquitoes (Culicidae), with notes on their ecology and medical importance.   1st. Ed. Pub. FBA. 

1987  pp.152 with b/w. line drawings. 8vo. Light sunning to spine, o/w. a fine softback.    [63835]  £10.00 
 

161. Davis, J. & W. The Larvae Collector’s Guide and Calendar. Giving the Times of the Appearance of the 

British Macro-Lepidoptera in all their Stages. 1st. Ed. Pub. J. and W. Davis. [1906]  pp.90 with b/w. illus. and 

10-pages of  advertisements for equipment, books and butterfly specimens bound at the rear. Small 8vo. Hardback. 

Signature to ffep. Contents in nr. fine condition. Original printed boards in thor. vg. condition. Scarce.    [63600] 

 £75.00 

A fascinating insight into the world of butterfly and moth collecting at the turn of the 20th century. Species are listed with both 

their scientific and common names, with details of when the different stages (Ova, Larvae, Pupae and Imago) can be found and 

on what plants. There are also notes on rearing lepidoptera from ova, larvae and pupae. 
 

162. Davis, W.J. The Macro-Lepidopterist’s Calendar. Showing the times of the appearance of the British 

Macro-Lepidoptera in their various stages : Ova, Larvae, Pupae and Imago, giving the foodplants of the 

Larvae and localities they are found in, etc.   1st. Ed. Pub. J. & W. Davis. [1909]  pp.iv, 166. 8vo. Hardback. 

Two signatures to ffep. Contents fine with single note to margin. In original cloth with blindstamped decoration in 

nr. fine condition, with light rubbing to extremities. Very scarce.     [63599]  £90.00 
 

163. Dennis, R.L.H. The British Butterflies.  Their Origin and Establishment.  1st. Ed. Pub. E.W. Classey Ltd.  

1977  pp.xviii, 318 with b/w. text figs. 8vo. Some spotting to fore-edges of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. 

fine gently sunned dw.    [63728]  £9.00 

Ten chapters, in four sections, dealing with: (1) Environmental conditions during late Pleistocene & Post-Glacial; (2) 

Geography & ecology of the butterflies; (3) Racial variation; (4) Arrival & establishment in the Islands. 
 

164. Duff, A.G. Beetles of Britain And Ireland. Vol. 1. Sphaeriusidae to Silphidae. 1st. Ed. Pub. A.G. Duff.  

2012  pp.496 with 241 colour plates, b/w. photos and line drawings. Small 4to.  Previous owner’s signature to 

ffep. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [63611]  £195.00 

Volume one of the first comprehensive account of the beetles of the British Isles since 1932.  Keys are provided to every native 

and naturalised species, including extinct ones. Line drawings alongside the keys illustrate critical characters, and detailed 

species notes are given, including supporting characters, habitat, phenology, distribution and abundance. 
 

165. Duff, A.G. Beetles of Britain And Ireland. Vol. 4. Cerambycidae to Curculionidae. 1st. Ed. Pub. A.G. 

Duff.  2016  pp.623 with 348 colour photos, b/w. photos and line drawings. Small 4to. Previous owner’s signature 

to ffep. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [63612]  £80.00 

Volume four of the first comprehensive account of the beetles of the British Isles since 1932.  Keys are provided to every native 

and naturalised species, including extinct ones. Line drawings alongside the keys illustrate critical characters, and detailed 

species notes are given, including supporting characters, habitat, phenology, distribution and abundance. 
 

166. Duncan, Ian. et al (Eds.). Butterflies of the West Midlands. Birmingham & the Black Country, 

Herefordshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire and Worcestershire. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 2016  pp.vi, 154 with dist. 

maps and colour photos. Royal 8vo. Fine softback. As new.    [63743]  £17.95 
 

167. Dunn, P. Aberrations of the Ringlet Butterfly. Aphantopus hyperantus. 1st. Ed. Pub. Countryman 

Publications. 2020  pp.xiv. 94 with colour photos. throughout. 8vo. Fine softback. With Aberration name lists 

loosely inserted.    [63747]  £15.00 
 

168. Eeles, P. Life Cycles of British & Irish Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces Publishing. 2019  pp.vi, 394 with 

colour photos. throughout. 4to. Fine hardback. As new. RRP. 34.99.    [63739]  £27.50 

Frohawk was the first to capture all the stages in the life cycles of all British and Irish butterflies. This new work repeats that 

feat. With detailed descriptions and photographs of the adult, egg, caterpillar and chrysalis of each of the 59 butterfly species 

that are considered resident or regular migrants to Britain and Ireland. 
 

169. Emmet, A.M. (Ed.). A Field Guide to the Smaller British Lepidoptera.  2nd. Rev. Enl. Ed. Pub. BENHS. 

1988  pp.288. 8vo. Slight sunning to spine o/w. fine softback. Most recent edition.    [63588]  £30.00 



 

Not an identification guide, but summaries of life histories, with observations of behaviour and hints for finding the different 

species. 
 

170. Falk, S. Field Guide to the Bees of Great Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. British Wildlife Publishing. 

2015  pp.432 with colour photos. & over 1,000 colour and b/w. illustrations by Richard Lewington. 8vo. Fine 

hardback in fine dw.    [63730]  £65.00 

Highly recommended. Provides the most recent information on the identification, ecology, status and distribution of all 275 bee 

species in Britain, Ireland and the Channel Islands. 
 

171. Fibiger, Michael (et al). Noctuidae Europaeae. Vols. 1 to 7 and 10. 1st. Ed. Pub. Entomological Press. 1990-

2003  Eight volumes with colour and b/w. plates & dist. maps. 4to. Owners signature and small address label. 

Minor spotting to top-edge of text-block of three volumes, o/w. fine hardbacks in fine dws. Obituary for Michael 

Fibiger loosely inserted.    [63598]  £1,150.00 

Volumes 1 to 3 consider Noctuinae; Volumes 4 and 5 the Hadeninae; Volume 6 and 7 the Cucullinae and Volume 10 the 

Catocalinae & Plusiinae. The long needed series on the European Noctuidae. The text for each genus, subgenus, species, and 

subspecies is disposed as follows: Type locality, synonymy, diagnosis, bionomics, and distribution. The section on distribution 

is supplemented by distribution maps covering the whole of Europe from the Ural Mountains to the Atlantic Ocean and from 

Northern Scandinavia to the Mediterranean. 
 

172. Fox, R. (et al). The State of Butterflies in Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces Publications. 2006  

pp.viii, 112 with col. photos. and dist. maps. 4to. Nr. fine softback. Presentation inscription by one of the authors 

on title page.     [63579]  £9.00 

This book charts butterfly populations at the beginning of the twenty-first century and the efforts being made in species 

conservation. 
 

173. Fraser, H.M. History of Beekeeping in Britain.  1st. Ed. Pub. B.R.A. 1958  pp.106 with b/w. illus. 8vo. 

Hardback. Contents fine. Some spotting and marking to cloth.    [63093]  £18.00 

Traces beekeeping in Britain from before the Norman Conquest through to c.1900. 
 

174. Freude, Dr. Heinz (et al). Die Kafer Mitteleuropas. Bands 4-8 1st. Ed. Pub. Goeke & Evers. 1964-9  Five 

volumes with b/w. figs throughout. Large 8vo. Owner’s signature to ffep of Band 8. Fine hardbacks. With 

corrigenda to Band 4 loosely inserted    [63849]  £350.00 

Band 4. Staphylinidae I (Micropeplinae bis Tachyporinae); Band 5. Staphylinidae II (Hypocyphtinae und Aleocharinae 

Pselaphidae); Band 6. Diversicornia; Band 7. Clavicornia; Band 8. Teredilia, Heteromera, Lamellicornia.    
 

175. Frohawk, F.W. Varieties of British Butterflies. A Selection of Rare and Interesting Specimens of 

Abberations, including Gynandromorphic and Homoeotic Forms; Albinism and Melanism. 1st. Ed. Rep. 

Pub. Ward, Lock & Co. 1938  pp.200 with 48 colour plates by the author. 4to. Hardback. Spotting largely confined 

to ends o/w. contents fine. Original beige boards, lightly marked and extremities lightly bumped o/w. thor. vg.    

[63114]  £50.00 
 

176. Frohawk, F.W. Varieties of British Butterflies. A Selection of Rare and Interesting Specimens of 

Abberations, including Gynandromorphic and Homoeotic Forms; Albinism and Melanism. 1st. Ed. Rep. 

Pub. Ward, Lock & Co. 1938  pp.200 with 48 colour plates by the author. 4to. Hardback. Signature to front paste 

down. Some spotting and marking to text block edges, occ. spotting to contents. Original beige boards. Overall a 

vg. plus hardback in vg. dw, a little chipped at extremities.    [63751]  £100.00 
 

177. Gielis, C. (et al). Microlepidoptera of Europe. Vols. 1-6. 1st. Ed. Pub. Apollo Books. 1996-2010  Six volume 

run with colour photographic and illus. plates, plus line drawings. Large 8vo. Some spotting to text block edges, 

minor cockling to upper corner of first quarter of contents in Vol. 5, o/w. contents fine. Boards with minor shelf 

wear so nr. fine to fine.    [63763]  £425.00 

Vol.1. Pterrophoridae. Vol. 2. Scythrididae. Vol. 3. Gelechiidae I. Vol. 4. Pyraloidea I. Vol. 5. Momphidae s.l. Vol. 6. 

Gelechiidae II. 
 

178. Gilmore, D. (et al).  The Moths of Glamorgan.  1st. Ed. Pub. Atropos. 2014  pp.424 with colour photos. and 

dist. maps. Small 4to. Fine hardback. As new. RRP £40.00.    [63593]  £25.00 

‘The Moths of Glamorgan’ is the first comprehensive assessment of the moth fauna of the county for nearly two hundred years. 

The status, distribution and flight period is given for each of the 1,500 species recorded from Glamorgan based on the county 

database of over 350,000 records.  
 

179. Goater, B. British Pyralid Moths. A Guide to their Identification. 1st. Ed. Pub. Harley Books. 1986  pp.175 

with colour frontis., 8 colour plates plus b/w. illus. 8vo. Hardback. Address label to ffep. Nr. fine.    [63584]  £8.50 

The Pyralidae, commonly called pyralid moths, snout moths or grass moths, are a family of Lepidoptera in the ditrysian 

superfamily Pyraloidea. It is a diverse group, with more than 6,000 species described worldwide 
 



 

180. Goodson, A.L. and Read, D.K. Aberrational and Subspecific forms of Lepidoptera. Vols. 1-4. 1st. Ed. Rep. 

Privately Pub.  c.2000  Four volume set. 4to. Fine hardbacks in fine dws.     [63753]  £200.00 

A facsimile of the original work compiled by Goodson and Read somewhere between 1930 and 1950. ‘Over an eight year 

period [they] visited and examined all the important collections of British butterflies in the UK and abroad, consulted all the 

principal works in print and compiled their findings in these four volumes.’ The work was never planned to be published. 

Considers the sub-order Rhopalocera. Contents thus: Vol.1. Pieridae -Hesperiidae- Papilionidae. Vol. 2. Lycaenidae. Vol. 3. 

Nymphalidae. Vol. 4. Satyridae.  
 

181. Haggett, G.M. (Ed.). Larvae of the British Lepidoptera Not Figured By Buckler.   1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. 

British Entomological & Natural History Society. 1981  pp.150 with 35 colour plates. 8vo. Owner’s signature to 

ffep. Fine hardback in thor. vg. to nr. fine dw.     [63726]  £30.00 

Eleven papers published in the Proceedings of the British Entomological & Natural History Society (formerly the South 

London Entomological & Natural History Society) rearranged and reprinted, with minor revision, in one volume. 
 

182. Harmer, A.S. Variation in British Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Paphia Publishing. 2000  pp.xiv, 293 with 84 fine 

watercolour plates by A.D.A. Russwurm plus colour and b/w. photos. and b/w. figs. and diagrams. 4to. Minor 

spotting to top-edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Author’s letter about the publication, printed 

and signed, loosely inserted.       [63736]  £35.00 

The 84 specially commissioned watercolour plates by A.D.A. Russwurm illustrate over 400 specimens. This book is intended as 

a companion volume to A.D.A. Russwurm's 'Aberrations of British Butterflies', and was published to celebrate his 95th 

birthday. Includes his biography. 
 

183. Harper, M. &. Simpson, T. The Larger Moths and Butterflies of Herefordshire & Worcestershire. An 

Atlas. 1st. Ed. Pub. West Midlands Branch of Butterfly Conservation. 2001  pp.xvi, 195 with 4 colour plates and 

dist. maps. 4to. Ringbound softback. Contents fine with a little spotting to covers and fore-edge of text block. Out-

of-print.    [63733]  £27.50 

The first significant publication of the whole of the Lepidoptera of Hereford and Worcester since the Victoria County History 

lists at the beginning of the 20th Century.  
 

184. Harper, M. &. Simpson, T. The Smaller Moths of Herefordshire & Worcestershire. Part 1. 

Micropterigidae to Scythrididae. Part 2. Tortricidae to Pterophoridae. 1st. Ed. Pub. West Midlands Branch 

of Butterfly Conservation. 2003-2004  Two volume set. With colour plates and dist. maps. Ringbound softbacks. 

Contents fine with a little spotting to covers and fore-edge of text block. Out-of-print.    [63734]  £59.50 
 

185. Heath, J., Maitland Emmet, A., & Langmaid, J.R. (Eds.) The Moths and Butterflies of Great Britain and 

Ireland. Volumes 1, 2, 3, 4 (i), 4 (ii), 5 (1), 5 (2), 7 (i), 7 (ii), 9 & 10.  Pub. Harley Books / Brill. 1983-2014  

Eleven volumes with colour, b/w. plates and photos., illus. and dist maps. 4to. Hardback. Vols 5 (1) and 5 (2) in 

fine (as new) condition. Some spotting to fore-edges of text blocks and occ. to endpapers of other volumes, o/w. 

fine hardbacks in nr. fine or fine dws. Comes with Publisher’s laminated ‘Life History Chart : Key to Symbols’. 

Vol. 4 (i) has the Publisher’s addenda. All published to date.    [63846]  £650.00 
 

186. Henwood, B. and Sterling, P.  Field Guide to the Caterpillars of Great Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Bloomsbury. 2020  pp.448 with 900 colour illus., plus colour photos. and dist. maps. 8vo. Fine hardback. 

Illustrated by Richard Lewington.     [63731]  £60.00 

Covers caterpillars of the moth and butterfly species that are most likely to be encountered in the British Isles and provides a 

window into their diverse natural histories. The species accounts cover status, field characters, similar species, habitat and 

foodplants. 
 

187. Heslop, I.R.P. (et al). Notes & Views of the Purple Emperor.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Southern Publishing Co., Ltd. 

1964  pp.xiii, 248 with 22 plates, some in colour. 4to. Hardback. Signature and inscription to front endpapers. A 

little light spotting to endpapers, o/w. contents fine. Original cloth binding in nr. fine condition with slight 

bumping to upper corners in a good dw.    [63732]  £50.00 

The purpose of the book was to collect and present the authors own original material on the Purple Emperor. There is no 

repetition of the basic facts presented in earlier works by Barrett, South, Frohawk and Morris. Russwurm was the illustrator. 
 

188. Hynes, H.B.N. A Key to the Adults and Nymphs of the British Stoneflies (Plecoptera). With notes on 

their Ecology and Distribution. 2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. FBA. 1967  pp.90 with b/w. illus., throughout. Signature to 

title page. 8vo. Softback. Tape residue to title page and inside covers o/w. fine.    [63856]  £12.00 
 

189. Jobling, Boris. Anatomical drawings of biting flies.  1st. Ed. Pub. British Mueum (Nat. Hist.) / Wellcome 

Trust. 1987  pp.119 with finely detailed drawings throughout plus photos. of the artist at work. Large 4to. Nr. fine 

hardback.     [63928]  £65.00 

Considers the sandfly, mosquito, blackfly, the deerfly and stablefly. 
 



 

190. Joy, Norman H. (and Hodge, P.J. & Jones, R.A). A Practical Handbook of British Beetles, [with] New 

British Beetles (Species not in Joy’s Practical Handbook).  Rep. Pub. Classey & 1st. Ed. Pub. BENHS. 

1976 & 1995  Three volumes. Med. 8vo. & 8vo. Hardbacks. TEG. Owner’s bookplate to Vol. 1, signature to Vol. 

2 and the 3rd volume. Some spotting to fore-edges of text block and occ. to contents of Vol. 1 and 2 of Joy’s work, 

o/w. contents fine. Light sunning to dws., with a little loss to top edge of Vol. 2 dw. o/w. nr. fine. New British 

Beetles in nr. fine condition, with article to rfep.    [63614]  £275.00 
 

191. Killington, F.J.  A Monograph of the British Neuroptera.  Volumes I and  II. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Ray Society.  

1936-37  Two volume set with text figs. throughout and plates at rear of text. 8vo. TEG. Nr. fine hardbacks in 

original bindings with gilt and blind decoration to boards.      [63848]  £45.00 
 

192. Kirby, W.F. A Hand-book to the Order Lepidoptera. Lloyd's Natural History. Volumes I to V. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Edward Lloyd. 1896-97  Five volume set, with 158 chromolithographic plates, all but two in colour, as 

published. 8vo. Hardbacks. Very minor spotting to endpapers and fore-edges of text blocks, o/w. contents fine. A 

hint of spine lean. Original handsome red cloth, spines lettered in gilt, gently sunned to spines and a little wear to 

front external hinge of Vol. II, o/w. thor. vg.    [63859]  £150.00 
 

193. Lane, S. A Provisional Atlas of The Click Beetles of Warwickshire. (Insecta : Coleoptera : Elateroidea - 

6441). 1st. Ed. Pub. Warwickshire Museum Service. 1995  pp.5 with dist. maps. 4to. Fine softback.    [63608] 

 £5.00 

New updated edition to December 1994. 
 

194. Lane, S. A Provisional Atlas of The Jewel Beetles, Soldier Beetles, Glow-Worms & Net-Winged 

Beetles of Warwickshire. (Insecta : Coleoptera : Buprestidae : Cantharidae : Lampyridae : Lycidae : 

6441). 1st. Ed. Pub. Warwickshire Museum Service. 1996  pp.5 with dist. maps. 4to. Fine softback.    [63609] 

 £5.00 
 

195. Lane, S. A Provisional Atlas of the Longhorn Beetles of Warwickshire. (Insecta : Coleoptera : 

Cerambycidae : 6441). 1st. Ed. Pub. Warwick Museum Service. 1996  pp.5 with dist. maps. 4to. Nr. fine 

softback.    [63610]  £5.00 
 

196. Leverton, Roy.  Enjoying Moths.  Poyser Natural History.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser.  2001  pp.xi, 276 with colour 

photos. throughout. 4to. Hardback. Owner’s label to front paste down. Some cockling to pages throughout and 

associated wrinkling to rear board cloth. Still a very readable copy of this sought after title in nr. fine dw.    

[63744]  £30.00 

Roy Leverton conveys his lifelong enthusiasm for moths in an immensely readable, easy-going style, while the text is superbly 

illustrated. As well as  fascinating insights into the lives of moths and how to identify them, there are chapters on finding, 

trapping and photographing moths as well as rearing them in captivity - all in the cause of helping to conserve them. 
 

197. Lott, D. The Leicestershire Coleopterists. 200 years of beetle-hunting. 1st. Ed. Pub. Loughborough 

Naturalists' Club. 2009  pp.[iv], 60 with b/w. and col. plates. 8vo. Signature. Fine softback. Out-of-print.    

[63605]  £8.00 

This book tells the story of a remarkable set of people, the Leicestershire coleopterists, who, over the last two hundred years, 

not only recorded  beetles, but also left a history of scientific accomplishment and eccentricities.  
 

198. Manley, Chris. British Moths and Butterflies. A Photographic Guide. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. A&C Black. 2009  

pp.352 with over 2,000 stunning colour photos. 8vo. Owner’s signature. Nr. fine softback. Out-of-print.    [63825] 

 £25.00 

Covers more than 1,420 species, including 850 macros, 74 butterflies and 500 micros. 
 

199. Manley, R.O.B. Bee-keeping in Britain.  1st. Ed. Pub. Faber and Faber. 1948  pp.439 with colour frontis., b/w. 

photos. and illus. 8vo. Original red cloth showing staining and wear. A good reading copy.    [63100]  £12.00 

A classic work and still much sought-after. With a chapter dedicated to hives, frames and supers. 
 

200. Martin, Prof. S. The Asian Hornet (Vespa velutina). Threats, Biology and Expansion. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA 

and NBB. 2017  pp.106 with colour photos. and b/w. figs. 8vo. Softback. Beekeeper’s bookplate. Fine.    [64200] 

 £20.00 

Asian hornets are highly topical. Covers all the key aspects of the hornets' biology including the impact they have on both 

people and honey bees, and some information on their control. 
 

201. Merrin, Joseph. The Lepidopterist’s Calendar: Giving the time when the British lepidoptera appear in the 

egg, larval, pupal and imago states; with the food-plant, and habitat.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Herbert Marsden. 1875  

pp.vi, 250. 8vo. Hardback. Signature to ffep. Some spotting to endpapers and fore-edge of text block o/w. contents 

fine. Original cloth in vg. condition with some spotting to boards and a little rubbing to extremities.     [63761] 

 £18.50 



 

 

202. Moore, Richard. The Beetles of the Isle of Raasay in the Inner Hebrides.  1st. Ltd. Ed. Pub. Richard 

Moore. 2012  pp.193 with colour photos. 8vo. Signature and author’s inscription to the owner on title page. Fine 

softback. Limited edition of 100 copies. Scarce.     [63606]  £40.00 

This book is the result of forty years of beetle collecting on Raasay. It includes an updated list of the Coleoptera that have been 

found in the Inner Hebrides which now numbers over 1,100 species. 
 

203. [Newman, Edward]. The Insect Hunters; or, Entomology in Verse. 1st. Ed. Pub. Edward Newman.   [1857]  

pp.viii., 86. Small 8vo. Hardback. AEG. Owner’s name to corner of dedication page. Discreet strengthening to 

internal hinges o/w. contents fine. Original binding with blind and gilt decoration in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition. 

Scarce.    [63749]  £195.00 

Entomological poetry. ‘Edward Newman (1801-1876) was among the most multi-talented of the ‘Aurelians’.....Entomologically 

speaking, his main interest was in Lepidoptera and injurious insects but he was first and foremost an all-round naturalist and 

writer, as well as an authority on botany - especially ferns, birds and their nests and mammals.’ (Salmon). 
 

204. Newman, L. Hugh. Butterfly Farmer.  1st. Ed. Pub. Phoenix House. 1953  pp.208 with b/w. photos. 8vo. 

Hardback. Ownership label and signature to ffep. Some spotting to outer edges of text block, o/w. contents fine. In 

dw. with some loss to extremities. Typed postcard from the author (dated 12.7.60), loosely inserted.     [63601] 

 £25.00 

The story of Britain’s first butterfly farm, started in 1894 by Leonard Newman, before being taken over by his son, Hugh 

Newman (1909-1993). 
 

205. Pierce, F.N. The Genitalia of the Group Noctuidae of the Lepidoptera of the British Islands.   An 

Account of the Morphology of the Male Clasping Organs. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. E.W. Classey Ltd. 1967  pp.xii, 

88 plus 32 b/w. illustrative plates by F. N. Pierce and H. Butler. 8vo. Light spotting to endpapers and fore-edges of 

text block, o/w. a nr. fine hardback.     [63714]  £10.00 
 

206. Pierce, F.N. The Genitalia of the Noctuidae of the Lepidoptera of the British Islands. An Account of 

the Morphology of the Female Reproductory Organs.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Classey 1952  pp.xvi, 64 plus 15 b/w. 

illustrative plates. 8vo. Neat signature to title page. Nr. fine softback with handwritten title to spine.      [57891] 

 £7.50 
 

207. Porter, J. The Colour Identification Guide to Caterpillars of the British Isles. (Macrolepidoptera). 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Viking. 1997  pp.xii, 275 with 49 colour plates. 4to. Fine hardback in nr fine dw. with a little sunning and 

chipping to top of spine.    [63582]  £30.00 

A comprehensive guide to the caterpillars of British butterflies and macro-moths with photographs for over 850 different 

species. 
 

208. Ransome, H.M. The Sacred Bee. In Ancient Times and Folklore. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. BBNO. 1986  pp.308 

with b/w. photos and illus. 8vo. Ownership stamps to pastedowns, end-papers and fore-edges of text block, o/w. a 

fine hardback in fine dw.     [62704]  £30.00 

Not concerned with practical beekeeping, this book focuses on the sacredness of the bee. It considers beekeeping through the 

ages and from around the world. We are told of the myths and superstitions connected with the Bee which are found in the folk-

lore of many nations. 
 

209. Razowski, J. Tortricidae (Lepidoptera) of Europe. Volume1. Tortricinae and Chlidanotinae. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Frantisek Slamka. 2002  pp.247 with 71 b/w. and 16 col. plates. 4to. Very gently sunned to spine o/w. a fine 

hardback. Out of print and scarce.    [63583]  £275.00 

This first volume covers the Tortricinae and Chlidanotinae with their 382 and 8 species, respectively. The authors provide 

detailed descriptions of European tortricids including their synonymy, morphology, biology and distribution. Colour 

photographs and drawings of male and female genitalia are provided for identification of each described species 
 

210. Riley, A.M. & Prior, G. British and Irish Pug Moths. (Lepidoptera: Geometridae, Larentiinae, 

Eupitheciini). A guide to their identification and biology. 1st. Ed. Pub. Harley Books. 2003  pp.264 with 12 

colour plates plus b/w. illus. and dist. maps. 8vo. Fine hardback with slight sunning to spine.     [63592]  £37.50 

Descriptions of the biology and characters of all stages of the 52 species from Britain and Ireland, with maps showing the 

known distribution of each species on a vice-county basis. The larvae are illustrated in detailed black & white drawings, and 

the adults in colour photographs. 
 

211. Salmon, M.A. & Edwards, P.J. The Aurelian’s Fireside Companion. An Entomological Anthology. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Paphia Publishing. 2005  pp.xxvii, 428 with 8 colour plates, plus b/w. photos. and figs. to text. 4to. 

Minor spotting to fore-edges of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw. Copy No. 181 of 1,000.    [63740] 

 £25.00 

Through articles, letters and notes gleaned from British entomological journals of the past 200 years, this anthology celebrates 

the joys and frustrations experienced by an eclectic bunch of amateur butterfly hunters.  
 



 

212. Savory, T.H. The Spiders and Allied Orders of the British Isles. Wayside and Woodland Series. 2nd. Ed. 

Rep. Pub. Warne. 1953  pp.224 with 95 colour and b/w. plates. Small 8vo. Signature to ffep. Some tape residue to 

endpapers o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw. with very light tape residue to turn-ins and a little wear to edges.    

[63853]  £18.00 

Second edition, preferred for its revised content. With an enlarged section on harvestmen and a new section on sea-spiders.  
 

213. Skinner, Bernard. The Colour Identification Guide to Moths of the British Isles. (Macrolepidoptera). 
3rd. Rev. Upd. Ed. Pub. Apollo Books. 2009  pp.325 with 51 colour plates and b/w. illus. 4to. Fine hardback. RRP 

£89.99. Latest edition.    [63737]  £60.00 

Since the publication of the first edition 25 years ago there has been a steady increase in knowledge about British macromoths. 

This new edition presents the latest overview of the current status of resident and immigrant moths as well as considering 

historical records. 
 

214. Smith, Kenneth G.V. A Manual of Forensic Entomology.  1st. Ed. Pub. The British Museum (Natural 

History).  1986  pp.205 with b/w. figs. Large 8vo. Fine hardback. Scarce.    [63818]  £100.00 

A comprehensive study of the insects and invertebrates which break down animal tissue by the process of myiasis, knowledge of 

which is invaluable to forensic scientists. 
 

215. Southwood, T. & Leston, D. Land and Water Bugs of the British Isles. Wayside and Woodland Series. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Warne. 1959  pp.xi, 436 with 63 plates, many coloured and b/w. figs. to text. 8vo. Light tape residue 

to endpapers. o/w. a fine hardback nr. fine dw. A very pleasing copy indeed.    [63832]  £120.00 
 

216. Stainton, H.T. British Butterflies and Moths: An Introduction to the study of our Native Lepidoptera. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Reeve & Co. 1867  pp.x, 292 with 16 hand-coloured plates plus 16-page catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. 

Signature dated 1888 to title-page. Only very occ. minor spotting o/w. contents fine. In original cloth binding with 

gilt motif to front, in good to vg. condition with some marking and sunning to boards.    [63720]  £50.00 
 

217. Stainton, H.T. The Entomologist’s Companion.  2nd. Ed. Pub. John Van Voorst. 1854  pp.146. Small 8vo. 

Hardback. Some spotting at ends o/w. contents fine. Original quarter calf and marbled boards in thor. vg. to nr. 

fine condition with light rubbing and sunning to extremities. Scarce.     [63748]  £195.00 

‘The Entomologist’s Companion’ is focussed on micro-lepidoptera (Tineina) and includes, for example, ‘the times of 

appearance of all our known Tineina and have then added under each separate month fuller details of the  habitats of each 

species occurring during that month, whether in the states of larva, pupa or imago.’ (Stainton). Stainton also describes ‘quite 

intimate details of a collecting trip to Western Scotland and the Isle of Arran with his wife’ (Salmon). Also contains Stainton’s 

‘Journal of a Larva Collector for 1853’.  
 

218. Stainton, H.T. A Manual of British Butterflies and Moths.  1st. Ed. Pub. Van Voorst. 1857-1859  Two 

volume set with b/w. illus. 8vo. Hardbacks. Occ. spotting, o/w. contents fine. Some sections uncut. In original 

blind decorated cloth binding in thor. vg. condition gently sunned to spines and minor wear to top of spines.     

[63723]  £50.00 

Vol. I. comprising the butterflies and stout-bodied moths. Vol. II. comprising the slender-bodied and small moths. 
 

219. Stephens, James Francis. A Manual of British Coleoptera, or Beetles; Containing a brief description of 

all the species of Beetles hitherto ascertained to inhabit Great Britain and Ireland; together with a notice 

of their chief localities, times and places of appearances, etc. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longman et al.  1839  pp.xii, 443, 

[i] plus 32-page publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. From the library of A.H. Swinton with his fine ink and 

pencil illustrations to margins, notes and annotations throughout. Several later tape repairs to internal blank 

margins, very minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. More recently, sympathetically, rebound in green cloth, with gilt 

lettering to spine, in fine condition. A unique copy.     [63858]  £275.00 

From the library of Victorian entomologist and author A.H. Swinton. When Charles Darwin published his ‘Decent of Man’ in 

1871 entomologists attention was drawn to the observation of the various sounds, colours, senses, emotions and habits of 

insects. A.H. Swinton devoted himself to study in this field both through personal observation and the collections of 

observations in literature. One of Swinton’s publications which followed this study was his ‘Insect Variety’ (1880). 
 

220. Sterling, P. and Parsons, M. Field Guide to the Micro Moths of Great Britain and Ireland.  Illustrated by 

Richard Lewington. 1st. Ed. Pub. British Wildlife Publishing. 2012  pp.416 with colour illus., photos. and dist. 

maps throughout. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print and hard-to-find in hardback.    [63724]  £50.00 

Covers 1,033 species with details on similar species, flight season, habitat, larval foodplant, status and distribution. 
 

221. Thomas, J. and Lewington, R.  The Butterflies of Britain and Ireland.   1st. Ed. Pub. Dorling Kindersley. 

1991  pp.224 with b/w. and colour illus. and dist. maps. 4to. Nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.     [63594]  £12.50 

Expertly illustrated by Richard Lewington, this book is an excellent guide to the appearance, behaviour, life cycle and ecology 

of the butterflies of Britain and Ireland.  
 



 

222. Thomson, George. Insectorum Sive Minimorum Animalium. The Butterflies and Moths. 1st. Ltd. Ed. Pub. 

George Thomson. 2000  pp.65 with two tipped-in plates and b/w. illus. to text. 4to. Minor spotting to fore-edge of 

text block, o/w. a fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. with some spotting. Limited edition, copy No. 24 of 500.    

[63752]  £50.00 

An introduction to Thomas Moffett’s ‘Insectorum Theatrum’, the first book on insects published in Britain (1634), with a 

translation and facsimile of the section on moths and butterflies. 
 

223. Tschinkel, Walter R. The Fire Ants.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Belknap Press. 2006  pp.vii, 723pp. with b/w. figs. and 

col. plates. 4to. Neat ownership stamp to ffep o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw.     [63254]  £90.00 
 

224. Tunmore, M., Nelson, J., (et al). Atropos. Issues 1 to 32. 1st. Ed. Pub. Atropos. 1996-2006  Issues 1 to 32 with 

colour photography, dist. maps and figs. 8vo. Fine softbacks housed in publisher’s binders. Issue 28 is the Special 

10 year Anniversary edition.    [63569]  £100.00 

A nice run of this Journal, first started in 1996, which is dedicated to presenting the latest Lepidoptera and Odonata news. This 

includes conservation, identification, biology, field observations and material on Western Palearctic species of relevance to 

Britain. 
 

225. Tutt, J.W. British Butterflies, Being a Popular Hand-Book for Young Students and Collectors. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. George Gill & Sons. 1896  pp.476 with 10 b/w. plates. 8vo. AEG. Hardback. Initials to front endpapers.  

Contents fine. Original gilt decorated bevel-edged boards in nr. fine condition. Scarce.    [63721]  £38.50 
 

226. Tutt, J.W. A Natural History of the British Lepidoptera. A Text-Book for Students and Collectors. Vols. 

I-V. 1st. Ed. Pub. Swan Sonnenschein. 1899-1906  Five volumes with b/w. and col. plates. 8vo. Hardbacks. Some 

spotting to fore-edges of text block. Any minor spotting very largely confined to ends, o/w. contents fine. Vols. III 

to V in period cloth in vg. to thor. vg. condition (spine relaid on Vol. III). Vols. I & II in more recent closely 

matching red cloth in fine condition.    [63845]  £195.00 

Tutt’s complete published set of volumes on British Lepidoptera comprises nine volumes. Volumes I to V, as offered here, focus 

on moths with Volumes VIII to XI present the butterflies. Volumes VI and VII were never published. 
 

227. Tutt, J.W. Random Recollections of Woodland, Fen and Hill.  2nd. Ed. Pub. George Gill & Sons. 1895  

pp.256 with 103 b/w. figs. 8vo. Hardback, AEG. Previous owner’s signature to title-page dated 1934. Content fine. 

Original cloth binding with gilt lettering and decoration in nr. fine condition with a little sunning to spine. Scarce.    

[63717]  £35.00 

A collection of essays on natural history intended  for use in schools. 
 

228. Twinn, P.F.G. & Harding, P.T. Provisonal atlas of the longhorn beetles (Coleoptera, Cerambycidae) of 

Britain.  1st. Ed. Pub. BRC. 1999  pp.96 with 63 b/w., dist. maps. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine softback.    [63604] 

 £12.50 
 

229. Twissell, Ingrid. Dragonflies & Damselflies of Gloucestershire. (Their distribution and status). 1st. Ed. 

Pub. The Glos. Naturalists’ Soc. 2016  pp.191 with col. photos and dist. maps 8vo. Softback. Fine.    [63040] 

 £15.00 

The Gloucestershire Naturalist No.28 - Special Issue. 
 

230. Von Frisch, K. Bees: Their Vision, Chemical Senses, and Language.  1st. Ed. Reissue Pub. Jonathan Cape. 

1984  pp.125 with b/w. photos. and illus. Small 8vo. Ownership stamp to title page and fore-edges of text block. 

Fine hardback in fine dw., very gently sunned to spine.     [62698]  £35.00 
 

 

231. Wallace, I.D. (et al). Keys to the Case-Bearing Caddis Larvae of Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Freshwater Biological Association. 2003  pp.259 with 107 b/w. figs plus 5-page FBA catalogue. 8vo. Previous 

owner’s name to title page. Fine softback.     [63834]  £20.00 
 

232. Williams, J. Darwin’s Bees.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Central Assoc. of Bee-Keepers. 2009  pp.16 with b/w. illus. 8vo. 

Fine softback. Scarce.    [63971]  £12.00 

A fascinating insight into how bees and beekeepers influenced Charles Darwin. 
 

233. Worthington-Stuart, Brian. Collecting and Breeding Butterflies & Moths. Wayside and Woodland Series. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Warne. 1951  pp.190 with colour frontis. and b/w. figs. to text. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. 

dw.    [63831]  £40.00 

A true first edition with dark green leatherette binding and pale blue dustwrapper. 
 

234. Young, M.  The Natural History of Moths.  Poyser Natural History.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser.  1997  pp.xiv, 

271 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 8vo. Minor spotting to top-edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. 

fine dw.     [63725]  £22.50 



 

This work paints a broad picture of moth biology and ecology. From their breeding, feeding, distribution and life history as 

well as the specialized aspects of their behaviour. Uses many examples from the moth faunas of Britain and Europe.  
 

Fine, Illustrated & Antiquarian 

235. Bellamy, J.C. The Natural History of South Devon.  1st. Ed. Pub. Jenkin Thomas. 1839  pp.xxvi, [ii], viii, 

455 with line engravings, lithographs and five folding maps. 8vo. Hardback. Previous owner’s small label to ffep. 

Some spotting, minor marking and darkening, o/w. contents fine. Several subscribers’ names added to list at rear 

in period hand. More recently rebound in quarter cloth with printed label to spine, all in fine condition.    [63551] 

 £225.00 

A detailed study written by one of the curators of The Devon and Cornwall Natural History Society concerning the geology, 

topography, flora and fauna of the region. 
 

236. Besler, Basilius. Hortus Eystettensis.  Fac. Ed. Pub. Aboca Museum Edizioni. 2006  Three volume set with 367 

full-page colour plates. Large folio. Hardbacks. Contents in fine condition. Original blind decorated cream leather 

bindings in fine condition, each volume housed in original publisher’s cardboard case. One of 1,450 sets, this set 

one of 50 reserved for Folio Society members with their prospectus loosely inserted.    [63844]  £3,750.00 

Deluxe facsimile of the first edition of one of the greatest flower books in existence. Published in Nuremberg in 1613, ‘Hortus 

Eystettensis’ is ‘the most impressive of the early 17th century florilegia’. The work was published ‘under the patronage of 

Johann Conrad von Gemmingen, Bishop of Eichstatt, in whose garden most of the plants were grown’ (Rix). 
 

237. Butler, Arthur G. British Birds with their Nest and Eggs.  1st. Ed. Pub. Brumby and Clarke. [1896-1899]  Six 

volume set. With 24 colour chromolithograph plates of eggs (containing 475 figures) and 318 fine b/w. plates of 

birds by F.W. Frohawk. (4to.). Hardbacks. AEG. Two bookplates. Ownership insc. dated 1908 and small blind 

stamp with motto ‘Audaces Fortuna Juvat’ to title page Vol. I. Gold marbled end-papers. Any spotting very largely 

confined to tissue guards and blank verso of plates, o/w. contents fine. Original gilt decorated and lettered green 

cloth, a little dulled to rear board Vol. II, o/w. nr. fine. A very pleasing set.    [63634]  £250.00 
 

238. Darwin, Charles. The Formation of Vegetable Mould. Through the action of Worms with Observations 

on their Habits. 1st. Ed. 7th. Thou. Corr. Pub. John Murray. 1882  pp.vii, [i], 328 with b/w. illus. in text plus 1-

page publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Neat dedication (dated July 9th 1882) to second blank and later 

signature to verso of ffep. Some spotting to endpapers, title-page and occ. to text, o/w. contents fine. Original 

green cloth boards with gilt lettering to spine in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition, lightly rubbed on tips and gently 

bumped on bottom fore-corners. A little spine lean. Freeman 1365.    [63568]  £200.00 
 

239. Darwin, Charles. On the Origin of Species. By means of Natural Selection. 3rd. Corr. Ed. Pub. John 

Murray, London. 1861  pp.xix, 538 with half-title, fold-out lithograph diagram plus 2-page John Murray 

catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Signature of first owner, dated 1861, to title-page and front pastedown. Additional 

signatures (dated 1896 and 1942) to ffeps. Very minor spotting, corner of two leaves turned. Overall contents 

exceptionally clean and nr. fine. Original decorated green cloth thor. vg. to nr. fine. Original brown coated 

endpapers with binder’s (Edmunds & Remnants, London) ticket to rear pastedown. Freeman 381, binding variant 

‘a’. A very pleasing copy.    [63656]  £5,000.00 
 

240. Darwin, Charles. The Origin of Species. By means of Natural Selection. 6th. Ed. 41st. Thou. Pub. John 

Murray. 1891  pp.xxi, [i], 432, with fold-out plate, plus one leaf of Publisher’s adverts. 8vo. Some spotting to end-

papers and fore-edges of text block, two sections a little clumsily opened, corners of a handful of leaves showing 

old turning as place markers, o/w. contents exceptionally clean and fine. Original green cloth boards superbly 

bright with just the mildest shelf-rubbing. Freeman 438.    [63293]  £600.00 

A very pleasing copy of the most complete edition of Darwin’s masterpiece. 
 

241. Darwin, Charles. The Zoology of H.M.S. Beagle under the Command of Captain Fitzroy (1832-36). 
Vol.1 - Fossil Mammalia; Vol. 2 - Mammalia; Vol. 3 - Birds and Vol. 4 - Fish and Reptiles.  Ltd. Ed. 

Fac. Pub. Royal Geographic Soc. / C.I.L. 1994  Four volume set with colour and b/w. plates. 4to. Superb 

commemorative facsimile. Limited edition of 1,000 copies; this being set No. 133, signed by John Hemming of 

the Royal Geographic Society. Gilt lettered & decorated half-morocco over marbled boards with the purpose built, 

hinged reading slope that originally came as standard. Nr. fine condition. A lovely set.    [52162]  £550.00 

‘Darwin edited this sumptuous work, which appeared in five parts...., between February 1838 and October 1843’. (Freeman).  

He also made significant contributions to the work.  The authors responsible for each part were Richard Owen (Fossil 

Mammalia), George Robert Waterhouse (Mammalia), John Gould (Birds), Leonard Jenyns (Fish) and Thomas Bell (Reptiles). 
 

242. Dodoens, Rembert. A New Herball or Historie of Plants. Translated.....by Henrie Lyte. 3rd. English Ed. 

Corr. & Amen., London, Edm. Bollifant. 1595  pp.[xl], 916, [48]. Black letter, title within woodcut decorative 

border. Crown  4to. AEG. Contents in nr. fine condition. Nineteenth century half-calf leather over marbled boards, 

raised bands, gilt lettering and decoration, showing a little wear to spine, o/w. in thor. vg. condition. Prov: Neat 



 

private library stamp to pastedowns (Rothamsted, Lawes Trust, acquired by them in 1915).  Henrey 112.    [55027] 

 £3,950.00 

Henry Lyte first translated Dodoens’ celebrated herbal in 1578. The copy offered for sale here is the corrected and amended 

edition of 1595. Lyte’s work is held in high esteem. Agnes Arber commented that he was ‘no mere mechanical translator, for 

the herbal [Lyte’s own copy] is annotated and corrected, [with] references to de l’Obel and Turner being inserted’. 
 

243. Drummond, The Hon. W.H. The Large Game. And Natural History of South and South-East Africa. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Edmonston and Douglas, Edinburgh. 1875  pp.xxi, [i], 428 with colour frontis., colour illus. title-page, 

13 plates (12 in colour), 20 b/w. illus., and 1 full-page colour map. 8vo. TEG. Some browning to half-title and 

blank verso of map. Some spotting to fore-edge of text block and only a very minor amount internally, o/w. 

contents fine. Period half-morocco over green cloth with gilt lettering and decoration to spine in nr. fine condition. 

A very pleasing copy indeed.    [63773]  £225.00 
 

244. Forster, T. [and] White, Rev. Gilbert. The Perennial Calendar and Companion to the Almanack 

illustrating the Events of Every Day in the Year. [interleaved with part of] A Naturalist’s Calendar. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Harding, Mavor and Lepard, London [and] for B. & J. White. 1824 & 1795  pp.xxvii, [i], 803, [i]; half- 

and full-titles, pp.57-170, hand col. plate and table of contents. 8vo. Hardback. With bookplate of Peter Acklom 

Reaston (appointed Rector at Barlborough, Derbyshire on 11th June 1792). Interleaved with Gilbert White’s 

‘Observations on Various Parts of Nature’ embellished further by copious, period hand-written, content from the 

rest of the work. Also contains a fold-out copper engraved plate - ‘Flora’s Dial’ with period hand-written 

explanation of its interpretation. Many hand-written notes/extracts including from ‘The Calendar of Flora’ by 

Theophrastus; rainfall records for the year 1824 at East Retford (attributed to John Piercey) and a detailed 

meterological table for 1823 (poss. based on personal observations). Further hand-written notes incl. a period 

biography of Gilbert White and further observations on natural history referenced to Latham and others. With 

many dried plant specimens loosely inserted. Some spotting to contents, o/w. fine. Bound in original full calf-

boards with replacement gilt decorated calf spine and clasp mounting (both poss. 19th century) and in thor. vg. to 

nr. fine condition. A truly fascinating, unique copy.    [63657]  £675.00 

Chapters within ‘The Perennial Calendar’ are dedicated to each month of the year. Each month is then divided into daily 

observations (in the subjects of history, chronology, botany, natural history, astronomy, popular customs & antiquities). 

Gilbert White recorded specific dates for his observations in ‘A Naturalist’s Calendar’ and here they have been hand-written, 

by the owner, next to the corresponding date within ‘The Perennial Calendar’. 
 

245. Frohawk, F.W. Natural History of British Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hutchinson. [1914]  Two volume set 

with 60 full-page colour plates, a further 5 b/w. plates plus Appendix and list of Subscribers. Crown folio. 

Hardback. Signature and bookplate to front pastedown. Minor spotting to fore-edges of text-blocks and only a very 

small amount internally, o/w. contents fine. Original blue cloth boards have held their colour remarkably well, just 

lightly rubbed on tips, in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition.    [63628]  £350.00 

Frohawk’s masterpiece and the first work to provide in illustration, all the stages of development of the butterflies featured.  
 

246. Gerarde, John, [Gerard, John]. The Herball [Herbal] or Generall [General] Historie of Plants.  2nd. Rev. 

Ed. Printed by Adam Islip, Joice Norton and Richard Whitakers. 1636  pp.[xxxviii], 1632 with engraved title, over 

2,500 wood-block engravings plus Indexes and Table of Virtues. Collated and complete. Folio. Hardback. Seven 

wood-block engravings hand coloured. Last leaf professionally remargined with loss to a couple of letters only. 

Other than marking to some margins, as is common with herbals, and some occ. minor spotting the contents are 

very clean and nr. fine. More recently handsomely rebound in full calf with raised bands and blind ruling 

decoration, a trifle marked o/w. fine.     [63843]  £4,500.00 

A very pleasing copy of Thomas Johnson’s expanded version of John Gerarde’s Herball (first published 1597). It is 

‘noteworthy for its many corrections, improvements, additions’ (Henrey). Johnson indicated where he had made amendments 

with obelisk and double obelisk symbols. 
 

247. Harrison, Charles. A Treatise On The Culture And Management Of Fruit Trees.  2nd. Ed. Pub. for the 

Author. 1825  pp.xii, 356 with figs. in text. 8vo. Hardback. Marbled fore-edges. With period signature and 

personal roundel to title-page. Occ. minor spotting, title-page slightly trimmed, o/w. contents fine. Occ. period 

marginal annotation plus recipes for waterproof cement, a dressing for fruit-trees, paint for woodwork or walls, the 

Gilchrist Compound and zinc labels to rfep. Also loosely inserted are an advert for Gilchrist Compound ((c. 1859) 

featuring reviews of its effectiveness by Sir J.W. Hooker and Mr. Rivers) and a period article, with illus., for 

Grape Vine Mildew. More recently rebound in red-cloth, retaining original spine label, lightly spotted on rear, 

o/w. fine. A charming, unique copy.    [34581]  £175.00 

A detailed, well illustrated treatise considering Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherry, Apricot, Peach and Nectarine trees. Also 

discusses Vines, Figs and the Gooseberry, Raspberry and Strawberry. 
 

248. Hogg, Robert. The Fruit Manual. Containing the Descriptions, Synonymes, and Classification of the 

Fruits and Fruit Trees of Great Britain; with 101 Engravings of the Best Varieties. 4th. Ed. Pub. Journal of 

Horticulture Office, London. 1875  pp.viii, 600 plus 56-pages of plates line drawings illustrating 101 fruits. 8vo. 

Errata slip present. Occ. light spotting to contents o/w. fine. Original pebbled maroon cloth boards with embossed 



 

pattern, showing some rubbing to corners. Skilfully rebacked preserving most of original spine. End-papers 

sympathetically renewed at same time. Overall a thor. vg. copy.     [63147]  £115.00 

Robert Hogg (1818–97) was a British nurseryman and an early secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society.  He first published 

this work in 1860, adding to it with each new edition.  It was very much the standard reference work of the period. 
 

249. Kirby, W.F. The Butterflies and Moths of Europe.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cassell. [1903]  pp.lxxii, 432 with 54 colour 

plates, 1 b/w. plate and many illus. in the text.  4to. Hardback. Previous owner’s label to front paste down. Very 

minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. Original highly decorative green cloth binding, with more recently replaced 

end-papers, in nr. fine condition.    [63597]  £200.00 

Originally completed in 1882, and having been twice re-issued, this is the thoroughly revised edition. 
 

250. Koenig, Alexander Ferdinand. Katalog der Nido-Oologischen Sammlung (Vogeleiersammlung) im 

Museum Alexander Koenig in Bonn. [Catalogue of the Nido-Oological Collection (Bird egg 

collection) in the Alexander Koenig Museum in Bonn.]. 1st. Ed. Pub. by the author. [1932]  Four volume set 

with two mounted photogravure portrait plates plus 18 fine chromolithographed plates. Large 4to. Hardback. 

Signature to ffep. in Vol. I. Very minor amount of spotting, o/w. contents fine. Minor bump to fore-edges of two 

vols. More recent quarter calf binding, a trifle marked / rubbed on spines, o/w. fine. Scarce.    [63629]  £700.00 

The Alexander Koenig Museum (now called The Alexander Koenig Zoological Research Museum) opened in 1934 and today 

receives over 120,000 visitors each year. Koenig (1858-1940) founded the museum and donated his collections of specimens to 

the institution for the benefit of all interested parties. 
 

251. Loudon, J.C. An Encyclopedia of Gardening. comprising the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, 

Floriculture, Arboriculture and Landscape-Gardening. New Enl. Ed. Pub. Longmans et al. 1835  pp.xl, 1270 

wonderfully illus. with wood-engravings throughout, plus 1-leaf of errata and 16-pages of publisher’s adverts 

(dated London, 1834). 8vo. Hardback. Period signature to title page. Only very occ., very minor spotting o/w. 

contents fine. More recently superbly rebound in period style quarter leather over marbled boards all in fine 

condition. A super copy.    [63902]  £300.00 

Includes ‘All the latest improvements; a general history of gardening in all countries; and a statistical view of its present state; 

with suggestions for its future progress, in the British Isles.’. 
 

252. Marshall, William. Planting and Rural Ornament. Being a second edition with large additions of 

planting and ornamental gardening, a practical treatise. 2nd. Enlarged Edition. Pub. London. 1796  Two 

volume set. With the bookplate of William Orde, Nunnykirk to front paste down of both volumes. Hardbacks. 

Bound in cloth with leather labels. Boards in very good condition being sunned in places and lightly rubbed on 

corners. Contents too in very good condition with scattered foxing to parts. Overall a very good set of this 

delightful work.    [45430]  £300.00 

(Extract from Blanche Henrey), this is a treatise on the art of planting and laying-out plantations.  A large part of the work is 

dedicated to a catalogue of trees and shrubs, alphabetically laid out using the Linnaen generic names; with a description and 

propagation information. This second edition comprises more information; in particular, on rural ornament (the laying out of 

grounds) together with descriptions of noted estates that Marshall visited with his thoughts and suggestions for improvement; 

some of the estates included are Persfield, near Chepstow; Stowe, near Buckingham and Fiswick near Lichfield. 
 

253. Morris, Rev. F.O. A History of British Birds.  Vols. I to VIII. Pub. Groombridge and Sons, London. [1888]  

Eight volume cabinet edition with 358 hand coloured plates. Small 8vo. TEG. Spotting to fore-edge of text-block, 

a little spotting to blank margins of a handful of plates and a very minor amount elsewhere, o/w. contents fine. 

Original decorated red cloth binding, spines showing some even sunning, o/w. nr. fine. A very pleasing set of the 

cabinet edition.    [63841]  £480.00 

With two newspaper articles (dated 1889 and 1887 respectively) loosely inserted. The first talks about a French man, M. Jean 

Desbouvrie, who had been training Swallows as carriers or ‘winged messengers’. The second titled ‘The Nightingale in 

Yorkshire’ talks about how the Nightingale was more widespread across the County than previously thought and names 

sighting locations. 
 

254. Morris, Rev. F.O. A History of British Butterflies.  5th. Ed. Pub. George Bell & Sons. 1870  pp.viii, 159, 24 

with 72 hand-coloured plates, 2 b/w. plates illustrating equipment, plus 8-page George Bell and Sons Catalogue. 

Large 8vo. Hardback. Some scattered spotting to fore-edges of text block and internally, a little wear to three 

tissue guards, o/w. contents fine. Original gilt and blind decorated green cloth binding nr. fine. Copies of this work 

with bindings in this condition are quite uncommon.    [63929]  £300.00 
 

255. Owen, Charles. An Essay towards a Natural History of Serpents.  1st. Ed. Pub. Printed for the Author. 1742  

pp.xxiii, 240 plus index. Illustrated with seven pages of copper engraved plates. Occ. spotting, o/w. contents fine 

More recently rebound in half calf leather over marbled boards, raised bands, gilt lettering and decoration to spine, 

all in fine condition. A handsome copy.    [43937]  £1,000.00 
 

256. Parkinson, John. Theatrum Botanicum. The Theater of Plantes. 1st. Ed. Pub. London. 1640  pp.xx, 1755, [i] 

with 2714 fine woodcut illus. With printed title and engraved allegorical title by Marshall incorporating a portrait 



 

of the author. Folio. Hardback. Printed title, engraved title and last leaf of index laid down. Woodcut portrait of 

John Parkinson to verso of engraved title. Errata leaf in facsimile on period paper. Only minor indications of age 

including four minor paper flaws, upper corner of p.537/8 removed (only partial loss of pagination number), five 

neat repairs, o/w. contents exceptional and very pleasing indeed. Later full-calf binding neatly refurbished and 

rebacked retaining original spine (gilt lettered morocco label) in nr. fine condition. A super copy.    [62801] 

 £4,995.00 

A magnificent work and arguably the most detailed herbal in the English language. 
 

257. Rennie, James. A Conspectus of the Butterflies and Moths found in Britain.  1st. Ed. Pub. William Orr. 

1832  pp.xxxvii, errata, [ii], 287 with vignette title-page. Small 8vo. Hardback. With dated signature of William 

Buckler (May 29th. 1855) and his neat annotations to twelve leaves. Small piece excised from ffep. and half-title. 

Some spotting o/w. contents fine. Period green cloth, spine more recently relaid, in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition. 

A unique copy.     [63756]  £275.00 

‘For the last quarter-century of his life, William Buckler [1814-1884] devoted his energies to drawing and describing 

caterpillars of British moths and butterflies, [his] ‘Larvae of the British Butterflies and Moths’....was rightly hailed as the 

finest set of such illustrations ever made. It still is.’ (Salmon). For a fascinating biography of Buckler, we recommend reading 

Salmon’s ‘The Aurelian Legacy’.  
 

258. Repton, Humphry. Observations on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening. Including some 

Remarks on Grecian and Gothic Achitecture. 1st. Ed. Pub. J. Taylor, London. 1803  pp. 16, 222 [2], frontis., 

(portrait of author), 27 plates. Fourteen overslips. Collated and complete. 4to. Portrait and one engraved plate 

lightly foxed. A little, light offsetting. Double-page plate has small, neat repair at fold. Otherwise contents in fine 

condition. Prov: Bookplate of Walter Ambrose Harding, Madingley Hall, Cambridgeshire. Recently rebound in 

handsome, period-style, half-brown calf-leather with marbled boards by Bayntun-Riviere of Bath. Spine richly gilt 

tooled and lettered. Binding in fine condition.    [49126]  £7,950.00 

First edition of the second of Repton's three works featuring his ingenious use of folding overslips to show the estates before 

and after improvement. "These three works are chiefly compiled from the author's 'Red Books' and are illustrated with 

facsimiles of the original sketches, engraved in aquatint. These publications are important as records of Repton's work and 

views as a landscape gardener. But they are also among the finest examples of books to appear in this country illustrated by 

the aquatint process" (Henrey). 
 

259. Robinson, William. Flora and Sylva. A monthly review for lovers of Garden, Woodland, Tree or Flower; 

New and Rare Plants, Trees, Shrubs, and Fruits; the Garden Beautiful, and Home Landscape 1st. Ed. 

Pub. London. 1903  Three volume set bound in original blue cloth with 66 fine chromolithograph plates. Small 

folio. Hardbacks. Minor amount of foxing, o/w. contents in fine condition. Original blue cloth bindings showing 

some light wear at extremities, o/w. in thor. vg. condition.    [34934]  £295.00 

This work was originally released in monthly parts and then bound at a later date. A sumptuous, superb work.  
 

260. Stainton, H.T. (et al). The Natural History of the Tineina. Volumes I to XIII. 1st. Ed. Pub. John van Voorst. 

1855-1873  Thirteen volume set with 104 hand-coloured plates. 8vo. Hardbacks. Bookplate to Vol. 1. Some 

darkening and / or spotting to end-papers and the occ. title page. Some sections uncut. Elsewhere only minor 

spotting or marginal darkening, o/w. contents fine. Publisher’s blue cloth, lettered in gilt to spine and blind rules to 

boards, nr. fine to fine. A very pleasing set indeed.    [63627]  £1,250.00 

‘Distinguished for its beautiful hand-coloured plates of larvae, many of them drawn by [William] Buckler. The text is uniquely 

in four languages, English, French, German and Latin - Stainton was fluent in all of them - arranged in parallet columns’ 

(Salmon). 
 

261. Thorburn, Archibald. British Mammals.  1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans Green. 1920  Two volumes with 50 illus. in 

colour and many line drawings. Royal 4to.  TEG. Scattered foxing to end-papers, o/w. contents fine. Original red 

cloth boards in near fine condition. A very pleasing set indeed.    [38262]  £525.00 
 

262. Triggs, Hugo Inigo. The Art of Garden Design in Italy.   1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans. 1906  pp.xii, 134 with 128 

b/w. plates, both photographic and illustration (collated and complete). Elephant folio. Hardback. Many illus. in 

text. Lightly coloured, scattered foxing in some places - largely confined to margins of plates. Spine showing some 

fading and minor wear at ends, common for this work. Boards also a little shelf-rubbed. A very good copy of this 

sumptuous work.     [48410]  £250.00 

H. Inigo Triggs was born in 1876 and became a landscape gardener, architect and writer. He designed many formal gardens 

and later undertook the design of country houses, mostly in southern England. He specialised in historical research and 

recreating gardens from the past. His books influenced the Italian mode of the Arts and Crafts style in England. In 1926 he 

entered a partnership with the architect William Unsworth. 
 

263. Waterhouse, G.R. Catalogue of British Coleoptera.  Printed by Taylor and Francis, London. 1858/1861  pp.iv, 

[3]-117. 8vo. Softback. Very minor spotting, o/w. contents fine. Original printed covers showing some light 

sunning, o/w/ fine. Very scarce.    [63435]  £350.00 

Charles Darwin held G.R. Waterhouse in high esteem, even entrusting him with many insect specimens including beetles, some 

of which were collected by Darwin in the voyage of the Beagle (Smith). Darwin corresponded with Waterhouse in relation to 



 

aberrant genera of Weevils in 1843, with Darwin asking for a list. Darwin believed that ‘aberrant genera generally possessed 

fewer species than those genera considered normal by taxonomists.’. Waterhouse went on to publish his ‘Catalogue of British 

Coleoptera’ in 1858 which included Weevils (Cambridge). Waterhouse’s work is referenced several times in ‘The Origin of 

Species’. 
 

264. [Worlidge, John]. Systema Agriculturae, The Mystery of Husbandry Discovered. Wherin is Treated of 

the several new and most advantageous ways of tilling, planting, sowing, manuring, ordering, 

improving all sorts of gardens, orchards, meadows, pastures, corn-lands, woods & coppices. 1st. Ed. 

Printed for T. Johnson for Samuel Speed. 1669  pp.[xxxii], 278, [iv] plus 2-pages of publisher’s adverts. With 

engraved frontis., illus. in text and title pages for both the Kalendarium Rusticum and Dictionarum Rusticum. Tall 

4to. Hardback. Frontispiece laid down and signature to title page (also professionally repaired to outer margin). 

Occ. toning, small number of minor spots and several very small perforations, o/w. contents fine. Marbled end-

papers. Very handsome, more recent, full-calf with Cambridge panel decoration and richly blind tooled spine in nr. 

fine condition just very lightly rubbed. Scarce first edition. Harding 43.    [63842]  £1,250.00 

Worlidge ‘is generally considered one of the most enlightened of the 17th century writers on gardening and husbandry’ and 

‘Systema Agriculturae’ is one of his two most important works on the latter subject (Henrey). He presents practical beekeeping 

information (pp.156-175) and within the ‘Kalendarium Rusticum’ there are further monthly beekeeping pointers (Harding). 
 

Gardening 

265. Akers, J.L. et al (Eds.). Wakefield & North of England Tulip Society Newsletter. Spring 1989 to Autumn 

2015. 1st. Ed. Pub. Wakefield and North of England Tulip Society. 1989-2015  Twenty six parts. Illustrated. 8vo. 

Nr. fine softbacks.    [63465]  £50.00 
 

266. Alexander, R. The Essential Garden Design Workbook.  1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2004  pp.292 with 

colour photos., line drawings and plans. 4to. Fine softback.     [64151]  £5.00 

Guides the reader through various stages of planning a garden - how to survey a site, how to choose landscaping materials, 

and how to develop planting schemes. A bestselling classic. 
 

267. Barnard, T. and Clark, J. (Eds.). Lord Burlington: Architecture, Art and Life.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Hambledon 

Press. 1995  pp.xviii, 328 with b/w. illus. 4to. Fine hardback with a little light spotting to endpapers in nr. fine dw.    

[63376]  £22.50 

A biography of Burlington, architect and patron of the arts with particular attention to his achievement at Chiswick House. 
 

268. Barr, H.R. The English Tulip and its History. With Notes on its Culture and Raising of New Seedlings. 
1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Wakefield & North of England Tulip Society.  1973  pp.19 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Nr. fine 

softback.     [63447]  £9.00 

Considers the history and properties of the Florist’s Tulip. 
 

269. Beales, P. A Passion for Roses.  1st. Ed. Pub. Mitchell Beazley. 2004  pp.256 with colour photos. throughout. 

4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [64152]  £20.00 

Peter Beales was considered one of the leading experts on roses. In this book he distils more than 50 years experience into an 

essential book for rose-gardeners. He shares his unequalled knowledge of growing, breeding, selling, and championing roses, 

discusses a wide range of rose varieties, and demonstrates how to create perfect colour and architectural plant combinations. 
 

270. Bell, M. The Gardener’s Guide to Growing Temperate Bamboos.  1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. David & Charles / 

Timber Press. 2003  pp.159 with colour photos. throughout. 4to. Fine softback.    [64158]  £5.00 

A complete practical guide to growing and collecting Bamboos. Includes colour photographs for identification purposes. 
 

271. Bennett, M. Pulmonarias and the Borage Family.  1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 2003  pp.240 with colour photos. 

and line drawings. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.    [64150]  £10.00 

A comprehensive account of the family Boraginaceae in the wild and in cultivation. Detailed advice on growing and 

propagating all members of the family. Tips on choosing the right garden habitat for each species and on combining different 

plants to form natural-looking associations. 
 

272. Blanchard, J.W. Narcissus. A Guide to Wild Daffodils. 1st. Ed. Pub. Alpine Garden Society. 1990  pp.203 

with 46 colour photos, plus line drawings and dist. maps. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Scarce.    [63442] 

 £50.00 

Descriptions of over 150 species, varieties, forms and hybrids, all with detail including history, habit and cultivation. 
 

273. Blunt, W.  Tulipomania.  King Penguin No. 44 1st. Ed. Pub. King Penguin.  1950  pp.29 with 16 colour plates 

and other text illus. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback with minor spotting to endpapers in bright, thor. vg. dw.    [63449] 

 £12.50 
 



 

274. Bowles, E.A. A Handbook of Crocus and Colchicum for Gardeners.  2nd. Ed. Rev. Pub. Garden Book 

Club. 1955  pp.222 with colour and b/w. plates. 8vo. Hardback. VG.    [63448]  £5.00 
 

275. Calvert, A.F. Daffodil Growing for Pleasure and Profit.   1st. Ed. Pub. Dulau & Co. Ltd. 1929  pp.xix, 412 

with col. frontis. and 236 b/w. photographic plates at the rear of text. 8vo. Hardback. Previous owner’s label to  

ffep. Review copy (with publisher’s invitation to review the book tipped in), and with subsequent, very favourable, 

period newspaper review. Some spotting to contents and fore-edge of text block o/w. contents fine. Original green 

cloth with gilt lettering and design to front, some wrinkling to cloth and rubbing to extremities o/w. vg.    [63445] 

 £22.50 
 

276. Chatto, Beth. Beth Chatto’s Damp Garden. Moisture-Loving Plants for Year-Round Interest. 1st. Rev. Ed. 

Pub. Cassell Illustrated. 2005  pp.288 with colour photos. throughout. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in vg. dw. with 

small patch of loss to top edge.    [64162]  £17.50 

A practical guide for all gardeners, whether they have a pond or stream, or just a small area of damp ground. In revealing 

what works in her own famous garden, Beth Chatto passes on a wealth of advice gleaned from her many years of personal 

experience battling against the elements. Descriptions of over 1,000 suitable plants for making the most of damp ground. Fully 

revised and updated with beautiful photographs by Steven Wooster. 
 

277. Chatto, Beth. Beth Chatto’s Woodland Garden. Shade-Loving Plants for Year-Round Interest. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Cassell Illustrated. 2002  pp.224 with colour photos. throughout. Small 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    

[64147]  £35.00 

Describes the creation of a woodland garden from a derelict site, and gives details of a wealth of shade-loving plants for beds 

and borders that are full of life and vigour in every season. 
 

278. Clifton, J. Climbing Gardens. Adding Height and Structure to Your Garden. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frances Lincoln. 

2001  pp.141 with colour photos. throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [64153]  £5.00 

This book explores all the varieties and uses of climbing plants to create unique garden spaces that preserve privacy, increase 

the feeling of space, and create unusual gardens and moods. 
 

279. Coke, D. The Muse’s Bower. Vauxhall Gardens 1728-1786. 1st. Ed. Pub. Gainsborough’s House.  1978  

pp.[35] with b/w. illus. Landscape 4to. Nr. fine softback.    [63374]  £15.00 
 

280. Country Life. Gardens in Edwardian England.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Antique Collectors’ Club. 1985  pp.xxiv, 

294 with b/w. photos. throughout. Small folio. Fine hardback with minor spotting in nr. fine dw.    [63372]  £30.00 

A facsimile reprint of the classic work ‘ Gardens Old and New’ published in 1900.  
 

281. Dukelow, W.J.E., et al. (Ed.). The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group Newsletter. Vol. 5. No.1 to No. 10. 
1st. Ed. Pub. The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group.  1997-2002  Nine parts with b/w. and col. illus. 8vo. Softback. 

Issue No.5 is missing. Nr. fine to fine.    [63459]  £17.50 
 

282. Duncan, B.S. and Willis, D. (Eds.). Daffodils in Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group. 

1979  pp.136 with b/w. and col. illus. 8vo. Softback. Contents fine with slightly rubbed o/w. thor. vg. covers     

[63446]  £22.50 

A short history of Daffodils in Ireland to commemorate the visit to Ulster by Members of the World Daffodil Convention in 

1979. 
 

283. Editor. The Daffodil Society Journal. Vol. 3. No.1. then No.5. to No. 9. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Daffodil Society. 

1973-82  Six parts. 8vo. Softback. Some tick marks and annotations to issue No.5 o/w. thor. vg. to nr. fine copies.    

[63460]  £12.00 
 

284. Editor. The Daffodil Society Journal. Vol. 2. No.3. to No. 11. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Daffodil Society. 1965-71  

Nine parts. 8vo. Softback. Typed letter to member loosely inserted. Occasional spotting and rubbing to covers, 

contents and edges o/w. vg. to thor. vg. copies.    [63461]  £25.00 
 

285. Elliott, Brent. Victorian Gardens.  1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 1986  pp.285 with 12 colour plates and 100 b/w. 

photos. Small 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. with one neat repair to rear.    [63828]  £39.50 

Examines developments in landscaping, and new thinking in the use of garden features. Colour theories are discussed, along 

with their influence on carpet bedding and the flower garden. 
 

286. Ewart, Ron. Fuchsia Lexicon.  1st. Ed. Pub. Blandford. 1982  pp.336 with 192 col. photos. Large 8vo. Signed 

by Ron Ewart to ffep. Small address label. Thor. vg. hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [62971]  £15.00 
 

287. Farrar, L. Ancient Roman Gardens.  1st. Ed. Pub. Sutton Publishing. 1998  pp, xviii, 237 with many illus. in 

b/w. and colour. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw., with a little sunning to spine.    [63816]  £20.00 

Linda Farrar traces the development of Roman Gardens from their humble origins as vegetable patches to the sophisticated 

forms seen at the height of the Empire. 



 

 

288. Farrer, Reginald. The English Rock Garden. Volume I & II. 1st. Ed. Pub. T.C. & E.C. Jack. 1919  Two 

volume set with 101 [of 102] b/w. photos. 8vo. Original cloth hardback. Bookplate of Arthur Peto to front 

pastedowns. Occ. spotting o/w. contents fine. Original green cloth, extremities slightly bumped and rubbed, o/w. 

thor. vg. A very pleasing set of the first edition.    [63175]  £100.00 
 

289. Goulson, Dave. Gardening for Bumblebees.  1st. Ed. The Bumblebee Conservation Trust.  [2008]  pp.23 with 

colour photos. throughout. 8vo. Fine softback.    [64210]  £5.00 

Whether you have a window box, allotment or large garden, planting bee-friendly flowers can help boost your local bumblebee 

population. In return, they pollinate our flowers, crops, fruits and vegetables.  
 

290. Hellerstedt, K.J. Gardens of Earthly Delight. Sixteenth and Seventeenth-Century Netherlandish Gardens.  
1st. Ed. The Frick Art Museum. 1986  pp.81 with b/w. and col. illus. Large 4to. Nr. fine softback with some light 

spotting to covers and endpapers.     [63384]  £12.50 

Exhibition catalogue illustrating the use of gardens in Dutch painting in the 16th and 17th centuries, and what they were meant 

to imply. 
 

291. Henrey, Blanche. No Ordinary Gardener. Thomas Knowlton, 1691-1781.  1st. Ed. British Museum (Nat. 

Hist.). 1986.  pp.324 with b/w. illus. 4to. Minor spotting to top-edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in thor. vg. 

dw.    [63375]  £10.00 

This fascinating social and historical document charts the life of an exceptional head gardener who corresponded with Sir 

Hans Sloane, Samuel Brewer, Dr Richard Richardson and many other eminent figures of the day.  
 

292. Herbert, E.H. Flora’s Empire. British Gardens in India. 1st. Ed. Pub. Univ. of Pennsylvania. 2011  pp.xii, 382 

with colour and b/w., photos. & illus. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [63829]  £60.00 

In this pioneering illustrated history, Professor Herbert discusses the gardens the British created for themselves in the Indian 

subcontinent, their lasting horticultural influence in India, and India’s influence on them.  
 

293. Hoshizaki, Barbara J. & Moran, Robbin C. Fern Grower’s Manual. Revised and Expanded Edition. Rev. 

Ed. Rep. Pub. Timber Press. 2002  pp.604 with colour photo. plates and b/w. illus. 4to. Spotting and light marks to 

text block edges o/w. fine hardback in fine dw.    [64146]  £40.00 

This book offers useful advice on ferns and fern allies for any region, with details on cultivation, identification, landscaping, 

and more. Some 700 species from 124 genera are described in detail, including physical descriptions, cultural requirements, 

hardiness, common names, synonyms, special uses, geographical range, and notable cultivars or related species. 
 

294. Hunt, J.D. Gardens and the Picturesque. Studies in the History of Landscape Architecture.  1st. Ed. The 

MIT Press. 1992  pp.xviii, 388 with b/w. illus. 4to. Fine hardback with inscription to title page and minor spotting 

to text block edges, in nr. fine dw.    [63373]  £20.00 

Eleven essays on the subject of the ‘picturesque’ as applied to landscape gardens and their design. 
 

295. Hunt, John Dixon. The Figure in the Landscape. Poetry, Painting and Gardening during the Eighteenth 

Century. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. John Hopkins Univ. Press./Softshell. 1989  pp.xiv, 271 with 75 b/w. plates.  8vo. 

Softback. Nr. fine with notes to half title and some spotting to endpapers & text block edges.    [63366]  £12.50 

Charts how literature and the visual arts became entwined with horticulture and architecture in the development of English 

landscape gardening. 
 

296. Hunt, John Dixon. Greater Perfections. The Practice of  Garden Theory. 1st. Ed. Pub. Thames and Hudson. 

2000  pp.xiii, 273 abundant with reproductions of period illustrations and modern photographs. 4to. Nr. fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63388]  £70.00 

‘For centuries men have created gardens, artificial landscapes that embody a vision of happiness and repose, uniting all that is 

most desirable in nature and in art. Here, Dixon Hunt seeks to understand the psychological and spiritual roots of garden 

design.’ 
 

297. Huxley, Anthony et al. (Eds.). The New Royal Horticultural Society Dictionary of Gardening.  1st. Ed. 

Pub. The Folio Society. 1999  Four volume set with colour frontis. to each volume and b/w. illus. throughout. 4to. 

TEG. Fine hardback set in nr. fine publisher’s slipcase. Was £100.00.    [60619]  £75.00 

A monumental work. Dealing with plants, shrubs, trees, fruit and vegetables in detail, alphabetically. Practical sections 

throughout the volumes; including for example, information on the training, pruning and cultivation of fruit trees. 
 

298. Jekyll, Gertrude. Old English Household Life.  Some account of Cottage objects and Country Folk. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. B.T. Batsford. 1925  pp.ix, 222 with b/w. photos. and figs. throughout. Large 8vo. Hardback. Period 

inscriptions to half-title. Three period newspaper (two lengthy) obituaries for Gertrude Jekyll attached to front 

paste down and ffep. Some spotting, mainly to ends and text block edges o/w. contents fine. Original gilt lettered 

red cloth boards nr. fine. gently bumped on corners. A unique, charming copy.    [63815]  £90.00 

Gertrude Jekyll (1843-1932), is best known for her pioneering garden design work, but this volume reveals her wide knowledge 

of country life: its crafts, traditions and people. 



 

 

299. Jenkins, J. (et al). The Conservation of Historic Gardens. Proceedings of a Symposium held by the 

Garden History Society and Ancient Monuments Society, 9th May, 1984. 1st. Ed. Pub. Garden History 

Society. 1984  pp.51 with b/w illus. 8vo. Softback. Nr. fine with some darkening to covers.     [63369]  £8.00 

A collection of  essays conerning the protection and conservation of historic parks and gardens. Case studies include Sylvia 

Landsberg on the Tudor House garden in Southampton, and John Harvey on The Gardens of Kirby Hall, Northants. 
 

300. Kerr, M., Dukelow, S. et al. (Eds.). The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group Newsletter. Vol. 4. No.6 to 

No.10. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group. 1996-97  Five parts with col. illus. 8vo. Softback. Nr. 

fine.     [63454]  £10.00 
 

301. Keswick, M. The Chinese Garden. History, Art & Architecture. 1st. Ed. Pub. Academy Editions. 1978  

pp.216 with colour and b/w. photos and illus. Large 4to. Signature. Minor sunning and spotting to top-edge, o/w. a 

fine hardback in lightly sunned nr. fine dw.    [63389]  £18.00 

This book is the first attempt in any language to explore the meanings that lie behind Chinese gardens. It traces their origins 

back to the earliest records of Chinese civilisations, chronicles their development over more than 500 years and describes the 

lives and gardens of China’s most famous poets. 
 

302. Larkcom, J. Grow your own Vegetables.  1st. Ed. thus Pub. Frances Lincoln. 2002  pp.384 with b/w. illus. 8vo. 

Softback. Light spotting to ends and text block edges o/w. fine.     [64155]  £5.00 

Joy Larkom's easy-to-follow advice covers every aspect of vegetable gardening. Comprehensively revised, this edition now 

includes unusual vegetables from the increasingly wide range available today, new varieties and modern techniques, and up-

to-date research. It addresses the concerns of 21st-century gardeners and is totally organic in its approach. 
 

303. Leeds, R.  The Plantfinder’s Guide to Early Bulbs.   1st. Ed. Pub. David & Charles / Timber Press.  2000  

pp.192 with colour photos. throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [64159]  £5.00 

This book covers early-flowering bulbs, corms, tubers and rhizomes, including many tried-and-tested favourites as well as 

more challenging and rare bulbs to tempt the adventurous grower. 
 

304. Leijenhorst, L. Hortus Bulborum. Treasury of historical bulbs.   1st. Ed. Pub. Wormeveer. 2004  pp.79 with 

col. and b/w. photos. Text in English and Dutch. Landscape 8vo. Author’s inscription to title page with two 

loosely inserted leaflets. Fine softback.    [63440]  £17.50 

A book written to commemorate the 75th anniversry of the Hortus bulborum garden in 2003.  
 

305. Lloyd, Christopher. Clematis.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1977  pp.208 with colour plates. 8vo. Thor. vg. hardback in 

thor. vg. dw.    [42909]  £10.00 

This is the preferred edition since it contains colour plates.  
 

306. McCabe, S. (Ed.). The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group Newsletter. Vol. 3. No.1 to No.8. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group. 1987-91  Eight parts with b/w. illus. 8vo. Softback. Vol. 3 has some 

damage to rear cover and lower edges from page 15 onwards. o/w. nr. fine.     [63456]  £15.00 
 

307. MacDougall, E.B. (Ed.). Medieval Gardens.  Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium on the History of Landscape 

Architecture IX. 1st. Ed. Pub. Dumbarton Oaks.  1986  pp.[vi], 278 with b/w. photos. and illus. 4to. Some 

spotting to the fore-edges of the text block, o/w. a fine hardback.    [63382]  £60.00 

A collection of thirteen essays on the theme of medieval gardens, covering a wide variety of topics from the medicinal uses of 

plants to a consideration of the garden as art.  
 

308. Moynihan, E.B. Paradise as a Garden. In Persia and Mughal India. 1st. Ed. Pub. George Braziller.  1979  

pp.viii, 168 with b/w. illus. 4to. Nr. fine with some spotting to text block edges and gentle sunning to spine.    

[63385]  £6.00 

Traces the development of the ‘Paradise Garden’ in Persia and India from the sixth century B.C. onwards. 
 

309. Newsholme, C.  Willows. The Genus Salix. 1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 2002  pp.224 with colour photos and 

b/w. figs. 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [64136]  £30.00 

A comprehensive world-wide survey on willows, extending from tiny alpine and arctic plants to the huge specimen trees found 

in water meadows. Includes essential botanical distinguishing features and a full glossary. Details are also given on 

management and cultivation of willows, with details on propagation, soil, cuttings and pruning. 
 

310. Ondra, N.J. Grasses. Versatile Partners for Uncommon Garden Design. 1st. Ed. Pub. Storey Publishing. 

2002  pp.143 with colour photos. throughout. 4to. Fine softback.     [64161]  £12.00 

Plans and plant lists for 20 unique garden designs with over 160 photographs providing inspiration for using ornamental 

grasses in a variety of garden settings. 
 

311. Page, M. Growing Citrus. The Essential Gardener’s Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2008  pp.192 with 

many colour photos. Small 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.    [64148]  £37.50 



 

Martin Page charts the introduction of citrus to the Western World, celebrates their unique flavours and diverse uses, and 

recommends the best varieties for garden cultivation. 
 

312. Page, Martin. The Gardener’s Peony. Herbaceous and Tree Peonies. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2005  

pp.267 with col. photos. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [63256]  £25.00 

A thorough reference work including the history of peonies as well as advice on buying and cultivation. 
 

313. Pavord, Anna. The Naming of Names. The search for order in the world of plants. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Bloomsbury. 2005  pp.471 with colour and b/w. illus. throughout. Crown 4to. With dedication by Anna Pavord to 

half-title. Nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. to nr. fine dw.    [63452]  £18.00 

The ‘Naming of Names’ is about the men who searched for the rules of nature’s game. What were plants to be called? What 

were the similarities and differences? How should they be grouped and ordered?   
 

314. Pavord, Anna. Plant Partners. Creative plant associations for perennials.   1st. Ed. Pub. D.K. 2001  pp.240 

with colour photos throughout. 4to. Title page signed by the author. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. with some 

sunning to spine.    [63443]  £30.00 

Anna Pavord suggests 60 plants that she feels deserve a place in every garden and to accompany each of them, two ideal 

partners. She shows season by season, how to create planting associations that juxtapose texture, shape, colour and scent. In 

this she uses herbaceous perennials, annuals and bulbs. 
 

315. Pavord, Anna. The Tulip.  1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury, London. 1999  pp.439 with many colour and b/w. illus. 

Royal 8vo. With dedication by Anna Pavord to half-title. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. with light sunning.     

[63453]  £17.50 

Not a gardening book, but the story of a flower that has made people go mad. Greed, desire, anguish, devotion have all played 

their part in the development of the Tulip from a wild flower of the Asian steppes to the world wide phenomenon it is today. 
 

316. Pevsner, N. (Ed.). The Picturesque Garden and its Influence Outside the British Isles.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Dumbarton Oaks. 1974  pp.121 with b/w. photos, plans and illus. 4to. Minor spotting to fore-edge of text block, 

o/w. a fine hardback.     [63377]  £18.00 

Considers the origin of the English landscape garden, eighteenth century amateur architects and their gardens and moves on 

to Sir Uvedale Price and the Picturesque. Also reviews the English Garden and its influence on gardens in Hungary, 

Czechoslovakia and Poland.  
 

317. Phillipps, E.M., (Bolton, A.T. (Ed.)). The Gardens of Italy. With Historical and Descriptive Notes. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Country Life. 1919  pp.viii, 396 with col. frontis & b/w. photos throughout. Hardback. Folio. Ex.-lib. 

Endpapers darkened. Occ. library stamp to margins. Shows some signs of use incl. sellotape repairs to pages 191-

194, o/w. contents generally very bright. Original cloth bumped and rubbed with spine lifting to top rear, o/w. 

good to vg. A very readable copy.    [63390]  £20.00 

A stunning visual record. 
 

318. Phillips, R. & Foy, N. Herbs. How to Grow or Gather Herbal Plants and Use Them for Cookery, Health 

and Beauty. 1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. Pan Books Ltd. 1992  pp.192 with many colour photos. Large 4to. Minor mark to 

top-edge, gently sunned covers. Nr. fine softback.    [63111]  £6.00 
 

319. Phillips, R. & Rix, M. The Botanical Garden. Vol. I & II. 1st. Ed. Pub. Macmillan. 2002  Two volume set 

with colour photos throughout. 4to. Fine hardbacks in fine dws. With thor. vg. to nr. fine publisher’s slipcase.     

[64154]  £30.00 

This major two volume reference work covers over 1,000 genera and is the most comprehensive work of its kind, bridging the 

divide between scientific texts and everyday horticultural books. It provides an unrivalled insight into the relationships between 

garden plants and the natural environment from which they come.  
 

320. Prest, John. The Garden of Eden. The Botanic Garden and the Re-Creation of Paradise. 1st. Ed. Pub. Yale. 

1981  pp.121 with b/w. and col. illus. 4to. Nr. fine hardback with a little spotting to endpapers and text block edges 

in nr. fine dw.    [63383]  £15.00 

Explores the development of the Botanic Garden in Europe. The Garden of Eden was the context for their creation. ‘As the 

16th century wore on and no authentic Paradise was found, men began to think, instead, of searching the globe for pieces of 

the creation, and collecting them together into Botanic Gardens.’ This book shows how the Botanic ‘gardens in Paris, Oxford, 

Padua, Leyden and Uppsala sought to re-create the Garden of Eden’. 
 

321. Prince, Hugh. Parks in England.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pinhorns. 1967  pp.vii, 56 with b/w. maps and illus. 8vo. 

Softback. Nr. fine.    [63370]  £17.50 

A brief history of private parks and the development of landscape gardening in  England. Then, fascinatingly, goes on to list 

and map the places improved by Charles Bridgeman, William Kent, Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown, Richard Woods and 

Humphry Repton. 
 



 

322. Repton, Humphry., (Edited by Nolen, John). The Art of Landscape Gardening. Including his ‘Sketches and 

Hints on Landscape Gardening’ and ‘Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening’. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Archibald Constable. 1907  pp.xxiii, 252 with 22 plates and other text illus. including over-lay frontispiece. 8vo. 

Hardback. Bookplate to front pastedown. Original green cloth with decorative gilt title to front board. Nr. fine. A 

super copy.    [63247]  £95.00 

This was the first of a series of classics in landscape architecture which has been undertaken at the suggestion and with the co-

operation of the American Society of Landscape Architects. ‘It did not seem feasible nor indeed necessary to include in this 

volume all the illustrations in Repton’s works, but those shown have been selected with discrimination to enforce the main 

points of his philosophy of landscape art. These are supplemented by a few recently taken photographs of English country 

places, the improvement of which was outlined over a century ago by Repton himself.’ Nolen. 
 

323. Rickard, M.  Gardening with Ferns.   1st. Ed. Pub. David & Charles. 2005  pp.128 with colour photos. 4to. Nr. 

fine softback.    [64149]  £7.50 

Recommended. Provides guidance on choosing the best ferns for your garden, as well as growing advice and how to position 

them to best advantage.  
 

324. Robertson, F.W. Early Scottish Gardeners and Their Plants. 1650-1750. 1st. Ed. Pub. Tuckwell Press. 2000  

pp. 223 with colour and b/w. figs. 4to. Nr. fine hardback with some spotting in nr. fine dw. showing some sunning.    

[63380]  £9.50 

This book is a different kind of garden history, focussing not on garden design and horticulture, but on the plants themselves 

and the men who grew them. 
 

325. Robinson, William. The English Flower Garden. And Home Grounds. Design and arrangement by a 

description of the Plants, Shrubs and Trees for the Open-air Garden and their culture. 13th. Ed. Pub. John 

Murray. 1921  pp.xii, 796 with many wood engraved illus. 8vo. Hardback. Contents nr. fine. Original illus. cloth 

boards with most of spine relaid, all in vg. plus condition. With several period inserts and a portrait of William 

Robinson (entitled ‘ A Noted Nonagenarian’) to front paste down.    [30277]  £19.00 
 

326. Sanecki, Kay N. History of the English Herb Garden.  1st. Ed. Pub. Ward Lock. 1992  pp.128 with b/w. & 

col. illus. 4to. Fine hardback in vg. dw.    [63060]  £7.50 

‘A fascinating survey of the art of herb growing from the tenth century to the present time.’ Deals with the period to 1500, then 

Gardens of Delight, Physic Gardens and from 1915 onwards. Also touches on English Herbals. 
 

327. Scroggy, I. et al. (Ed.). The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group Newsletter. Vol. 6. No.1 to No. [10]. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group. 2002-2007  Ten parts with b/w. and col. illus. 8vo. Softback. Issue 

No. 10 is mis-numbered as No. 9. Nr. fine to fine.     [63457]  £20.00 
 

328. Stearn, William T. The Genus Epimedium. and other herbaceous Berberidaceae including the Genus 

Podophyllum. 1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2002  pp. xi, 342 with colour photos. and illus, plus line drawings. 4to. 

Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [64164]  £40.00 

A comprehensive monograph on this much underated group of plants by the late Prof. Stearn. 
 

329. Sterling, R. and McCabe, S. (Eds.). The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group Newsletter. Vol. 2. No.1 to 

No.10 1st. Ed. Pub. The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group. 1982-87  Ten parts with b/w. illus. 8vo. Softback. Nr. 

fine to fine.    [63455]  £25.00 
 

330. Tarry, G.W. (Ed.). The Daffodil Society Journal. 1983 to 2014. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Daffodil Society. 1983-

2014  Thirty three parts. 8vo. Softback. With b/w. and col .illus. Occasional marks to covers o/w. nr. fine to fine 

copies.    [63462]  £75.00 
 

331. Tarry, George et al. (Eds.). The Daffodil Society Newsletter. 1982 to 2014. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Daffodil 

Society. 1982-2014  Thirty three parts with b/w. and colour photos. 8vo. Softback. Nr. fine to fine.     [63464] 

 £75.00 

An excellent opportunity to obtain over 30 years of Newsletters. 
 

332. Toms, Derek and Harbouri, Caroline. The Mediterranean Garden. A journal for gardeners in all the 

mediterranean climate regions of the world. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Mediterranean Garden Society. 1995-2020  

Journals No.1, 3, 7, 8, 15, 17, 22, 25 and 27 to 102 incl., (84 journals in total) with fine b/w. line drawings. 8vo. 

Softback. Nr. fine to fine.    [64093]  £200.00 

A great run of this quarterly journal. Members from all over the world send Caroline Harbouri articles within the broad 

subject of mediterranean plants and gardens. She also welcomes book reviews, sundries and letters to the editor. Back issues 

are available from the Society. 
 



 

333. Tooley, M.J. (Exhibition Guide). Thomas Wright of Durham. An Exhibition of his life and work held in 

the University of Durham Library, Palace Green, Durham.  1st. Ed. Pub. Michaelmas Books. 1993  pp.37 

with b/w. illus. 4to. Nr. fine softback with spotting to upper margins and covers.    [63386]  £12.50 

Guide to an exhibition devoted to the life and work of Thomas Wright, the polymath whose many interests included architecture 

and garden design. 
 

334. Treseder, Neil G. Magnolias.  1st. Ed. Pub. Faber & Faber. 1978  pp.xviii, 243 with 48 col. plates (illus. and 

photos) plus figs. in text. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [20842]  £42.50 

This was the first comprehensive work on Magnolias since J.G. Millais’ Magnolias (1927). It includes details of all Asian and 

American temperate zone species, with the majority of their numerous hybrids and crosses recorded. 
 

335. Turner, R. Euphorbias. A Gardener’s Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 1995  pp. 192 with colour photos. and line 

drawings.  8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. Two extracts from another Euphorbia publication, loosely inserted.    

[63827]  £15.00 
 

336. Warren, P. How to Store Your Garden Produce.  The key to self-sufficiency. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Green 

Books.  2009  pp.143 with colour photos and line drawings. Large 8vo. Nr. fine softback.     [64156]  £5.00 

Revised and enlarged edition with amendments to some recipes. The easy to use reference section provides applicable storage 

and preservation techniques for the majority of plant produce grown commonly in gardens and allotments. In the A-Z list of 

produce, each entry includes recommended varieties, suggested methods of storage and a number of recipes. 
 

337. Watson, W. Orchids. Their culture and management, with descriptions of all the kinds in general 

cultivation. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Iss. Pub. L. Upcott Gill. [1890]  pp.xi, 560 with 8 colour plates and a large number of 

engravings. 8vo. Hardback. AEG. Some spotting to contents, o/w. fine. Original richly decorated green cloth 

boards, nr. fine.    [63450]  £120.00 

The long-title continues ‘Full descriptions of all Species and Varieties that are in General Cultivation; a list of Hybrids and 

their recorded parentage and detailed cultural directions’. 
 

338. Whitehead, David. A Survey of Historic Parks & Gardens in Herefordshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hereford and 

Worcester Gardens Trust. 2001  pp.xvii, 438 with 17 col. plates of illus. and photos. plus b/w. maps. Large 4to. 

Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [63368]  £50.00 

A survey and history of the country house gardens and estates of Herefordshire. A key strength of this work is the reproduction 

of the first edition six inch Ordnance Survey map for most sites, often revealing the structural lines and design intentions of the 

old park or garden layout in question.  
 

339. Williams, P. Container Gardening. Creative Combinations for Real Gardeners. 1st. Ed. Pub. Dorling 

Kindersley. 2004  pp.192 with colour photos. throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [64160]  £5.00 

A practical and creative guide to planting and maintaining every type of garden container including pots, troughs and window 

boxes. An encyclopedic range of recommended plants from the exotic to the familiar is included. 
 

340. Willis, P. Charles Bridgeman and the English Landscape Garden.  1st. Ed. Pub. A. Zwemmer. 1977  

pp.xxi, 233 plus 186 pages of b/w. photographs. Large 4to. With the bookplate of Nigel Temple author, garden, 

landscape and architectural historian. Thor. vg. hardback in vg. dw. With a photocopy of Bridgeman’s Plan for 

Lodge Park c.1725 and an aerial photograph showing the Park as it was in the 1980s loosely inserted.    [63371] 

 £37.50 

Bridgeman was a key figure in the establishment of ‘Le Jardin Anglais’; that remarkable English invention which was to sweep 

eighteenth-century Europe. 
 

341. Wilson, Michael I. William Kent. Architect, Designer, Painter, Gardener, 1685-1748. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Routledge & Kegan Paul. 1984  pp.x, 276 with b/w. photos. and illus. throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    

[63817]  £30.00 

Wilson presents a broad survey of Kent’s work alongside a narrative of his life, conveying a sense of the continuous momentum 

of his career. 
 

342. Woods, M. Visions of Arcadia. European Gardens from Renaissance to Rococo. 1st. Ed. Pub. Aurum Press 

Ltd. 1996  pp.224 with colour and b/w. illus. Large 4to. Minor spotting to top-edge of text block, minor bump to 

bottom edge of rear board, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63379]  £10.00 

A celebration of the pursuit of the Arcadian dream in gardens and architecture. 
 

343. Wroth, W. The London Pleasure Gardens of the Eighteenth Century.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Macmillan/Rowe. 

1993  pp.xx, 335 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Hardback. Nr. fine with some light spotting to endpapers and text block 

edges. Small bump to front cover.    [63365]  £12.50 

This was the first attempt to pull together a history of the London pleasure gardens of the 1700s. The gardens are grouped 

geographically as ‘Clerkenwell and Central Group’, ‘Marylebone Group’, ‘North London Group’, ‘Hampstead Group’, 

Chelsea Group’ and ‘South London Group’. 
 



 

Natural History & Zoology 

344. Appleton, David (et al). The Insects and Plants of Titchfield Haven.  1st. Ed. Pub. Privately. 1983  pp.160 

with two maps and frontis. 4to. VG. plus softback. Hand-written title to spine.    [63000]  £12.50 

A detailed list. 
 

345. Audley-Charles, M.G.  The Geology of Portuguese Timor. Memoirs of the Geological Society of London 

no.4. 1st. Ed. Pub. Geological Soc. of London. 1968  pp.viii, 76 with b/w. figs., plates, large fold-outs and large 

folding, colour printed geological map. Large 4to. Softback. Nr. fine with lightly sunned and shelf rubbed covers.    

[63410]  £15.00 
 

346. Audubon, John James and Bachman, The Rev. J.  The Imperial Collection of Audubon Animals. The 

Quadrupeds of North America. 1st. Ed. Pub. Country Life. 1968  pp.xvi, 307 with colour plates throughout. 

Large 4to. Hardback. Contents fine. Original green cloth binding in vg. condition with gilt lettering, with light 

bumping to fore-corners and a little loss to foot of spine.     [63643]  £10.00 

These paintings capture in great detail the breathtaking beauty of the four-footed creatures that populated the North American 

forests and plains of his time.  
 

347. Bartlett, E. (Ed. et al). The Breconshire Naturalist. Journal of the Brecknock County Naturalists’ Trust. 

Number 10 to 62. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.C.N.T. 1969-1987  Thirty five parts. 4to. Softbacks. VG. to vg. plus condition. 

Comprises all but three periodicals - Numbers 36, 46 and 51.    [63121]  £50.00 

A periodical devoted to all matters concerning the flora and fauna of Breconshire. 
 

348. Bates, Henry Walter.   The Naturalist on the River Amazons.  A record of adventures, habits of animals, 

sketches of Brazilian and Indian  life, and aspects of nature under the Equator, during eleven years of 

travel.  1st. Ed. Pub. John Murray. 1910  pp.x, 394 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Hardback. Light spotting to endpapers 

and very occ. internally o/w. contents fine. Original cloth boards in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition with some 

sunning to spine.    [63850]  £17.50 

Henry Walter Bates and his co-naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace embarked together, in 1848, on an expedition to the forests of 

the Amazon in search of plants and animals that would help solve the problems of the origin of species. Originally published in 

1863, this book catalogues a wondrous range of natural life in vivid description and detail. 
 

349. Beningfield, Gordon. Beningfield’s English Landscape.  1st. Ed. Thus Pub. Guild. 1985  pp.141 with col. and  

b/w. illus. Landscape 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63423]  £7.50 

This book records Benningfield’s impressions of the English countryside made during 1984-85. 
 

350. Beningfield, Gordon. The Darkling Thrush and other poems by Thomas Hardy. Pictures by Gordon 

Beningfield. 1st. Ed. Pub. Viking. 1985  pp.125 with b/w. and col. illus. Landscape 4to. Gordon Beningfield’s 

signed label to front paste down. Nr. fine hardback in fine dw. Price clipped.    [63420]  £22.00 
 

351. Beningfield, Gordon. Green and Pleasant Land. Poetry of the English Countryside.   Pictures by Gordon 

Beningfield. 1st. Ed. Pub. Viking. 1989  pp.125 with col. and b/w. illus. Landscape 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    

[63422]  £5.00 
 

352. Beningfield, Gordon. Poems of the Coutryside. Pictures by Gordon Beningfield. 1st. Ed. Pub. Viking.  1987  

pp.125 with col. and b/w. illus. Landscape 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63421]  £10.00 
 

353. Bisseru, B. Rabies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Heinemann Medical. 1972  pp.xiii, 480 with b/w. frontis., tables and illus. 8vo. 

Address label to ffep. Nr. fine hardback with good to vg. dw.    [63404]  £17.50 

A very detailed work. This book maps the spread of rabies thoughout the world and describes the methods used in attempting to 

control the spread of this disease. 
 

354. Bristow, C.R. (et al). Geology of the country around Shaftesbury. Memoir for 1:50.000 geological sheet 

313 (England and Wales). 1st. Ed. HMSO. 1995  pp.xi, 182 with colour and b/w. photos and figs. 4to. Nr. fine 

softback.    [63395]  £16.00 

The Geological Survey of Great Britain (now renamed the British Geological Survey) began making a geological map of the 

country in the nineteenth century and publishes an annual catalogue of maps. The geological sequence of this area ranges from 

the upper part of the lower Jurassic to the Upper Cretaceous Chalk.   
 

355. Burt, T. and Thompson, D. (Eds.). Curious About Nature. A Passion for Fieldwork. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge 

Univ. Press. 2020  xxii, 391 with b/w. and col. figs. 8vo. Fine softback. RRP £30.99.    [63392]  £19.50 

A book which emphasises the importance and excitement of fieldwork to inspire and educate future generations. Forty 

contributors capture the excitement and importance of fieldwork through a wide variety of examples, from urban graffiti to the 

Great Barrier Reef. 
 



 

356. Buxton, E.N. Epping Forest. With new chapters on forest management, geology of the district, 

prehistoric man and the ancient fauna, entomology, pond life and fungi of the forest. 5th. Rev. Ed. Pub. 

Edward Stanford. 1898  pp.xii, 175 with 6 coloured maps and b/w. illus. to text. 8vo. Hardback. Bookplate to front 

paste down, bookseller’s blindstamp to ffep and previous owner’s signatures to half-title. Some darkening to 

endapers o/w. contents fine. Original green cloth in thor. vg. condition with minor rubbing to corners.    [63520] 

 £50.00 

This charming, informed work deals with all aspects of the natural history of the forest. 
 

357. Casey, J. (et al). The New Forest.  1st. Rev. Ed. Pub. J.M. Dent. 1966  pp.x, 201 with col. frontis, b/w. plates and 

illus. 8vo. Stamp of R.S.R. Fitter to ffep. Nr. fine hardback with light spotting to fore edge of text block in vg. 

plus. dw. Not common at all.    [63396]  £25.00 

This book covers the history of the 145 square miles that remain of what was once William the Conqueror’s private game 

reserve and the effects on the woodlands of increasing population, both residential and tourist. 
 

358. Cheesman, Evelyn. Time Well Spent.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hutchinson. 1960  pp.224 with b/w. frontis. photograph. 

8vo. Owner signature to ffep. Some light spotting to text block edges o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw. A very 

pleasing copy.    [63406]  £30.00 

Lucy Evelyn Cheesman OBE was a British entomologist and traveller. Between 1924 and 1952, Cheesman went on eight solo 

expeditions in the South Pacific, and collected over 70,000 specimens, which she accompanied with sketches and notes. These 

are now part of the collections of the Natural History Museum in London. 
 

359. Clarke, W.G. & Clarke, R.R.  In Breckland Wilds.  2nd. Rev. Rep. Ed. Pub. EP Publishing. 1974  pp.viii, 200 

with b/w. photos. Map not included in this edition. 8vo. Owner’s signature to ffep. Fine hardback with informed 

annotations to margins of photograph facing page 41, in nr. fine dw.    [63407]  £18.00 

Revised and re-written by R. Rainbird Clarke, this work updates the classic  account of the  history, fauna and flora of 

‘Breckland’, a 400 square mile area of heathland in East Anglia, written by his father, W.G. Clarke and published in 1925.  
 

360. Clutton-Brock, T.H. and Ball, M.E. (Eds.). Rhum [Rum]. The Natural History of an Island. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Edinburgh Univ. Press. 1987  pp.x, 159 with b/w. figs. Small 8vo. Minor spotting to fore edge of text block o/w. a 

fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [63400]  £15.00 

This book describes the scientific work carried out on the island since it was bought in 1957 by the Nature Conservancy. The 

resulting studies have made Rhum one of the best documented sites in Britain and as an ecological case-study the book’s 

interest is world-wide. 
 

361. Collyns,  Lieut.-Col. G.G. (and others). Exmoor Staghunting. From 1066 to 1914. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Author. 

c.1950  pp.25 plus fold-out appendix. 8vo. Softback. Author’s inscription to verso of front cover. Light spotting to 

title page o/w. contents fine. Card covers in vg. condition with some surface marks. Scarce.    [63750]  £30.00 

A compilation of extracts from magazines, diaries amd letters illustrating the history of Exmoor stag hunting. 
 

362. Dance, S. Peter. The Art of Natural History. Animal Illustrators and their Work. 1st. Ed. Pub. Country Life.  

1978  pp.224 with b/w. and colour illus. Large 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine slipcase.     [63651]  £22.50 

The lavish illustrations in this volume celebrate the beauty of the animal kingdom and survey the progress of animal 

illustration from its beginnings to the time of publication. 
 

363. Darwin, Charles. Journal of Researches. into the Natural History and Geology of the countries visited 

during the voyage of H.M.S. “Beagle” round the world. Pub. Grand Colosseum Warehouse. [c.1895]  

pp.492 with text figs. 8vo. Hardback. Some spotting to fore-edge of text-block and occ. internally, cords a little 

stretched in places o/w. contents fine. Original cloth binding in vg. condition with some marking to boards. 

Freeman 78.    [63852]  £25.00 

Darwin's Journal of researches, now known as Voyage of the Beagle, was his first book. As Darwin later recalled in his 

autobiography 'The voyage of the Beagle has been by far the most important event in my life and has determined my whole 

career'.  
 

364. Darwin, Charles. The Origin of Species. The Thinker’s Library, No. 8. 6th. Ed. Fac. Pub. Watts. 1948  

pp.viii, 434. Signature to front paste down. Small 8vo. Hardback. Light tape residue to endpapers o/w. contents 

fine. In nr. fine dw.    [63855]  £20.00 

Facsimile of the 6th edition. This edition is preferred for its revised content. 
 

365. Davies, P. Martin Bentham RWA.  1st. Ed. Pub. Martin Bentham. 2010  pp.48 with colour reproductions 

throughout. Landscape 4to. Fine softback.    [63411]  £18.00 

Fully illustrated exhibition catalogue of Bentham’s stunning observational paintings. ‘Primarily a figurative painter, Martin 

prefers to work directly from his chosen subjects, which are mostly derived from the people and landscape of the Mendip Hills, 

where he lives.’ (Bentham). 
 



 

366. Dean, T. The Natural History of Walney Island.  1st. Ed. Pub. Faust. 1990  pp.304 with colour photos, and 

b/w. illus. 8vo. Nr. fine softback.     [63391]  £10.00 

Walney, lying in the south-west corner of Cumbria, is one of England’s largest islands and is exceptionally rich in natural 

history. 
 

367. Desmond, Ray. Wonders of Creation. Natural History Drawings in the British Library. 1st. Ed. Pub. The 

British Library. 1986  pp.248 with 49 full-page colour plates and many b/w. supporting illus. 4to. Nr. fine 

hardback in fine dw.    [63419]  £16.00 

This work looks at natural history drawing from its beginnings through to the period when the book was published and 

celebrates the astonishing diversity of the natural world. 
 

368. Dewar, Thos. F. Natural History of Arbroath & District.  1st. Ed. thus. Pub. for the author 1893  pp.134. 

Small 8vo. Stiff card covers. With author’s dedication (dated Oct. 1893) to half-title plus Robert Washington 

Oates bookplate and further, later, signature to verso of front cover. Contents fine. Original printed covers in vg. 

condition, skilfully re-backed in closely matching cloth. Scarce.    [63553]  £80.00 
 

369. De Graaff, G. The Rodents of Southern Africa. Notes on their identification, distribution, ecology and 

taxonomy. 1st. Ed. Pub. Butterworths. 1981  pp.xviii, 267 with 12 col. plates of illus. and b/w. photos to text. 

Large 4to. Nr. fine hardback with corners slightly bumped in nr. fine dw.    [63417]  £35.00 

The first book published on rodents in southern Africa. Detailed descriptions of each species with notes on taxonomy. 
 

370. Doherty, J. Hampshire’s Countryside Heritage. 1: Ancient Lane and Tracks. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Imp. Hampshire 

County Council. 1981  pp.19 with sepia drawings plus appendix. 4to. Small address label. Thor. vg. softback.     

[62998]  £5.00 
 

371. Dunn, R. Staghunting on Exmoor. 1940-1998. 1st. Ed. Pub. Rare Books and Berry. 2008  pp.96 with colour 

photos. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [63755]  £20.00 

A history of Exmoor staghunting, written by a dedicated and enthusiastic supporter. 
 

372. Edwards, M. Figures in a Landscape. Lionel Edwards, R.I., R.C.A. A Sporting Artist and his family. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Regency Press.  1986  pp.128 with b/w. illustrations 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in fine dw.    [63754]  £30.00 

A charming memoir by the daughter of the sporting artist Lionel Ewards. 
 

373. Electo Historical Editions. Catesby Catalogue. Mark Catesby’s Natural History of Carolina, Florida and 

the Bahama Islands. 1st. Ed. Pub. Alecto Editions. 1999  pp.[89] with colour illus. throughout. 4to. Spiral bound 

softback with clear acetate front cover. Publisher’s letter and price list loosely inserted.     [63415]  £40.00 

An illustrated prospectus offering for sale facsimile editions of Catesby’s watercolour drawings, to mark the 250th anniversary 

of his death. 
 

374. Everitt, Nicholas. Ferrets. Their Management in Health and Disease with Remarks on their Legal Status. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Adam and Charles Black. 1897  pp.xv, 209 with b/w. frontis. and 42 b/w. text figs. 8vo. Hardback. 

Previous owner’s signature to ffep. End-papers darkened o/w. contents fine. A few sections clumsily opened. 

Printed cloth boards, a little bumped and marked, spine darkened.    [63441]  £30.00 
 

375. Gilbert, P. John Abbot. Birds, Butterflies and Other Wonders. 1st. Ed. Pub. Holberton & Nat. Hist. Mus. 

1998  pp.128 with colour plate reproductions. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [63402]  £15.00 

John Abbot emigrated at the age of 21 years to spend rest of his life in Virginia and Georgia, collecting and painting natural 

history specimens for clients in England, continental Europe and America. 
 

376. Goddard, T.R. History of The Natural History Society of Northumberland, Durham and Newcastle 

upon Tyne 1829-1929.  1st. Ed. Pub. Andrew Reid. [1930]  pp.xvi, 195 with portrait frontis. and further 

portraits to contents. 8vo. Previous owner’s small labels to front endpapers. Very minor spotting, o/w. contents 

fine. Original red cloth boards with gilt lettering and decoration nr. fine.    [63521]  £12.00 
 

377. Goodlad, J.A. Scotland and the Antarctic.  1st. Ed. Pub. Royal Scottish Geog. Soc.  2003  pp.118 with b/w. 

illus. 4to. Spiral bound with card covers. Fine. Title page signed by the author. Includes loosely inserted travel and 

reading guides.    [63403]  £45.00 

A book produced to mark the centenary of the voyage of S.Y. Scotia and to celebrate the achievements of the Scottish 

oceanographer and polar explorer William Speirs Bruce and his Antarctic Expedition of 1902-04 
 

378. Goulding, M.  Wild Boar in Britain.   2nd. Ed. Pub. Whittet Books.  2008  pp.108 with b/w. text illus. 

throughout. 8vo. Hardback. Small yellow label to half-title. Fine.    [63575]  £7.50 

This book recounts the legends as well as the more factual history of the wild boar. It also describes the life style of the wild 

boar; their social lives, diet and breeding habits.  
 



 

379. Greaves, Ralph A Short History of the Devon & Somerset Staghounds.  1st. Ed. Pub. Reid-Hamilton. 

c.1950  pp.32 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Softback. With adverts and photos crossed through with single pen stroke, 

o/w. contents fine. Amendments to publisher’s info. and to one paragraph lead us to believe this copy was used as 

a basis for a revised edition. Card covers in vg. condition with some surface marks.     [63757]  £30.00 
 

380. Gribbin, J. & M. FitzRoy. The Remarkable Story of Darwin’s Captain and the Invention of the Weather 

Forecast.    1st. Ed. Pub. Review. 2003  pp.xii, 336 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    

[63662]  £22.50 

A biography of the man who captained the Beagle and who, after an unsucessful time as Governor of New Zealand returned to 

England and went on to found the Meteorological Office.  
 

381. Grove, A.T. & Rackham, Oliver. The Nature of Mediterranean Europe. An Ecological History. 1st. Ed. 

2nd. Printing Corr. Pub. Yale University Press 2003  pp.384 with colour photos and text figs. 4to. Fine softback. 

Scarce.    [62995]  £80.00 

First published in 2000, this is a copy of the second printing which featured corrections. Mediterranean Europe – southern 

Portugal and Spain, France, Italy, the Balkans, Greece, and the Mediterranean islands – is often interpreted as a "Lost Eden," 

once verdant and fertile, then progressively degraded and desertified by human mismanagement and the ignorance and folly of 

successive civilizations. In this engaging book, two distinguished scholars challenge this pessimistic view. 
 

382. Gunther, Robert W.T. (Ed.). Further Correspondence of John Ray.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Ray Society. 1928  

pp.xxiv, 332 plus list of publications, with b/w. illus. 8vo. TEG. Nr. fine hardback with blind decoration to boards 

and gilt initials to front. A super copy.    [63837]  £90.00 

John Ray FRS (1627-1705) was the Christian English naturalist widely regarded as one of the earliest of the English parson-

naturalists. He published important works on botany, zoology, and natural theology. His classification of plants in his Historia 

Plantarum, was an important step towards modern taxonomy. 
 

383. Hamilton, Archibald (“Cinqfoil”). The Red Deer of Exmoor. With notes on those who hunted them, from 

Robert D’Auberville, 1070 to Robert Arthur Sanders, 1906. 1st. Ed. Pub. Horace Cox. 1907  pp.xiv., 

[errata], 363 with b/w. plates. Large 8vo. Hardback. Cords a little stretched in places, occ. very minor spotting 

o/w. contents fine. Original red cloth binding with gilt lettering and motif to front, in vg. plus condition with minor 

marks, light sunning and rubbing to extremities. Scarce.    [63745]  £40.00 

A memoir of stag-hunting in the West Country with some reference to the history of the sport. 
 

384. Heathcote, N. St. Kilda. With 80 Illustrations from Sketches and Photographs of the People, Scenery, and 

Birds by the Author. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans, Green and Co. 1900  pp.xiii, 229 with b/w. plates, drawings, 

folding map to rear and 32-page publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Owner’s small label and brief newspaper 

notice from 2016 marking the death of the last surviving ex-resident of St. Kilda, Rachel Johnson to front 

pastedown. Small short closed tear to map, o/w. contents fine. Original cloth with gilt design to front cover in vg. 

plus condition with some marks to spine and rear cover.    [63519]  £90.00 
 

385. Holmes, N. &. Raven, P. Rivers. A natural and not-so-natural history. British Wildlife Collection No. 3. 
1st. Ed. Pub. British Wildlife Publishing. 2014  pp.432 with 200 stunning colour photographs and illustrations. 4to. 

Fine hardback in fine dw. In-print at £35.00.    [63107]  £17.50 

Volume 3 in the British Wildlife Collection, Rivers is the definitive one-book study of this never-more-topical subject. Including 

detailed information about each of the huge variety of river-types to be found in Britain, their flora and fauna. 
 

386. Jefferies, Richard. Red Deer.  1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans, Green, and Co. 1894  pp.207 with illus. 8vo. Hardback. 

Bookplate to front paste down. Spotting to contents, more heavily at ends o/w. fine. Original quarter calf and cloth 

boards with marbled endpapers in vg. condition with some rubbing to extremities. Housed in removable, clear 

plastic, protective sleeve.    [63759]  £35.00 
 

387. Jenyns, The Rev. Leonard Observations in Natural History: With an Introduction on Habits of Observing, 

as connected with the study of that science. also a calendar of Periodic Phenomena in Natural History; 

with remarks on the importance of such registers. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Van Voorst. 1846  pp.xvi, 440 with 4-

page publisher’s catalogue dated 1845. 8vo. Hardback. Signatures to front paste down. Light spotting at ends o/w. 

contents fine. With errata slip. Original blind decorated cloth binding in vg. plus condition.    [63564]  £25.00 

This book arose as a result of the author’s involvement in the preparation of an edition of White’s Natural History of Selborne 

but is very much the author’s own original work. 
 

388. Keenan, J. (Trans.). Game and Wild Life Preserves in the U.S.S.R. Edited by Julia and Henry Field.  1st. 

Ed. Pub. Coconut Grove, Florida. 1965  pp.ix, 48 with b/w. folding map. 8vo. Softback. ‘Fauna Preservation 

Society’ stamp to front cover and personal library stamp of R.S.R. Fitter to title page. Nr. fine. Scarce.    [63405] 

 £30.00 

Fascinating. Considers sixty-six Preserves across the U.S.S.R. providing information on when they were established, their 

topography, flora and fauna. 



 

 

389. Kelly, D., Mkandawire, O. (et al). Malawi. Endangered Beauty. David Kelly Paints Malawi’s Protected 

Areas.  1st. Ed. Pub. David Kelly. 2005  pp.180. Fully illustrated with colour plates and b/w. drawings. Landscape 

4to. Fine hardback with ffep signed and dated by the artist. In addition loosely inserted, is a limited edition colour 

print of Helmeted guinea fowl, signed and numbered (476/495) by the artist. Contained in fine slipcase.    [63413] 

 £350.00 

This book shows, with paintings and drawings, the landscape of Malawi and the range of wildlife to be found there. David 

began painting during his childhood and became a professional artist in 1983. He spent a great deal of time living and working 

in Malawi.  
 

390. Kerney, M.P. & Cameron, R.A.D. A Field Guide to the Land Snails of Britain and North-West Europe.  
1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1979  pp.288 with colour illus., b/w. figs. and dist. maps. 8vo. Slight sunning to spine o/w. a 

fine hardback.    [63589]  £14.00 

A comprehensive guide to the land snails and slugs of Britain and North-Western Europe. Describes and illustrates nearly 300 

species found in the area bounded by the Arctic in the North, the Alpines in the South and the Carpathians in the East. 
 

391. Mantell, G.A. The Invisible World revealed by the Microscope; or. Thoughts on Animalcules. New Ed. 

Pub. John Murray. 1850  pp.xvi, 144 with 12 hand-coloured lithographs plus 8-page publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. 

AEG. Occ. minor spot, o/w. contents fine. Original cloth boards good to vg., lightly sunned and rubbed with a 

little loss to spine.    [63839]  £95.00 
 

392. Marren, Peter. England’s National Nature Reserves. Poyser Natural History. Ist. Ed. Pub. T & A D Poyser 

Ltd. 1994  pp.xxii, 272 with colour photographs and b/w. illus. Small address label. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine 

dw.     [62980]  £7.50 

The first book devoted to the subject of the 140 National Nature Reserves of England.   
 

393. Milner, George. Studies of Nature on the Coast of Arran.  1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans, Green, and Co. 1894  

pp.ix, 189 with ten full-page copper engraved plates plus line engravings to text. 8vo. Hardback. Previous owner’s 

small label to front paste down. Spotting to endpapers o/w. contents fine. Original decorated cloth boards nr. fine.    

[63550]  £27.50 

A collection of notes and reflections on the nature of the Isle of Arran. 
 

394. Morrah, H.A. Highways and Hedges. Painted by Berenger Benger. 1st. Ed. Pub. Adam and Charles Black. 

1911  pp.xv, 144 with 18 [of 20] tipped-in colour plates. Large 8vo. Front and rear free-endpapers neatly removed. 

Spotting to paste downs and only occ. to margins o/w. contents fine. Original decorative cloth binding in nr. fine 

condition lightly marked on rear.    [63746]  £25.00 

Illustrated reflections on the English landscape. 
 

395. Morris, Pat. Dormice.  1st. Ed. Pub. Whittet Books. 2004  pp.144 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine hardback just very 

gently sunned to spine    [63577]  £12.50 

Britain has two species of dormouse - the hazel dormouse which is attractive, cute and rarely bites; and the edible dormouse 

which was introduced into this country in 1902 and is big, noisy, bad tempered and bites.  
 

396. Morris, Sir Daniel (Ed). A Natural History of Bournemouth and District, including Archaeology, 

Topography, Municipal Government, Climate, Education, Fauna, Flora and Geology. 1st. Ed. Natural 

Science Society, Bournemouth. 1914  pp.xiv, 400 with 19 plates & 3 maps (1 col.). 8vo. Hardback. Previous 

owner’s small label to ffep. Some darkening to endpapers, o/w. contents fine. Original blue cloth boards, with gilt 

lettering and decoration, in nr. fine condition.    [63555]  £12.00 

A collection of essays by the members of Bournemouth Natural History Society. 
 

397. Naughten, Jim. Animal Kingdom. Stereoscopic Images of Natural History. 1st. Ed. Pub. Prestel/Hoop 

Editions. 2016  pp.143 with 50 colour illus. and stereoscopic viewer. Landscape 4to. Fine hardback.    [63414] 

 £20.00 

Drawn from the archives of some of the world's finest museums, this collection of historic specimens, photographed for 

stereoscopic viewing, brings the natural world to life.  As the images jump off the page, their incredible details become 

apparent – delicate bat wings, the spiraling skeleton of a python, the almost mythic form of a leafy sea dragon. Texts on the 

work, the history of stereoscopy, and the specimens themselves provide rich background to the project. 
 

398. [Nelson, T]. The Great Fisheries of the World. Described and Illustrated.  1st. Ed. Pub. Thomas Nelson and 

Sons. [1878]  pp.x, 510 with b/w. illus. throughout. 8vo. Hardback. Signature (dated 1881) to verso of frontis. 

With minor spotting o/w. contents fine. Original blue cloth boards with gilt lettering and decoration in vg. 

condition with some shelf wear to extremities and lightly marked.    [63851]  £40.00 
 

399. Parrack, J.D.  The Naturalist in Majorca.  1st. Ed. Pub. David and Charles.  1973  pp.224 with b/w. 

photographs and other text illus. 8vo. Previous owner’s label to front paste down. Some spotting to fore-edge of 

text block o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw.     [63408]  £8.00 



 

This book provides an informed introduction to the flora and fauna of  Majorca and, when published, was the first account for 

many years of this island’s natural history.  
 

400. Petit, Richard E. Perry’s Arcana. A Facsimile Edition with a Collation and Systematic Review. 1st. Ed. 

Fac. Pub. Temple Univ. Press.  2009  pp.567 with 84 colour plates. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. RRP. £91.99.    

[63742]  £35.00 

A collation of the 22 parts of George Perry’s ‘The Arcana’ or ‘Museum of Nature’, his lavishly illustrated natural history 

journal which he published from 1810-1811. It presented the first published illustration of the koala and many new genera and 

species, but astonishingly was then largely forgotten for nearly two hundred years. Perry is probably better known for his book 

on shells, the ‘Conchology’ published in 1811. 
 

401. Ponting, Herbert G. The Great White South. Being an account of experiences with Captain Scott’s South 

Pole expedition and of the nature life of the Antarctic.   1st. Ed. Pub. Duckworth. 1921  pp.xxvi, 305 with 

175 photos (11 by Capt. Scott and others), map and 2 drawings. 4to. Hardback. Spotting o/w. contents fine. Some 

spine lean to text block. In original cloth with gilt title and roundel to front cover. Light bumping to extremities, 

spine sunned o/w. vg.    [63174]  £35.00 

A well illustrated account of Captain Scott and his crew’s ill-fated expedition to the South Pole by the expedition photographer 

and film-maker. 
 

402. Praeger, R. Lloyd. Some Irish Naturalists. A Biographical Note-Book. 1st. Ed. Pub. W. Tempest, Dundalgan 

Press. 1949  pp.208 with sixty b/w. portraits. 8vo. Hardback. Small ownership label. Occasional spotting, o/w. 

contents fine. Original blue cloth binding in thor. vg. condition with a little rubbing to extremities and slight 

sunning to spine.    [63523]  £75.00 

A collection of biographical sketches of key Irish naturalists. 
 

403. Prior, Richard. Modern Roe Stalking. with additional material by Geoff. R. Worrall. 1st. Ed. Pub. Tideline 

Books. 1985  pp.247 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Initials to ffep. Minor spotting to top-edge of text block, o/w. 

a fine hardback in fine dw. Signed by the author to title page.    [63252]  £65.00 

Authoritative and comprehensive - essential reading for the newcomer and experienced stalker. 
 

404. Rochdale Field Naturalists’ Society Editor. The Rochdale Field Naturalists’ Journal. Vol. I. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Gilbert Haworth. 1885-1886  All twelve parts from Sept. 1885 to Aug. 1886. 4to. Hardback. Signature to ffep and 

blind stamp of L. Harris, Rochdale to prelims. Informed, possibly period, pencilled and ink annotations, some 

spotting o/w. contents in thor. vg. condition. A newspaper article reprinted from the ‘Heywood Advertiser’ 

regarding a letter written by George Caley and sent from Australia to the Middleton Botanical Society, Manchester 

in 1800, loosely inserted. Original cloth boards vg. condition, light bumping and wear to extremities. Scarce.    

[63560]  £120.00 

The first ever year’s journals for the Rochdale Field Naturalists’ Society. The preface is a fascinating insight into how the first 

year of pulling the journal together went, it’s beneficial knock-on to the numbers of the Society’s members it had and their 

plans for the future. Content of the journal is wide-ranging from botany to microscopy, geology to the study of the Sun, book 

reviews to minutes for and rules of the Society.  
 

405. Rothschild, Miriam. Nathaniel Charles Rothschild . 1877-1923. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Univ. Press. 1979  

pp.12. Stapled booklet. 8vo. Corners slightly bumped, a little browning to cover edges o/w. thor. vg.    [63056] 

 £6.00 

A biography of the entomologist and promoter of nature conservation. 
 

406. Seton, Gordon. Edward Grey of Fallodon and his Birds.  1st. Ltd. Ed. Pub. Country Life. 1937  pp.20 with 16 

full-page b/w. photographic plates. 8vo. Limited edition hardback of 750 copies, this copy being no. 478 and 

signed by the author. Previous owner’s signature to front paste down. A little spotting to endpapers o/w. contents 

fine. Original quarter cloth/linen binding in nr. fine condition with a little discolouration to edges.     [63566] 

 £35.00 

A biography of the naturalist Edward Grey. 
 

407. Shirihai, Hadoram. A Complete Guide to Antarctic Wildlife. The Bird and Marine Mammals of the 

Antarctic Continent and the Southern Ocean. 1st. Ed. Pub. Alula. 2002  pp.510 with over 600 photos. and 35 

plates illustrating all of the indigenous birds and marine mammals. 8vo. Hardback. Fine.    [64064]  £15.00 

This is the first complete guide to the birds and marine mammals of the Antarctic regions and the Southern Ocean. 
 

408. Southern, H.N. (Ed.). The Handbook of British Mammals.  1st. Ed. Pub. Blackwell Scientific.  1964  pp.xxi, 

465 with b/w. photographic plates and text illus. by Robert Gillmor. 8vo. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [63398] 

 £12.50 

This book was written by members of the Mammal Society of the British isles and was the first such work since the previous 

attempt, begun in 1910 by G.E.H. Barrett-Hamilton, continued by M.A.C. Hinton in 1921 and eventually abandoned 

incomplete.  
 



 

409. St. John, Charles.  A Tour in Sutherlandshire.  With extracts from the Field-Books of A Sportsman and 

Naturalist. Vols. I & II. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Murray  1849  Two volume set with wood engravings. 8vo. 

Hardback. Bookplate to front paste downs. A little spotting to prelims. and only very occ. elsewhere, o/w. contents 

fine. Original decorated cloth bindings with gilt lettering and decoration, spines more recently professionally 

relaid, in thor. vg. condition.    [63554]  £120.00 

St. John’s charming journal of his tour of Sutherland in the form of a calendar of hunting, shooting and fishing . 
 

410. Stanley Price, Mark. R. Animal Re-Introductions: the Arabian Oryx in Oman.  1st. Ed. Pub. C.U.P. 1989  

pp.xix, 291 with illus, graphs and tables. 8vo. With signature of naturalist Mark Carwardine. Fine hardback in fine 

dw.    [28208]  £20.00 

When this book was first published in 1989, attempts to reintroduce plants or animals into their native habitat were still 

relatively rare, and those that were adequately planned, designed, funded and monitored over the course of years are even 

scarcer. The oryx story is an exception to this, and has the added interest that it represents the first attempt to re-establish a 

wild population of a species when there were no others left outside captivity. This meant that zoo-bred animals had to be 

prepared for release into the oryx's extreme and demanding habitat in the deserts of central Oman.  
 

411. Steele, R.C. & Welch, R.C. (Eds). Monks Wood.  A Nature Reserve Record. Pub. The Nature Conservancy / 

National Environment Research Council. [1973]  pp.xiv, 337 with b/w. plates, figs. & four folding maps in rear 

pocket. 8vo. Address label of Clive Lovatt to half-title. Thor. vg. hardback. Comes with a typed list of bryophytes 

recorded at Monks Wood - probably by Clive Lovatt. Also comes with a further topographical map of Monks 

Wood. Unique copy.    [63399]  £16.50 

Monks Wood is a 157-hectare (390-acre) National Nature Reserve north-west of Huntingdon in Cambridgeshire and a Nature 

Conservation Review site, Grade 1. The site is described by Natural England as one of Britain's most essential lowland woods. 
 

412. Stinton, F.C. Fish Otoliths from the English Eocene. Parts 1 and 2. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Palaeontographical 

Society. 1975-77  Bound in two parts with eight b/w. plates. 4to. Softback. Small crease to upper corner of part 2, 

covers slightly sunned o/w. fine.    [63409]  £30.00 

The morphology and functions of otoliths of modern fishes are described, together with their relationship to fossil teleost 

faunas. Otoliths rarely occur with skeletal remains and reasons for this are considered. Otoliths are of limited use as zonal 

indicators but they may provide evidence of local ecological conditions. 
 

413. Tate, Ralph. A Plain and Easy Account of the Land and Fresh-Water Mollusks of Great Britain; 
containing descriptions, figures, and a familiar account of the habits of each species. 1st. Ed. Pub. Robert 

Hardwicke. 1866  pp.viii, 244 with 11 fine hand-coloured plates and b/w. figs. to text. 8vo. Hardback. Bookplate 

partially removed from front paste down. Minor tape residue, a little spotting to endpapers, o/w. contents fine. 

Original cloth with blind decoration and gilt design to front, in nr. fine condition with light bump to top front 

corner. A very pleasing copy indeed.     [63830]  £95.00 

Ralph Tate was a British botanist and geologist who spent most of his career in Australia where he became president of the 

Royal Society of South Australia and was awarded the Clarke Medal by the Royal Society of New South Wales. 
 

414. Taylor, J.E. (Ed.). Notes on Collecting and Preserving Natural History Objects.  New Ed. Pub. Gibbings 

and Co. 1896  pp.viii, 215 with b/w. figs. Small 8vo. Hardback. Previous owner’s label to ffep. Contents fine. 

Original decorated green cloth boards nr. fine.    [63552]  £22.50 

A collection of essays on the conservation of natural history objects, intended as a guide for beginners. 
 

415. Trist, S. (Ed.). The Under Dog. A Series of Papers by various Authors on the Wrongs Suffered by 

Animals at the Hand of Man. 1st. Ed. Pub. The “Animals’ Guardian”. 1913  pp.xiv, 203, v, plus 

advertisements. With col .frontis. and b/w. plates. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Name stamp to ffep. Scattered spotting. 

With small loss to blank margin of pp.157. Original red cloth nr. fine. Scarce.    [63393]  £75.00 

The object of this book was to direct public attention to the exploitation and mis-treatment of animals and to provide those who 

spoke against such cruelty with authenticated evidence to support their arguments. 
 

416. Verner, Y. The English Meadow.  A Portrait of Country Life. 1st. Ed. Pub. Green Books Ltd. 2005  pp.156 

with colour photos.throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [63741]  £7.50 

Through evocative descriptions of different types of meadow and the activities surrounding them, "English Meadows" gives a 

detailed picture of country ways of life going back to Medieval times, including: farming, buildings, tools, crafts, traditions, 

wildlife and a list of national meadow reserves. 
 

417. Wallace, Alfred Russel. Island Life.  Or the Phenomena and causes of Insular Faunas and Floras, 

including a revision and attempted solution of the problem of Geological Climates. 2nd. Ed. Pub. 

Macmillan. 1892  pp.xx, 563 with colour frontis., world map, further colour and b/w., maps and figs. 8vo. 

Hardback. Neat dedication (dated 1897) to ffep. Contents fine. A little spine lean. Original green cloth boards in 

vg. condition with marking to front and rear.     [63836]  £95.00 

Alfred Russel Wallace OM FRS was a British naturalist, explorer, geographer, anthropologist, biologist and illustrator. He is 

best known for independently conceiving the theory of evolution through natural selection. 



 

418. Wanstall, P.J. (Ed.). A Darwin Centenary. The Report of the Conference held by The Botanical Society 

of the British Isles in 1959 to mark the Centenary of the publication of The Origin of Species. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Bot. Soc. British Isles. 1961  pp.140 with frontis. portrait of Darwin and b/w. photographic plates. 8vo. 

Hardback. Blue cloth boards. Fine. Publisher’s 4-page flyer loosely inserted.    [63119]  £40.00 

A fascinating collection of evolutionary papers presented to the Society, including ‘Darwin as a Botanist’ by Lady Nora 

Barlow, grand-daughter of Darwin. 
 

419. Waterton, Charles. Wanderings in South America. The North-West of the United States, and the Antilles, 

in the years 1812, 1816, 1820, & 1824. With original instructions for the perfect preservation of Birds, 

Etc. for cabinets of Natural History. New. Ed. Pub. Macmillan. 1879  pp.xvi, 520 with b/w. illus. Large 8vo. 

TEG. Signature to front paste down. Contents thor. vg. with occ. spotting. Front internal hinge a little tender.  A 

little spine lean. Nr. fine original decorated green cloth boards, lightly rubbed along edges.     [63394]  £30.00 

In 1804 Charles Waterton travelled to British Guiana to take charge of his uncle's estates near Georgetown. In 1812 he started 

to explore the hinterland of Guiana, making four journeys between then and 1824, reaching Brazil. He later described his 

discoveries in his book Waterton's Wanderings in South America which inspired young British schoolboys like Charles Darwin 

and Alfred Russell Wallace. 
 

420. Webster, C.J. (Ed.). The Archaeology of South West England.  1st. Ed. Pub. Somerset Heritage Service. 

2008  pp.xxii, 371 with b/w. and col. plates. 4to. Fine softback.     [63412]  £30.00 

The majority of this report is a comprehensive overview of the archaeology of the region from the Palaeolithic to the present 

day. The final chapter highlights major gaps in our knowledge. 
 

421. Whitehead, G.K. The Deer of Great Britain and Ireland. An Account of their History, Status and 

Distribution. 1st. Ed. Pub. Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1964  pp.xv, 597 with b/w. photos. and dist. maps. Crown 

4to. With author’s compliment slip loosely inserted. Nr. fine hardback in vg. dw.    [63245]  £45.00 

Gives the history of the indigenous British deer, and investigates the introduction and subsequent fortunes of the various alien 

deer now established in these islands.  
 

422. Willock, C. Kenzie. The Wild-Goose Man.  1st. Ed. Pub. Andre Deutsch. 1962  pp.159 with b/w. illus. 8vo. 

Hardback. Dedication to ffep. A fine copy in nr. fine dw. Two period (one lengthy from The Observer (dated 

1960)) biographical Newspaper articles on Kenzie, loosely inserted.     [63826]  £30.00 

A biography of the poacher, professional wildfowler, guide, keeper of Peter Scott's wildfowl collection, and painter, Mackenzie 

Thorpe. 
 

423. Wilson, Edward (Savours, Ann (Ed.)). Diary of the ‘Discovery’ Expedition to the Antarctic Regions 1901 

- 1904.  1st. Ed. Pub. Blandford. 1966  pp.416 with 47 paintings and sketches plus folding map at rear. 4to. Fine 

hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [63166]  £45.00 

Wilson was a member, as zoologist and doctor, of both Scott’s Antarctic expeditions, on Discovery in 1901-4 and Terra Nova, 

1910-13. He was one of the party that died on their return from the South Pole. 
 

424. Witchell. Chas. A. & Strugnell, W. Bishop (et al). The Fauna and Flora of Gloucestershire.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Stroud Press. 1892  pp.xxiv, 301 with 10 b/w. illustrations. 4to. Hardback. Previous owner’s signature to ffep. 

Contents exceptionally clean and nr. fine. In original quarter calf and cloth boards in vg. plus condition with some 

rubbing to extremities.     [63559]  £35.00 
 

425. Wollaston, A.F.R. Life of Alfred Newton. Professor of Comparitive Anatomy in Cambridge University, 

1866-1907. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Murray. 1921  pp.xv, 332 with five b/w. illus. 8vo. Hardback. Previous owner’s 

label to ffep. Some spotting to endpapers and only occ. elsewhere, o/w. contents fine. Original green cloth binding 

nr. fine. With front and rear panels of dw. loosely inserted.    [63522]  £75.00 

A biography of one of the most eminent ornithologists of his day. With a preface by Sir Archibald Geikie. 
 

426. Wood, Rev. J.G. Lane and Field. Natural History Rambles. 1st. Ed. Pub. S.P.C.K. 1879  pp.x, 246 with b/w. 

illustrations to text. 8vo. Hardback. Inscription, dated 1888, to title page. Contents fine. Original decorative cloth 

binding with gilt title in nr. fine condition with minor shelf wear.    [63758]  £19.50 
 

427. Woodward, Dr. S.P. A Manual of the Mollusca: A Treatise on Recent and Fossil Shells. With an 

Appendix of Recent and Fossil Conchological Discoveries to the present time, by Ralph Tate. 2nd. Ed. 

Pub. Virtue & Co. 1868  pp.xiv, 542; 85. with 23 b/w. plates and one fold-out map. 8vo. Hardback. Signature to 

ffep. Minor tape residue to endpapers, cords a little stretched in places, repair to one internal hinge. Contents very 

clean. Original green cloth binnding in vg. condition.    [63854]  £22.50 

Samuel Pickworth Woodward (1821–1865) was an English geologist and malacologist. In 1845 he became the professor of 

geology and natural history in the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester. 
 

428. Yarrell, W. A History of British Fishes. Illustrated by nearly 400 woodcuts. 1st. Ed. Pub. Van Voorst. 1836  

Two volume set illustrated with woodcuts. 8vo. Hardbacks. Ex-Society of Writers to His Majesty's Signet. Initials 



 

to front paste downs. Marbling to text block edges. Front internal hinges neatly strengthened with tape, some tape 

residue to endpapers. Very occ. mark to margins o/w. contents fine. Original full calf binding with gilt armorials to 

front and back of both volumes. Volume II lacks outer casing of spine. External hinges showing wear, with 

rubbing to boards. Text blocks perfectly sound. Both vols. covered with removable, protective clear plastic.    

[63860]  £30.00 
 

429. Young, Eddie and (Young, Nicki (Revised by)). Game Farming and Wildlife Management.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Eddie Young. 1992  pp.204 with colour photographs and illus. throughout. 4to. Previous owner’s signature to front 

paste down. Thor. vg. hardback.    [63416]  £40.00 

South African in focus. Considers conservation and how that fits into a commercial enterprise. A very detailed look at selecting 

a suitable game farm and the species to focus on, herd behaviour, game capture techniques, nutrition and transport. Also, 

further practical information provided on fencing, water provision, diseases, counting and taxidermy. 
 

Naturalists’ Handbooks 

Each Naturalists’ Handbook contains practical notes on identifying insects, in the field, at home or 

in the laboratory, with plates illustrating individual species and line drawings of many of the key 

identification characteristics. The information squeezed into each volume should enable most 

people to identify many common species and includes notes on techniques and approaches to 

further research. 

430. Brown, V.K. Grasshoppers. Naturalists’ Handbooks 2. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Univ. Press. 1983  pp.65 

with b/w. figs. and four col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63547]  £9.00 
 

431. Davis, B.N.K. Insects on Nettles. Naturalists’ Handbooks 1. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Univ. Press. 1983  

pp.65 with b/w. figs. and five plates (4 col.). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63548]  £12.50 
 

432. Erzinclioglu, Z. Blowflies. Naturalists’ Handbooks 23. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 1996  pp.71 with 

b/w. figs. and four col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63529]  £14.00 
 

433. Forsythe, Trevor G. Common Ground Beetles. Naturalists’ Handbooks 8. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond  

Publishing  1987  pp.75 with b/w. figs. and six plates (3 col). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63541]  £15.00 
 

434. Gilbert, F.S. Hoverflies. Naturalists’ Handbooks 5. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Univ. Press. 1986  pp.66 with 

b/w. figs. and four col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63544]  £12.50 
 

435. Guthrie, M. Animals of the Surface Film. Naturalists’ Handbooks 12. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 

1989  pp.87 with b/w. figs. and eight plates (4 col.). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63537]  £9.00 
 

436. Harker, J. Mayflies. Naturalists’ Handbooks 13. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 1989  pp.56 with b/w. 

figs. and six plates (2 col.). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63536]  £12.00 
 

437. Hayward, P.J. Animals of Sandy Shores. Naturalists’ Handbooks 21. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 

1994  pp.104 with b/w. figs. and eight plates (4 col.). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63531]  £15.00 
 

438. Hayward, P.J. Animals on Seaweed. Naturalists’ Handbooks 9. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 1988  

pp.108 with b/w. figs. and eight plates (4 col). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63540]  £22.50 
 

439. Hingley, M. Microscopic Life in Sphagnum. Naturalists’ Handbooks 20. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond 

Publishing. 1993  pp.64 with b/w. figs. and eight plates (4 col.). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63532]  £12.50 
 

440. Kirk, W.D.J. Insects on Cabbages and Oilseed Rape. Naturalists’ Handbooks 18. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond 

Publishing. 1992  pp.66 with b/w. figs. and six plates (4 col.). 8vo. Fine hardback.     [63534]  £12.00 
 

441. Kirk, W.D.J. Thrips. Naturalists’ Handbooks 25. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 1996  pp.70 with b/w. 

figs. and four plates (2 col.). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63527]  £15.00 
 

442. Miller, P.L. Dragonflies. Naturalists’ Handbooks 7. 2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 1995  pp.118 

with b/w. figs. and four col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63542]  £17.50 
 

443. Morris, M.G. Weevils. Naturalists’ Handbooks 16. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 1991  pp.76 with b/w. 

figs. and four col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63525]  £22.50 
 

444. Prys-Jones, O.E. & Corbet, S.A. Bumblebees. Naturalists’ Handbooks 6. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Univ. 

Press. 1987  pp.86 with b/w. figs. and four col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63543]  £12.50 
 



 

445. Redfern, M. Insects and Thistles.  Naturalists’ Handbooks 4. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing, 1983  pp.65 

with b/w. figs. and eight plates (4 col.). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63545]  £7.50 
 

446. Redfern, M. & Askew, R.R. Plant Galls. Naturalists’ Handbooks 17. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 1992  

pp.99 with b/w. figs. and four col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63535]  £12.50 
 

447. Richardson, D.H.S. Pollution Monitoring with Lichens. Naturalists’ Handbooks 19. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Richmond  Publishing. 1992  pp.76 with b/w. figs. and four col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63533]  £18.50 
 

448. Rotheray, Graham E. Aphid Predators. Insects that eat greenfly. Naturalists’ Handbooks 11. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Richmond Publishing. 1989  pp.77 with b/w. figs. and two col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63538]  £12.50 
 

449. Skinner, G.J. and Allen, G.W. Ants. Naturalists’ Handbooks 24. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 1996  

pp.83 with b/w. figs. and ten plates (4 col.). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63528]  £16.00 
 

450. Snow, K.S. Mosquitoes. Naturalists’ Handbooks 14. 1st. Ed. Pub. Richmond Publishing. 1990  pp.66 with 

b/w. figs. and four col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63524]  £17.50 
 

451. Unwin, D.M. & Corbet, S.A. Insects, Plants and Microclimate. Naturalists’ Handbooks 15. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Richmond Publishing. 1991  pp.68 with b/w. figs. and four col. plates. 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63526]  £12.50 
 

452. Wheater, C.P. & Read, H.J. Animals under Logs and Stones. Naturalists’ Handbooks 23. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Richmond Publishing. 1996  pp.90 with b/w. figs. and six plates (4 col.). 8vo. Fine hardback.    [63530]  £15.00 
 

453. Yeo, P.F. & Corbet, S.A. Solitary Wasps. Naturalists’ Handbooks 3. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Univ. Press. 

1983  pp.65 with b/w. figs. and eight plates (4 col.). 8vo. Signature. Fine hardback just very gently sunned to 

spine.    [63546]  £14.50 

New Naturalists : Main Series 

454. 15. Macan T.T. & Worthington, E.B. Life in Lakes and Rivers. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 

1951  8vo. Address label and signature. Some spotting to endpapers and fore-edge of text block o/w. a fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw. with some minor spotting to rear. Not price clipped.    [63342]  £18.00 
 

455. 39. Armstrong, E.A. The Folklore of Birds. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1958  8vo. Some 

spotting to text block edges and endpapers, o/w. a fine hardback in thor. vg. to nr. fine dw. No inscriptions. Price 

clipped.     [63249]  £145.00 
 

456. 41. Corbet, P.S. (et al).  Dragonflies The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1960  8vo. Ex-lib. Nr. fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw., with one short closed tear to rear. Not price clipped.     [63154]  £50.00 
 

457. 47. Condry, W.M. The Snowdonia National Park. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1966  8vo. 

Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price-clipped.    [63248]  £50.00 
 

458. 60. Brown, L. British Birds of Prey. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1976  8vo. Nr. fine hardback 

in dw. showing some sunning on spine, o/w. fine. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63344]  £10.00 
 

459. 61. Berry, R.J. Inheritance and Natural History.  The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1977  8vo. Fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw. gently sunned to spine. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.     [63354]  £22.50 
 

460. 63. Simms, Eric. British Thrushes. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1978  8vo. Nr. fine hardback in 

dw. gently sunned to spine o/w. fine. No inscriptions. Price clipped.    [63343]  £25.00 
 

461. 67. Mellanby, K. Farming and Wildlife. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1981  8vo. Fine hardback 

in fine dw. With publisher’s duraseal cover. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.     [63349]  £55.00 
 

462. 68. Matthews, L. Harrison. Mammals in the British Isles. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1982  

8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. With publisher’s duraseal cover. No inscriptions. Price clipped.     [63347] 

 £55.00 
 

463. 71. Simms, Eric. British Warblers. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1985  8vo. Nr. fine softback. No 

inscriptions.    [63346]  £20.00 
 

464. 81. Majerus, Michael E.N. Ladybirds. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1994  8vo. Light marking to 

top edge o/w. a thor. vg. softback. No inscriptions.    [62981]  £35.00 
 



 

465. 81. Majerus, Michael E.N. Ladybirds. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1994  8vo. Fine softback. No 

inscriptions.    [63838]  £50.00 
 

466. 82b. Marren, P. The New Naturalists.  The New Naturalist. 2nd. Ed. 1st. Iss. Pub. Collins. 2005  8vo. Fine 

hardback in fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.     [63348]  £35.00 

A fascinating read and very useful indeed for collectors of the series. 
 

467. 84. Cabot, D. Ireland. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1999  8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. No 

inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63345]  £65.00 
 

468. 87. Beebee, T. and Griffiths, R. Amphibians and Reptiles. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2000  

8vo. Hardback. New hardback in new dw. Out-of-print. Last few copies.    [43913]  £70.00 
 

469. 88. Mitchell, J. Loch Lomondside. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2001  8vo. Fine hardback in fine 

dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63159]  £40.00 
 

470. 88. Mitchell, J. Loch Lomondside. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2001  8vo. Minor spotting to 

top-edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63359]  £36.00 
 

471. 89. Moss, B.  The Broads.  The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  2001  8vo. New hardback in new dw. 

Out-of-print.    [49613]  £60.00 
 

472. 91. Marren, P. Nature Conservation. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2002  8vo. New hardback in 

new dw.    [63356]  £45.00 
 

473. 92. Ratcliffe, D. Lakeland. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2002  8vo. New hardback in new dw. 

with slight bump to top corner. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63358]  £49.50 
 

474. 92. Ratcliffe, D. Lakeland. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2002  8vo. New hardback in new dw. 

Out-of-print.    [45443]  £55.00 
 

475. 93. Altringham, J. British Bats. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2003  8vo. Nr. fine softback. No 

inscriptions.    [62984]  £45.00 
 

476. 94. Hayward, P.J. Seashore. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2004  8vo. Fine softback. No 

inscriptions.    [63357]  £10.00 
 

477. 94. Hayward, P. Seashore. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2004  8vo. New hardback in new dw. 

Out-of-print.     [49611]  £50.00 
 

478. 95. Lunn, A. Northumberland. The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  2004  8vo. Fine hardback in nr. 

fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63155]  £27.50 
 

479. 95. Lunn, A. Northumberland. The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  2004  8vo. Fine hardback in nr. 

fine dw. with knife cut across the front panel very slightly affecting the board beneath, now in clear, removable 

protective cover. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63355]  £22.50 
 

480. 96. Spooner, B. and Roberts, P. Fungi. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2005  8vo. Nr. fine softback. 

No inscriptions.    [62982]  £20.00 
 

481. 99. Mullard, J. Gower. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2006  8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. 

lightly marked on rear. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63160]  £25.00 
 

482. 100. Rackham, Oliver. Woodlands. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2006  8vo. New hardback in 

new dw. Variant with patterned end-papers.    [63590]  £70.00 
 

483. 101. Ratcliffe, D. Galloway and the Borders. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2007  8vo. Fine 

softback. No inscriptions.     [63360]  £17.50 
 

484. 102. Buczacki, S. Garden Natural History. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2007  8vo. Fine 

softback, with tiny mark to top-edge. No inscriptions.    [63361]  £9.00 
 

485. 102. Buczacki, S. Garden Natural History. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2007  8vo. New 

hardback in new dw.    [63363]  £18.00 
 

486. 103. Parslow, R. The Isles of Scilly. The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2007  8vo. Fine softback. No 

inscriptions.    [63352]  £15.00 



 

 

487. 103. Parslow, R. The Isles of Scilly. The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2007  8vo. Fine hardback in 

fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price-clipped.    [63362]  £30.00 
 

488. 105. Peterken, G. Wye Valley. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2008  8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. 

fine dw., lightly marked on rear. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63158]  £30.00 
 

489. 106. Corbet, Philip.S. & Brooks, Stephen J.  Dragonflies. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2008  

8vo. Thor. vg. softback. No inscriptions.    [62983]  £12.50 
 

490. 109. Berry, R.J. Islands. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2009  8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. No 

inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63350]  £30.00 
 

491. 118. Allott, A. Marches. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2011  8vo. New hardback in dw. Out-of-

print. RRP £50.00.    [64203]  £45.00 
 

492. 125. Toms, M. Owls. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2014  8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP. 

£55.00.    [63591]  £40.00 
 

493. 127. Goode, David. Nature in Towns and Cities. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2014  8vo. New 

hardback in new dw. Title page signed by the author.    [63353]  £65.00 

Stephen Moss in his Guardian review of the best nature literature of 2014 called this ‘probably the finest work on urban 

ecology ever written’ (taken from Birmingham Nat. Hist. Soc. Newsletter Jan. 2015). 
 

494. 128. Moss, Brian. Lakes, Loughs and Lochs. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2015  8vo. New 

hardback, with some tiny spots to top-edge of the text block in new dw. RRP £60.00    [63351]  £30.00 
 

495. 129. Stace, C. & Crawley, M. Alien Plants. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2015  8vo. Fine 

hardback in fine dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63156]  £30.00 
 

496. 133. Cameron, Robert. Slugs and Snails.  The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  2016  pp.528. 8vo. New 

hardback in new dw. RRP £65.00.    [51145]  £48.75 
 

497. 136. Jones, Richard. Beetles. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2018  8vo. Fine hardback in thor. vg. 

dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63157]  £32.50 

 

498. 141. Mullard, Jonathan. Pembrokeshire. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2020  8vo. New hardback 

in new dw. RRP £65.00.     [58144]  £48.75 

A comprehensive book about the wildlife, landscapes and history of Pembrokeshire. Jonathan Mullard explores how the 

landscape has evolved under man’s influence and observes the effects on its native species and habitats. He also provides a 

detailed examination of the geology of the region. 
 

499. 143. Wilkinson, David. Ecology and Natural History. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub Collins. 2021  8vo. 

New hardback in new dw. RRP £65.00.     [60134]  £48.75 
 

500. 144. Anderson, Penny. Peak District. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2021  8vo. New hardback in 

new dw. RRP £65.00. First title to feature dustwrapper artwork by Robert Greenhalf.    [61786]  £48.75 
 

501. 145. Thomas, Peter A. Trees. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2022  8vo. New hardback in new dw. 

RRP £65.00.    [62454]  £48.75 
 

 

At the time of this catalogue going to press, we believe the next title in the series to be Solitary Bees by Ted 

Benton and Nick Owens.  
 

The RRP will be £65.00 for hardbacks. Our price will be £48.75 (scheduled for publication mid April 2023). Pre-

publication orders being taken. 
 

 

502. Marren, P. & Gillmor, R. Art of the New Naturalists. Forms from Nature. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2009  pp.ix, 

[i], 310 with colour illus. throughout. Large 4to. Hardback. Illustrated boards with the title wrap-around. New 

copy. Signed by both Peter Marren and Robert Gillmor to the title page.    [60423]  £40.00 

A must for those interested in the New Naturalist series and especially pleasing having been signed by both authors. 
 

503. Fisher, J. (Ed). The New Naturalist. A Journal of British Natural History.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1948  

pp.216 with 12 col. photos. and 174 b/w. illus. 4to. Hardback. Some darkening to endpapers o/w. contents fine. 

Original cloth boards with some sunning o/w. thor. vg.    [63418]  £9.50 

This was one of three introductory books to the New Naturalist Series and contains sections on Woodlands, The Western Isles 

of Scotland, Migration and The Local Naturalist. 



 

New Naturalists : Monographs 

504. 02. Buxton, John. The Redstart. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1950  8vo. Fine 

hardback in fine dw., with just a few, very small spots. No inscriptions. Price-clipped. With period Collins’ ‘May 

we keep you informed’ flyer (about future New Naturalist titles) loosely inserted. A very pleasing copy indeed.     

[63640]  £120.00 
 

505. 03. Armstrong, E.A. The Wren. The New Naturalist Monograph.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1955  8vo. Minor 

spotting to fore-edges of text block and endpapers, o/w. a fine hardback in bright, thor. vg. dw. with some spotting 

on rear. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63253]  £180.00 
 

506. 04. Smith, Stuart. The Yellow Wagtail. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. 1st. State Pub. Collins. 

1950  8vo. Fine hardback in very clean, thor. vg. dw. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63646]  £45.00 
 

507. 05. Nethersole-Thompson, D. The Greenshank. The New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1951  

8vo. Minor spotting to top edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw. with small chip to top of spine 

and lower fore-corner. No inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63647]  £100.00 
 

508. 06. Fisher, J. The Fulmar. The New Naturalist Monograph.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1952  8vo. Some minor 

spotting to fore-edges of text block o/w. a fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. with some scattered spotting. No 

inscriptions. Not price clipped.    [63250]  £135.00 

 

509. 12. Shorten, M. Squirrels. The New Naturalist Monograph.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1954  8vo. Hardback. Some 

spotting to fore-edges of text block and end-papers o/w. fine. In thor. vg. dw. with light spotting and minor closed 

tears. No inscriptions. Not price-clipped.     [63639]  £37.50 

Ornithology 

510. Ali, S. & Dillon Ripley, S. Compact Handbook of the Birds of India and Pakistan. Together with those 

of Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan and Sri Lanka. 2nd. Ed.  Pub. Oxford University Press. 1987  pp.xxxviii, 737 with 

104 full-page col. plates, b/w. illus. and dist. maps to text. Large 4to. Hardback. Marking to fore-edges of text 

block o/w. contents fine. Original blue cloth boards with some sunning to upper edges and slight bumping 

extremities, in vg. dw.    [63664]  £27.50 

Nearly 1,200 species of birds are covered. Concise details on distribution, habitats, breeding, biology, diet, voice, etc, 

supported by 104 colour plates. 
 

511. Alvarenga, H.  Toucans of the Americas / Tucanos das Americas.   1st. Ed. Pub. M. Pontual.  2004  pp.120 

with 44 superb full-page colour illus. plates throughout. Large 4to. Bookplate. Bilingual in English and 

Portuguese. Fine hardback in illustrated boards. Out-of-print.    [63652]  £50.00 

This large-format ornithologists’ guide introduces all 44 species of Toucans native to the Americas, with descriptive passages 

for each entry and detailed, scientifically-accurate illustrations by highly renowned nature artist Eduardo Brettas.  
 

512. An Old Bushman [Wheelwright, Horace Williams]. A Spring and Summer in Lapland.  2nd. Ed. Pub. 

Groombridge and Sons. 1871  pp.407 with six hand-coloured plates. 8vo. Hardback. Two bookplates, one 

ownership label and one signature dated 1880. Professional repairs to front pastedown, ffep and blank margins of 

frontis. and title-page. Some spotting to plates and only occ. to text. Pencilled notes to rear endpaper. Original 

decorated boards marked in vg. condition, spine more recently professionally relaid.    [63516]  £90.00 

A guide for the ornithologist compiled from notes made during a season’s collecting birds and eggs at Quickiock in 1862. 
 

513. Atkinson, Rev. J.C. British Birds’ Eggs And Nests, Popularly Described. 1st. Ed. Pub. Routledge, Warne & 

Routledge, 1861  pp.viii, 182 with 12 colour plates plus large, fold-out, Synoptical Table of British-Breeding Birds 

nests and eggs (with some wear to folds and tape repairs to verso) in pocket at rear. Small 8vo. Hardback. Occ. 

marks to contents and plate edges; minor surface abrasion to plate XII o/w. contents thor. vg. Previous owner’s 

bookplate to front paste down. Original blue, decorative boards in thor. vg. condition. End-papers more recently 

replaced.    [63500]  £125.00 

Mullens and Swann (1917) wrote ‘the most popular book on the subject for beginners for half a century’. This first edition of 

1861 was published with colour plates; a new edition appeared the same year with uncoloured plates. 
 

514. Audubon, J.J. The Birds of America.  1st. Ed. thus. Rep. Pub. Nat. Hist. Museum. 2017  pp.448 with 435 

coloured plates. Large 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [63650]  £40.00 

With an introduction by David Allen Sibley. 
 

515. Babington, Churchill. Catalogue of the Birds of Suffolk; With an Introduction and Remarks on their 

Distribution. 1st. Ed. Pub. Van Voorst. 1884-1886  pp.[x], 281 with map frontis. and 7 b/w. photographic plates 

from stuffed birds. 8vo. Hardback. With ownership signature (dated 15/ii/1918) of Maud Doria Haviland. A little 



 

clear sellotape to front-pastedown, some spotting at ends, to fore-edges of text block and border of one plate o/w. 

contents fine. Original green cloth boards nr. fine with just very minor shelf-rubbing.    [63494]  £110.00 

Maud Haviland (1889-1941) the English ornithologist, entomologist, explorer, lecturer, photographer and writer. Her most 

popular work was ‘A Summer on the Yenesi’, her writing being inspired by Henry Seebohm 
 

516. Ballance, D.K. A History of the Birds of Somerset.   1st. Ed. Pub. Isabelline Books. 2006  pp.xii, 368 with 

colour photos., b/w. illus., and fold-out map. 8vo. Softback. Gentle sunning to spine o/w. fine.    [63149]  £35.00 

This new Somerset avifauna is the first since 1988. Written in clear, engaging language, it covers the birds of the post-1974 

County from the earliest times to the end of 2004, setting the most recent information on species, habitats, breeding and 

migration in an historical context. 
 

517. Bannerman, D.A. & Bannerman, W.M. The Birds of the Balearics.  1st. Ed. Pub. Croom Helm. 1983  pp.230 

with 12 colour plates and b/w. illus. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. A super copy.     [63661]  £40.00 

The final work of the eminent ornithologist, Dr. David Armitage Bannerman, this was co-authored and completed after his 

death by his wife, Mary. Illustrated by Donald Watson. 
 

518. Bannerman, D.A. & Vella-Gaffiero, J.A. Birds of the Maltese Archipelago.  1st. Ed. Pub. Museums 

Department, Malta. 1976  pp.xix, 550 with 22 colour plates plus b/w. illus., and fold-out map. Large 8vo. Knock 

to bottom edge of rear board, o/.w a fine hardback in vg. dw.    [63146]  £20.00 

The first full description of the hundreds of birds recorded in the Maltese Islands. Considers the important role the archipelago 

plays in bird migration between Europe and Africa. Artists include Charles Tunnicliffe, Donald Watson and more. 
 

519. Bannerman, D. & Lodge, G. The Birds of the British Isles.  1st. Ed. Pub. Oliver & Boyd. 1953-63  Twelve 

volume set with colour plates. 4to. Hardbacks. Occasional light spotting to contents and fore-edges of text blocks 

o/w., contents fine. Original green cloth bindings lightly marked, in nr. fine condition, without dws. A very 

pleasing set.    [63660]  £125.00 

A wonderful reference work with fine illustrations by George Lodge. 
 

520. Beaman, M. & Madge, S. The Handbook of Bird Identification for Europe and the Western Palearctic.   
1st. Ed. Pub. Christopher Helm.  1998  pp.868 with colour illus. and dist. maps throughout. Large 8vo. Minor 

spotting to endpapers o/w. a fine hardback. Slight sunning to dw. spine o/w. fine.     [63135]  £40.00 

Recommended. All species from the region are described and illustrated.  Species are covered by family, with an introduction 

followed by the relevant text colour plates and species accounts. 
 

521. Bell, T. Hedley. The Birds of Cheshire [with] A Supplement to the Birds of Cheshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. John 

Sherratt & Son. 1962 & 1967  Two vol. set with b/w photos., and fold out map. 8vo. Previous owner’s bookplate 

to front paste. Nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. to nr. fine dw. The Supplement is a nr. fine softback. With publisher’s 

sleeve to keep the two volumes together.    [63493]  £17.50 
 

522. Berg, Bengt. Birds of the North.  1st. Ed. Pub. P.A. Norstedt & Soner. 1925  pp.63 with 60 full-page fine b/w. 

photographic plates. Large 4to. Contents nr. fine. Original patterned and textured paper covered cloth boards with 

gilt motif to front in thor. vg. to nr. fine condition.    [63653]  £80.00 

Bengt Berg was a Swedish ornithologist, zoologist, wildlife photographer, and writer. He is best remembered for photographs 

and films of birds, taken on several expeditions. His avifauna photography is highly celebrated. 
 

523. Brown, A. and Warren, M. (Eds.). There and Back? A Celebration of Bird Migration. 1st. Ed. Pub. Langford 

Press. 2011  pp.352 with colour illus. throughout. Large 4to. Hardback. With publisher’s Errata slip. Small 

owner’s label to ffep. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [63641]  £15.00 

No.27 in Langford Press’s Wildlife in Art series. Along with the superb illustrations from some of Europe’s foremost 

contemporary wildlife artists,  this work also includes essays on the migrations of a range of birds. 
 

524. Brown, L.H. (et al).  The Birds of Africa. Volume 1.  1st. Ed. 2nd. Print. Pub. Academic Press.  1983  pp.xiii, 

521 with full-page colour plates, dist. maps and other text figs. 4to. Slight bump to upper corner of text block o/w. 

a fine hardback in vg. plus dw.    [63663]  £75.00 

Vol. I. of what is surely the standard work on African birds. 
 

525. Cheke, R.A. & Mann, C.F. Sunbirds. A Guide to the Sunbirds, Flowerpeckers, Spiderhunters and 

Sugarbirds of the World.  1st. Ed. Pub. Christopher Helm. 2001  pp.384 with 48 colour plates, plus dist. maps. 

Large 8vo. Inscription to ffep. Light dust marks to top of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63151] 

 £15.00 

The first identification guide to the sunbirds and their allies. 
 

526. Clarke, R.  The Marsh Harrier. Hamlyn Species Guides.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hamlyn.  1995  pp.126 with colour 

photos., b/w. illus., throughout. 8vo. Fine softback with light sunning to spine.    [64119]  £5.00 
 



 

527. Clement, Peter (et al). Finches & Sparrows. An Identification Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Christopher Helm. 1993  

pp.ix, 500 with 73 colour plates and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63122]  £28.00 

A comprehensive text covering field identification, voice, geographical variation, habitat & range, migration, food, habits and 

description. Full colour plates illustrate every species, with descriptive text and colour distribution maps facing the plates. 
 

528. Cole, A.C. & Trobe, W.M. The Egg Collectors of Great Britain and Ireland. A Compilation of Profiles 

of some 20th Century Egg Collectors. 1st. Ed. Pub. Peregrine Books. 2000  pp.xiv, [iv], 298, [i] with many 

rare photographs of early egg collectors. Large  8vo. Minor spotting to top-edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback 

in fine dw.     [63823]  £175.00 

Although the collecting of eggs from wild birds is now illegal, many of the most respected ornithologists of the past were also 

great egg collectors. This book provides a record in great depth of these collectors. 
 

529. Cramp, Stanley (Chief Ed.). Handbook of the Birds of Europe the Middle East and North Africa. The 

Birds of the Western Palearctic. Pub. Oxford University Press. 1986-1994  Nine volumes. 4to. Fine hardbacks 

in fine dws., showing just a hint of sunning to spines. A complete set of the preferred ‘Oxford’ edition.    [64094] 

 £295.00 

Comprehensive and with egg plates at the end of each volume. 
 

530. Curson, Jon. (et al). New World Warblers.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 1994  pp.ix, 252 with 36 colour plates, plus 

illus. and dist. maps. Royal 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw., very gently sunned on spine.    [63139]  £18.00 

A comprehensive guide to the North American wood warblers, the Parulinae, a brightly coloured and attractive group, which 

are distributed throughout the USA, into Central and South America.  
 

531. Cuss, H.W.J. Enjoying Birds in Britain. From Lundy to Shetland, Scotland and the Farnes. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Merlin Books. 1994  pp.163 with b/w. photographs. 8vo. Previous owner’s name to ffep. Nr. fine hardback in fine 

dw. Previous owner has added some comments about the author to the rear endpaper.     [63492]  £12.50 

A book detailing the author’s life-long interest in bird-watching. Photograph of erythristic eggs of herring gulls next to a 

normal egg on rear of dustwrapper. 
 

532. Dawson, M.J. The Red Kite. Caliologists’ Series No.1. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Oriel Stringer. 1988  pp.83 with col. 

plates. Small 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. With dedication from the author, Mike Dawson, dated 1989 to 

ffep.     [63515]  £100.00 

Traces the distribution of the Kites from medieval times to the 1980s, and analyses the writings of past authors from the first 

printed books. 
 

533. Dickson, G.W.R. A Guide to the Breeding Birds of Caithness.  1st. Ed. Pub. Palanquin Books. 1996  pp.170 

with colour and b/w., photos., and illus. 8vo. Previous owner’s signature to ffep. Fine hardback in fine dw. With 

signed note from Jim Whitaker of Peregrine books.    [63512]  £45.00 

A unique guide to the breeding birds of Caithness, the result of fifteen years field work in mainland Britain’s most northerly 

county. 
 

534. Ennion, Eric. Birds and Seasons.  1st. Ltd. Ed. Pub. Arlequin Press. 1994  pp.150 with more than 70 

reproductions of paintings in colour and line drawings to text. Limited edition, this being copy No. 714/1000. A 

little spotting to fore-edge of text block o/w. a fine hardbck in fine dw. Now scarce.    [63642]  £65.00 
 

535. Feare, C. & Craig, A. Starlings and Mynas. Helm Identification Guides. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 1998  pp.285 

with 32 coloured plates. Royal 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [63138]  £20.00 
 

536. Flint, P. and Stewart, P.  The Birds of Cyprus. An annotated checklist. B.O.U. Checklist No.6. 2nd. Ed. 

Pub. B.O.U.  1992  pp.234 with colour and b/w. photos. 4to. Hardback. One corner slightly bumped, spine a little 

sunned o/w. fine.    [63132]  £10.00 
 

537. Fuller, Errol. The Great Auk.  1st. Ed. Pub. Errol Fuller. 1999  pp.448 with colour and b/w. photos. and illus. 

throughout. 4to. Signature. Fine in fine dw. With original, four page, publisher’s flyer loosely inserted.    [63507] 

 £45.00 

This work brings together almost every known archival image of the species along with photographs of the islands it once 

inhabited. There are chapters on every aspect of the Auk’s natural - and unnatural - history covering its life cycle and the years 

during which it dwindled to extinction.  
 

538. Garnett, Marjory. The Journal of Marjory Garnett of Windermere.  1st. Ed. Pub. James Whitaker 

(Peregrine Books). 2008  pp.iii, 34. Fine hardback. As new. Only 75 copies printed. Out-of-print. An informative 

note about Marjory Garnett by the previous owner added to the rear endpaper. Also, loosely inserted are some 

printed extracts from Marjory Garnett’s 1932 Finmark Journal and a signed note from Jim Whitaker.    [63498] 

 £85.00 



 

In 1932, Miss Garnett accompanied the Stewards on a trip to Finmark in north Norway where they sought the rare breeding 

birds of the area, and their nests. In 1970, Marjory Garnett undertook another expedition to Finmark to study the local birdlife. 

This book reproduces the daily journals maintained by Miss Garnett during her two expeditions to Finmark, and also includes 

a list of birds seen on her trips. Miss Garnett, a remarkable lady, died on 1st April 1977. 
 

539. Glasier, Phillip. As The Falcon Her Bells.  1st. Ed. Thus Pub. White Lion. 1977  pp.223 with b/w. photos. and 

illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63585]  £12.00 

Phillip Edward Brougham Glasier (1915-2000) was Britain's leading expert on hawking and falconry. In 1963, Glasier wrote 

this, the autobiographical work ‘As The Falcon Her Bells’. 
 

540. Goodman, S.M. and Meininger, P.L. (Eds.). The Birds of Egypt.  1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 1989  pp.xxi, 

551 with 6 colour plates, b/w. figs. and dist. maps throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [63133]  £48.00 

Covers all species found in the area, both resident and migratory, giving details of their occurrence, breeding-patterns and 

distribution. It also covers the effects of changes in the environment, hunting and conservation. 
 

541. Gordon, W.J. Eggs of the Native Birds of Britain and List of British Birds, Past and Present. Being a 

supplement to “Our Country’s Birds.” 1st. Ed. Pub. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. [1905]  pp.64 

with 16 colour plates. 8vo. Hardback. Contents fine. Original green cloth with black lettering to front in nr. fine 

condition.    [63821]  £20.00 
 

542. Griffiths, John (Ed.). Breconshire Birds. A Bulletin of Breconshire Bird-Life. Vol. 1 No. 1 to Vol. 4 No. 

1.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Brecknock Naturalists’ Trust. 1962-1979  Twenty six parts with b/w. plates & figs. 8vo. 

Softback. VG. to nr. fine. Scarce.    [63115]  £75.00 

A periodical devoted to all matters ornithological in Breconshire. 
 

543. Harrison, J.M.  Bird Taxidermy.   2nd. Ed. 5th. Imp. Pub. David and Charles.  1984  pp.xvii, 67 with b/w. 

photos. and text illus. 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63822]  £8.00 

A useful introduction to bird taxidermy by an author of extensive practical experience. 
 

544. Harrison, P.  Seabirds.  An Identification Guide.  Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. Helm.  2000  pp.448 with 88 colour 

plates, text figs. and dist. maps. 8vo. Hardback. One corner bumped with corresponding closed tear to dw. 

Contents fine in vg. dw.    [63137]  £10.00 

A complete identification guide which has become the standard reference work on seabirds. 
 

545. Harrison, P.  Seabirds.  An Identification Guide.  Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. Helm.  1988  pp.448 with 88 colour 

plates, text figs. and dist. maps. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.    [63144]  £12.00 

A complete identification guide which has become the standard reference work on seabirds. 
 

546. Hartert, E. & Jourdain, F.C.R. The Birds of Buckinghamshire and the Tring Reservoirs.  Rep. from 

Novitates Zoologicae Vol. XXVII. 1920  pp.171-259 with 2 b/w. plates. 4to. Hardback. Some spotting to endpapers 

and plate margins, o/w. contents fine. James Fisher’s copy with his signature to ffep. Quarter leather binding with 

gilt lettering to spine, over brown boards in thor. vg. condition. We believe there were only 100 copies printed.    

[63511]  £125.00 

James Fisher was at the heart of the conception of Collins’ New Naturalist’ series, and with Julian Huxley, formed the nucleus 

of the editiorial board. In the series he wrote ‘The Fulmar’ and was co-author of ‘Sea-Birds’ with Ronald Lockley. 
 

547. Harting, J.E. The Birds of Middlesex. A Contribution to the Natural History of the County. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

John van Voorst. 1866  pp.xvi, 284 with lithographic frontis., plus publisher’s adverts. 8vo. Hardback. Some 

spotting at ends, frontis., lightly marked, o/w. contents fine. Original gilt decorated and lettered boards in vg. plus 

condition.    [19694]  £35.00 
 

548. Hayman, Peter. et al. Shorebirds. An identification guide to the Waders of the world. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 

1986  pp.412 with 88 colour plates plus dist. maps. Large 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63143]  £15.00 

An authoritative and definitive guide to the world’s shorebirds. 
 

549. Hoeher, Siegfried. The Pocket Encyclopedia of Birds’ Eggs and Nesting Habitats.  1st. Ed. Pub. Blandford 

Press. 1974  pp.194 with colour photos. 8vo. Light sunning to extremities, some tape residue to endpapers o/w. a 

fine hardback in vg. dw.     [63820]  £8.00 

This book provides detailed in formation on 280 species which nest in the British Isles and/or central Europe. Colour 

photographs illustrate 150 nests and 106 different eggs. 
 

550. Hollinshead, M. A Passion for Harris’ Hawks.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Fernhill Press. 2002  pp.154 with col. 

photos. 8vo. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.     [63587]  £45.00 

Hollinshead recounts his experiences hawking rabbits and hares with Harris hawks. 
 



 

551. Im Thurn, E.F.  Birds of Marlborough,  Being a Contribution to the Ornithology of the District. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Simpkin, Marshall and Co.  1870  pp.viii, 117. Small 8vo Hardback. Previous owner’s signature to ffep. With 

very occ. light spotting, o/w. contents fine. Original gilt and blind decorated green cloth binding, in nr. fine 

condition, just lightly rubbed to extremities.    [63496]  £60.00 
 

552. Jaramillo, A. and Burke, P. New World Blackbirds. The Icterids. Helm Identification Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Helm. 1999  pp.431 with 39 colour illus. plates and b/w. figs.. Royal 8vo. Title page neatly removed. Nr. fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63136]  £10.00 

This work is a comprehensive guide to the 103 members of the family Icteridae. 
 

553. Jennings, C. The Eggs of British Birds. Displayed in a series of engravings, copied and coloured from 

nature, with Descriptions of British Birds. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Binns and Goodwin. [c.1853]  pp.xxii, 266 with col. 

illus. title, seven colour illus. plates and 8-page publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Previous owner’s bookplate 

to front paste down and signature to ffep. Toning to plate margins and occ. spotting, o/w. contents fine. More 

recent endpapers. Original boards with gilt decoration to front, corners a little bumped and rubbed, with more 

recent well-matched replacement spine with gilt lettering.    [63499]  £50.00 

The eggs of 50 species of birds are illustrated across the plates and illustrated title page. 
 

554. Johnsgard, P.A. The Hummingbirds of North America.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Christopher Helm. 1997  pp.xiii, 278 

with 24 colour plates, b/w. illus., and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Out-of-print in 

hardback.    [63128]  £12.50 

Full species-by-species accounts survey the evolutionary history, anatomical specializations, and comparative biology of this 

largest family of non-passerine birds. 
 

555. Johnsgard, Paul. A. Trogons and Quetzals of the World.  1st. Ed. Pub. Smithsonian. 2000  pp.xii, 223 with 40 

col. plates, b/w. illus. and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.      [63127]  £35.00 

The first review to be published in more than 150 years, covering all 39 extant species. Includes detailed species accounts, 

range maps, and identification keys as well as a chapter on comparative biology in terms of evolution, anatomy and 

morphology.  
 

556. Jones, Peter Hope & Whalley, Paul. Birds of Anglesey. Adar Mon. 1st. Ed. Pub. Menter Mon. 2004  pp.596 

with colour plates, photos. and maps plus b/w. illus to text. Large 4to. English and Welsh text. Fine hardback in 

fine dw. Out-of-print.    [63648]  £75.00 

With a chapter on Puffin Island by Richard Arnold. 
 

557. Keith, S. et al. The Birds of Africa. Vol. IV. Broadbills to Chats. 1st. Ed. Pub. Academic Press. 1992  pp.xiii, 

609 with 32 colour plates and dist. maps. 4to. Very minor spotting to fore-edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback 

in nr. fine dw. with light sunning to spine. Out of print.    [63665]  £125.00 

Vol. IV. of what is surely the standard work on African birds. 
 

558. Kennedy, P.G. An Irish Sactuary. Birds of the North Bull. 1st. Ed. Pub. At the Sign of the Three Candles. 

1953  pp.168 with 3 col. plates by Archibald Thorburn, b/w. photos and line drawings. 8vo. Hardback. Small 

ownership label. Some spotting, o/w. contents fine. Front endpapers professionally replaced. With publisher’s 

printed corrrection at p.30. Original illus. boards nr. fine.    [63487]  £35.00 

This area has the most designations of any site in Ireland, as a National Bird Sanctuary, a biosphere reserve, a National 

Nature Reserve, a Special Protection Area under the EU Birds Directive, and a Special Area of Conservation under the EU 

Habitats Directive, while also being the subject of a Special Amenity Area Order. It is a car-free zone. It holds a wide variety 

of plant and bird species, and a limited range of mammals, one reptile, one amphibian and a modest range of invertebrates. 
 

559. Kennerley, P. & Pearson, D. Reed and Bush Warblers.  1st. Ed. Pub. Christopher Helm. 2010  pp.712 with 42 

plates of colour illus., colour photos., and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw. RRP £64.99.    [63134] 

 £45.00 

An authoritative handbook covering identification in considerable detail, illustrated with line drawings, sonograms, colour 

plates and photographs. Recommended. 
 

560. Lack, David. Darwin’s Finches.  1st. Ed. Reissue Pub. Cambridge Univ. Press. 1983  pp.liii, 208 with frontis. 

portrait of Lack and eight b/w. and col. plates and b/w. figs. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback.     [63659]  £35.00 

Re-issued with an introduction and notes. Described by him as “a work of natural history, based on a study of living birds in 

the Galapagos and of dead specimens in museums”, Lack has attemped to trace the successive stages of the evolution of 

Galapagos finches from trivial differences between species to much more striking adaptations. 
 

561. Lambourne, Maureen. John Gould’s Birds.  1st. Ed. Thus. Pub. Chartwell Books 1981  pp.239 with colour 

plates throughout. Small folio. Nr. fine hardback in fine dw. With seven page booklet of information (with some 

illustrations) from Duke Street Gallery, London relating to their sale (in 2007) of Gould plates from his ‘Birds of 

Great Britain’, including a price list, loosely inserted. With a flyer from Christies’ sale (1994) of ‘The Godman 



 

Collection of Watercolours’ for John Gould’s ‘The Birds of Great Britain, and some other Gould related material, 

all loosely inserted.    [63644]  £75.00 
 

562. Lewis, Stanley. The Breeding Birds of Somerset and Their Eggs.  1st. Ed. Pub. Stockwell. [1952]  pp.[14] 

359 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Bookseller and previous owner label to front endpapers. Nr. fine hardback in fac.dw. 

With two articles by Stanley Lewis from The Zoologist loosely inserted : ‘Some notes on the Carrion-Crow’ and 

‘Notes on the Nesting of a Pair of Green Woodpeckers (Gecinus Viridis) at Wells, Somerset’.    [63486]  £90.00 
 

563. Lutwack, Leonard. Birds in Literature.  1st. Ed. Pub. Univ. Press of Florida. 1994  pp.xiv, 286. 8vo. Nr. fine 

hardback in nr. fine dw.    [62973]  £35.00 

The author looks at birds in poetry and as metaphor; birds and the supernatural; birds trapped and hunted; birds and the 

erotic; and birds in the future, in terms of environmental threat. 
 

564. Mackworth-Praed, C.W. & Grant, Capt. C.H.B. African Handbook of Birds. Series I to III. Pub. Longmans, 

Green & Co. 1957-73  Six volume set with 265 colour plates, b/w. photos., and dist maps. 8vo. Hardbacks. Fine 

hardbacks in vg. to nr. fine dws. The two vols. of Series One are 2nd editions and are without dws. Scarce set.     

[63145]  £140.00 

A comprehensive reference covering all of Africa except Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, and Egypt. Series 1: Birds of 

Eastern and North Eastern Africa; Series 2: Birds of the Southern Third of Africa; Series 3: Birds of West Central and Western 

Africa. 
 

565. McWilliam, J.M. The Birds of Inchmarnock, a Clyde Island.  1st. Ed. thus Pub. Buteshire Natural History 

Society. 1938  pp.17 with b/w. photographic plates. 8vo. Hardback. Small ownership label. Very minor spotting, 

o/w. contents fine. Softback more recently bound in brown cloth boards, with gilt lettering, in fine condition. 

Original front cover bound in.    [63514]  £45.00 

Reprinted from the Transactions of the Buteshire Natural History Society and issued to Fellows and Members of the Scottish 

Ornithologists’ Club. 
 

566. Madge, S. & Burn, H. Wildfowl. An identification guide to the ducks, geese and swans of the world. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Helm. 1988  pp.298 with 47 colour plates. Royal 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.     [63141]  £10.00 
 

567. Madge, Steve & McGowan, Phil. Pheasants, Partridges and Grouse. Including buttonquails, sandgrouse 

and allies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm.  2002  pp.488 with 72 col .plates. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [63140] 

 £20.00 

This guide brings together a comprehensive review of all the world's pheasants, partridges, quails, grouse, turkeys, guineafowl, 

buttonquails, sandgrouse, and the enigmatic Plains-wanderer - over 250 species in all. 
 

568. Meinertzhagen, D. & Hornby, R.P. Bird Life in an Arctic Spring. The Diaries of Dan Meinertzhagen and 

R.P. Hornby. 1st. Ed. Pub. R.H. Porter. 1899  pp.[x], iii, [i], 150, [iv], 27, [i], iii, [i], [vii] including frontis. 

portrait of Meinertzhagen and b/w. illus. and photographs of eagles, hawks and owls. 8vo. Hardback. Bookplate. 

TEG. Contents nr. fine. More recent endpapers. Original moorland green, gilt decorated (Sea Eagle to front board) 

and lettered cloth binding in thor. vg. condition.    [63485]  £50.00 

Contains a list of bird names in English, Swedish, Finnish and Lapp. Dan Meinertzhagen was the older brother of Col. Richard 

Meinertzhagen. This volume recounts the authors activities during a three month ornithological and oological trip to the Arctic 

Regions. 
 

569. Message, S. & Taylor, D. Waders of Europe, Asia and North America. Helm Field Guides. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Christopher Helm. 2005  pp.224 with 77 colour plates and dist. maps. 8vo. Fine softback.    [63580]  £15.00 

A complete identification reference to all of the waders found in Europe, Asia and North America. Plates show birds at rest 

and in flight, in every plumage variant likely to be encountered in the region. Species have been grouped so that similar species 

are shown close to each other. 
 

570. Milsom, Tim Henry Seebohm’s Ornithology. His collecting, field observations, publications and 

evolutionary theories. Ltd. Ed. Privately Published.  2020  pp.xvi, 357 with b/w. and col. illus. 4to. Previous 

owner’s signature to ffep. Fine softback. Limited edition of 125 copies, 100 of which were for sale. This copy 

being no. 49.    [63517]  £37.50 
 

571. Moreau, R.E. The Palaearctic-African Bird Migration Systems.  1st. Ed. Pub. Academic Press. 1972  

pp.xvi, 384 with 31 b/w. plates, figs. and dist. maps. 4to. Fine hardback in vg. dw.    [63130]  £25.00 
 

572. Nethersole-Thompson, D. The Snow Bunting.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Peregrine Books. 1993  pp.xv, 339 with b/w. 

photos and figs. 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [63148]  £37.50 

This edition contains additional  material on the population size and distribution of snow buntings in Scotland made since the 

original edition was published in 1966. 
 



 

573. Nethersole-Thompson, D. & M. Greenshanks.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1979  pp.275 with 4 colour and 16 b/w. 

plates. 8vo. Bookplate to front paste down. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63484]  £15.00 

This book is a major contribution to bird studies and takes its place beside the authors’ four earlier monographs. 
 

574. Noble, Heatley. Birds of Berkshire. Reprinted from the Victoria History of the County of Berkshire 

1906.  Ltd. Ed. Fac. Pub. St. Ann’s Books. 1995  pp.26. 4to. Previous owner’s name to title page and label to 

verso of front cover. Fine softback with owner’s occasional informed, pencilled comments to contents. A facsimile 

reprint of 25 copies, this copy being No.4.     [63509]  £35.00 
 

575. Ogilvie, F.M. Field Observations on British Birds. With Illustrations.  Ltd. Ed. Pub. Selwyn & Blount. 1920  

pp.xiii, 228 with 6 plates (2 coloured), 3 maps and illus. to text. 4to. Hardback. Label of British Ornithologists’ 

Union with owner’s label attached, to ffep. Small closed tear to margin of one map and pencilled annotation to one 

page o/w. contents fine. Quarter cloth covers in vg. plus condition with some sunning and spotting to cloth and a 

little surface loss to rear cover.    [63501]  £30.00 

This book is an adaptation of a series of eight lectures delivered by Ogilvie to the Ashmolean Natural History Society of 

Oxfordshire between the years 1902 and 1916. 
 

576. Olsen, Klaus Malling & Larsson, Hans.  Gulls of Europe, Asia and North America.   1st. Ed. Rep. with Corr. 

Pub. Helm.  2004  pp.608 with colour photos. and illus. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [63126]  £38.00 
 

577. Phillips, Edward Cambridge. The Birds of Breconshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. Edwin Davies. 1899  pp.xxi, 158 with 

b/w. illus. frontis. 8vo. Hardback. Booksellers label to front pastedown, signature to ffep. Browning to endpapers. 

Occasional spotting to margins o/w. contents fine. Original cloth boards in nr. fine condition.     [63117]  £35.00 
 

578. Pollard, J. Birds in Greek Life and Myth.  1st. Ed. Pub. Thames and Hudson. 1977  pp.224 with illustrations. 

8vo. Thor. vg. hardback.    [62972]  £22.50 

This book was dedicated to Charles Tunnicliffe. 
 

579. Pounds, H.E. Notes on The Birds of Farleigh and District. and the North Downs Surrey.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

The College Press. 1952  pp.viii, 90. 8vo. Hardback. Two small ownership labels. A little light spotting to half-

title and fore-edges of text block, o/w. contents fine. Softback more recently bound in blue cloth boards, with gilt 

lettering, in fine condition. With original softcovers bound in.    [63490]  £12.00 
 

580. Prior, C. Fragile. Birds, Eggs and Habitats. 1st. Ed. Pub. Merrell. 2020  pp.239 with colour photos throughout. 

4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [63510]  £20.00 

The eggs featured in this beautifully illustrated book belong to National Museums Scotland (Edinburgh) which holds one of the 

world’s largest collections of birds’ eggs. Many of the eggs were collected during the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century and donated by private collectors. 
 

581. Ralfe, P.G. The Birds of the Isle of Man.  1st. Ed. Pub. David Douglas. 1905  pp.lv, 321 with all plates 

present, two maps and two-pages of publisher’s adverts. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Previous owners’ labels to front 

endpapers. Single small closed tear to margin of both maps, only occ. light spotting, o/w. contents fine. In original 

blue cloth with a little bumping to extremities, o/w. nr. fine with gilt armorial to front cover with Latin text below.    

[63513]  £140.00 

The author, a member of the British Ornithologist’s Union, presents this book as his first attempt to describe in detail the bird 

life of his native isle. 
 

582. Restall, R. Munias and Mannikins.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pica Press. 1996  pp.264 with 80 col. plates, b/w. illus. and 

dist. maps to text. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63129]  £15.00 

The result of many years of study, this comprehensive monograph covers every species and subspecies in great detail. 
 

583. Scott, D. The Long-eared Owl.  Pub. The Hawk and Owl Trust. 1997  pp.xv, 128 with colour photographs and 

b/w. illus. 8vo. With signature to ffep. Small yellow label to ffep, o/w. a fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Scarce. With 

leaflet on the Long-eared Owl published by the World Owl Trust (with contact details) loosely inserted.    [63586] 

 £50.00 

The author’s research and fascinating insights have created the first book devoted solely to this species. Maps illustrate the 

bird’s distribution and population status in the UK and throughout the world. 
 

584. Snow, D.W. & Perrins, C.M. The Birds of the Western Palearctic. Concise Edition. Volume 1 - Non-

Passerines and Volume 2 - Passerines. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 1998  Two volume set with colour 

illus., and dist. maps throughout. 4tos. Bookplates. Fine hardbacks in fine dws., just very gently sunned on spine. 

Fine slipcase. Out-of-print.    [63596]  £70.00 

Based on the monumental 9 volume work ‘Birds of the Western Palearctic’ (BWP: 1977-94). An essential reference work for 

all interested in the Birds of Europe. This two volume work includes a significant amount of updated material. 
 



 

585. Stenning, M. The Blue Tit.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser 2018  pp.320 with colour photos. and b/w. figs. Large 8vo. Fine 

hardback in fine dw. As new. RRP £50.00.    [63727]  £35.00 

This new book provides a definitive record of the biology and ecology of one of our most popular, intelligent and charismatic 

birds. 
 

586. Sterland, W.J. The Birds of Sherwood Forest. With Notes on their Habits, Nesting, Migrations, &c. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. L. Reeve & Co. 1869  pp.ix, 244 plus publisher’s catalogue. With 3 hand-coloured and 1 b/w. plate. 8vo. 

Hardback. Previous owner’s bookplate to ffep. Ex.Lib. Contents nr. fine. Original green cloth boards in thor. vg. to 

nr. fine condition with gilt armorial to front cover.     [63549]  £75.00 
 

587. Sterland, W.J. and Whitaker, J. Descriptive List of the Birds of Nottinghamshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. William 

Gouk. 1879  pp.71 plus 1-page of adverts for works by W.J. Sterland. 8vo. Hardback. Previous owner’s small 

label. Mild darkening at ends, a few spots, o/w. contents fine. Original decorated cloth boards in nr. fine condition.    

[63495]  £75.00 
 

588. Stevenson, Henry The Birds of Norfolk. With Remarks on their Habits, Migration, and Local 

Distribution. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Van Voorst. 1886-1890  Three vol. set with one portrait and 9 plates (5 hand-

coloured and 4 tinted). Vols. I & II with publisher’s adverts (and reviews of vol. I) at rear. 8vo. Hardbacks. Period 

bookplates and signature of W.D. Mackenzie and one small address label. Minor spotting, a little more so to col. 

plates in Vols. I & II, o/w. contents  nr. fine. With publisher’s errata and corrigenda. Light wear to front internal 

hinges of Vol. I & II. Original publisher’s green cloth, lettered in gilt to spine, blind decoration to boards, nr, fine 

with minor shelf wear.    [63518]  £395.00 
 

589. Strahan, R. (Ed.). Finches, Bowerbirds & Other Passerines of Australia.  1st. Ed. Pub. Angus & Robertson. 

1996  pp.x, 301 with colour photos. and dist. maps throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.      [64091] 

 £70.00 

This book deals with 74 species in 15 families, comprising the buntings, finches, sparrows, weavers, grass-finches, starlings, 

orioles, drongos, bowerbirds, birds of paradise, magpie-larks, mud-nest builders, woodswallows, currawongs, magpies, 

butcherbirds, crows and ravens.  
 

590. Swabey, E.C.J. and Aubrook, E.W. Birds around Huddersfield.  1st. Ed. Pub. Huddersfield Naturalist, 

Photographic and Antiquarian Soc. 1958  pp.31 with b/w. map. 8vo. Softback. Previous owner’s label to verso of 

front cover. Contents fine. Original covers thor. vg. Scarce.    [63489]  £35.00 
 

591. Tarboton, W. Birds of Southern Africa. The SASOL Plates Collection. 1st. Ed. Pub. Struik. 1994  pp.432 

with 192 colour plates of illustrations by Peter Hayman and Norman Arlott. Small folio. Fine hardback in fine dw., 

with fine publisher’s slipcase.    [64065]  £42.50 

The illustrations commisioned as the artwork for the field guide, ‘Sasol Birds of Southern Africa’ were of such a high standard 

and so widely admired, that it was decided to reproduce them at their original size to display them to full advantage. Over 900 

species are illustrated in over 4,000 paintings, with a comprehensive text accompanying the plates. A stunning work. 
 

592. Tarvie, Ben. Scourge of the Birdman. A real life game of cat and mouse. 1st. Rev. Ed. Pub. I.P.N. 2018  

pp.xx, 387 with b/w. illus. large 8vo. Nr. fine softback. Dedication by author to half-title.     [63824]  £10.00 

‘Scourge of the Birdman’ is a tale of how a young man being in the wrong place at the wrong time, led Tarvie to being accused 

and convicted of disturbing a peregrine falcon and attempting to rob its eggs. This changed his life in an instant, and not only 

threw him off course, but saw him become stigmatised by the media and wildlife authorities. A harrowing account of how Ben 

went into a downward spiral and had to battle for the next 20 years to clear his name. 
 

593. Taverner, J. The Welcome Immigrants. The Story of the Mediterranean Gull in Hampshire and the Isle 

of Wight. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Taverner. c.2000  pp.62 with 16 colour plates of eggs, nest locations, chicks and 

gulls. 8vo. Softback. Some spotting to covers and a minor snag, o/w. fine.    [63491]  £15.00 
 

594. Taylor, B. and van Perlo, B.  Rails. A Guide to the Rails, Crakes, Gallinules and Coots of the World.  1st. 

Ed. Pub. Pica Press.  1998  pp.600 with 43 colour plates, text figs. and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in 

fine dw.    [63153]  £20.00 

Rail habitats are fast disappearing and not enough is known about the many species for effective conservation to be planned. 
 

595. Taylor, Henry Reed (Ed.). The Nidiologist [The Nidologst]. An Illustrated Monthly Journal of North 

American Ornithology and Oology. Vol. I., No.1 (Sept. 1893) to Vol. IV., No.9 (May 1897). Facs. Rep. 

Privately Published.  [c.2010]  Bound in three volumes with b/w.  photos., and illus. 4to. Fine hardbacks. Scarce.    

[63505]  £200.00 

A very well produced facsimile, including copies of all wrappers and adverts. ‘The Nidiologist’was first published in Alameda, 

California in September 1893. The name of the journal was changed to ‘The Nidologist’ in 1896 and continued in this vein 

until Vol. IV, No.9 (1897) after which it was merged into ‘Popular Science Monthly’. 
 



 

596. The Jourdain Society. Calendar 2002.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Jourdain Society. 2002  pp.12 with b/w. photos. 4to. 

Spiral bound card covers. Fine.     [63502]  £50.00 

Cover photograph of F.C.R. Jourdain at Spitzbergen, July 1922. Monthly photos. include such figures as Mrs. Chesser, G. 

Douglas, A.G. Wooton and others. 
 

597. The Jourdain Society. Calendar 2002.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Jourdain Society. 2002  pp.12 with b/w. photos. 4to. 

Spiral bound card covers. Fine.     [63503]  £40.00 

Cover photograph of F.C.R. Jourdain in Corsica, June 1937. Monthly photos. include ‘Sale of Great Auk’s egg at auction in 

1910’, and such figures as  Rev. & Mrs Jourdain (1908), E.P. Chance, J.Walpole-Bond and others. 
 

598. The Jourdain Society. Calendar 2002.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Jourdain Society. 2002  pp.12 with b/w. photos. 4to. 

Spiral bound card covers. Fine.     [63504]  £40.00 

Cover photograph of British Oological Dinner at Pagani’s c.1937. Monthly photos. include such figures as J. Whitaker, E.S. 

Steward, J.G. Black and others. 
 

599. Thevenot, M. (et al). The Birds of Morocco. An annotated Checklist. BOU Checklist Series: 20. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. British Ornithologists’ Union. 2003  pp.xii, 594 with 76 colour plates, and dist. maps. Large 8vo. Fine 

hardback. Out-of-print.    [63131]  £120.00 

Covers five hundred species recorded in Morocco, in habitats as diverse as the Atlantic and Mediterranean coastal wetlands to 

the High Atlas mountains. 
 

600. Tidemann, Sonia & Gosler, Andrew. Ethno-ornithology. Birds, Indigenous Peoples, Culture and Society. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Earthscan 2010  pp.xxii, 346 with colour and b/w. photos and illus. 8vo. Slight bumping to boards 

o/w. a fine hardback. In-print at £120.00.    [62974]  £30.00 

This book looks at the significance of indigenous knowledge of birds and their cultural significance, and how these can assist 

in framing research methods of western scientists working in related areas. 
 

601. Tomkies, Mike. Golden Eagle Years.  Rev. Ed. Pub. Jonathan Cape. 1994  pp.224 with colour photos. 8vo. 

Dedication from the author to title page. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63814]  £40.00 

The revised edition contains additional text and photographs. 
 

602. Turbott, E.G. (Ed.). Buller’s Birds of New Zealand. A history of the Birds of New Zealand by Sir Walter 

Lawry Buller. 1st. Ed. thus. Pub. Macdonald & Co. 1967  pp.xviii, 259 with 48 fine tipped-in plates. Folio. Fine 

hardback in fine dw. Contained in vg. plus slipcase.    [63658]  £50.00 

Contains all Keulemans colour plates from the 2nd edition of 1888. 
 

603. Turner, Angela & Rose, Chris. A Handbook to the Swallows and Martins of the World.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Helm.  1989  pp.viii, 258 with colour illus. and dist. maps. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [63123]  £10.00 
 

604. Turner, Mark E. Hawkwatch. North Cotswolds to Coasts 1988-2006. 1st. Ed. Pub. Trafford Publishing. 2008  

pp.163 with col. frontis. and b/w. illus. to text. 4to. Softback. Nr. fine.    [63574]  £15.00 

Documenting the resurgence of raptors with studies centred around the author’s home in the North Cotswolds and the Vale of 

Evesham. 
 

605. Verheyen, Rene. Oologia Belgica.  1st. Ed. Pub. Institut Royal des Sciences Naturelles de Belgique.  1967  Fifty 

seven colour and 5 b/w. plates of eggs, unbound as published, in a slipcase. Bookplate to verso of title-page. 4to. 

Very useful handwritten notes loosely inserted translating the Latin names into English. Fine.    [63506]  £30.00 

Illustrations to the authors’ work on oology. 
 

606. Wagstaffe, R. Type Specimens of Birds in the Merseyside County Museums. (formerly City of 

Liverpool Museums). 1st. Ed. Pub. Merseyside County Museums. 1978  pp.33 with two b/w. frontispiece plates. 

4to. Fine softback.    [63508]  £22.50 
 

607. Walpole-Bond, J.A. The Birds of Bromley (Kent) and its Neighbourhood.  1st. Ed. Fac. Rep. Pub. Peter 

Blest. 2021  pp.[ii], 5-17, [i]. 8vo. Previous owner’s name to verso of front cover. Fine softback. Limited to fifty 

copies, this being copy No. 4.     [63488]  £40.00 

A facsimile copy of  part of the 1901 edition of  ‘The Birds of Bromley’. 
 

608. Watson, Donald. One Pair of Eyes.  1st. Ltd. Ed. Pub. Arlequin Press. 1994  pp.151 with colour illus. and b/w. 

line drawings. 4to. Hardback. Fine in fine dw., gently sunned to spine. Limited edition, copy No. 625/1000 and 

signed by Donald Watson. With 8-page, colour, Arlequin Press Catalogue (Autumn 1998) loosely inserted.    

[63649]  £37.50 
 



 

609. Wernham, C. et al. (Eds.). The Migration Atlas. Movements of the Birds of Britain and Ireland. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Poyser. 2002  pp.xvi, 884 with colour dist. maps throughout. 4to. Fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Out-of-print.    

[63595]  £50.00 

Presents the most up-to-date information on bird migration, using the vast wealth of data that the British Trust for Ornithology 

(BTO) have collected from ringing recoveries. 
 

610. Wilkins, G.T. The Golden Eagle. Aquila Chrysaetus. 1st. Ed. Pub. Privately by the Author. 1989  pp.92 with 

five, fine, tipped-in colour illus., and 43 high quality b/w. photos. 4to. Signature to ffep. Green cloth boards, 

lettered in gilt to spine and with a gilt Golden Eagle emblem to the front board. Fine. Limited edition of 100 

copies.    [63655]  £195.00 

A fascinating study of the Golden Eagle in Scotland (Wester Ross, the Cairngorms and Argyll) completed in 1955. The author 

went to great lengths to observe and photograph the bird and their young in their Eyries. 
 

611. Wood, Simon. The Birds of Essex.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2007  pp.656 with coloured photos. and b/w. illlus. and 

tables to text. Large 8vo. Fine hardback in fine dw.     [63150]  £15.00 

We expect this will be the standard reference for this area for many years to come. 
 

Special Offers & New Books : all subject areas 

612. Armstrong, David. A History of the Red Helleborine. (Cephalanthera rubra). 1st. Ed. Pub. Gloucestershire 

Naturalists’ Society. 2022  pp.110 with colour and b/w. photos. and illus., plus maps. 8vo. New softback.    

[64016]  £10.00 

The Red Helleborine (Cephalanthera rubra) is a rare and enigmatic member of the orchid family, surrounded by secrecy and 

intrigue, and Gloucestershire is one of its strongholds in the British Isles. David Armstrong, has spent the best part of 30 years 

studying and researching this plant whilst working for the National Trust. This has involved visits to the few other known sites 

in the country as well as the local ones, literature searches, and visits to various herbaria, all pulled together in this illustrated 

book to create a fascinating read. 
 

613. Attenborough, David. The Trials of Life. A Natural history of Animal Behaviour. 1st. Ed. 1st. Printing. 

Pub. William Collins. 2022  pp.282 with colour photos. 8vo. New hardback in new dustwrapper. Signed by David 

Attenborough.     [64012]  £30.00 

This is the third and last of Sir David's great natural history books based on his TV series and completes his survey of the 

animal world. For the 2022 edition, professor Matthew Cobb of the University of Manchester read the entire book to ensure 

that the text retains its accuracy in light of the many advances in our understanding of animal behaviour. "This is, quite simply, 

the best thing I've ever done," said Sir David Attenborough on the TV series, The Trials of Life, upon which this book is based.  
 

614. Black, J.M., (et al). The Barnacle Goose.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Poyser. 2014  pp.287 with photos., figs and 

illustrated by Mark Hulme. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £75.00.    [63576]  £60.00 

This book represents the culmination of more than 35 years of research into the Barnacle Goose. 
 

615. Board, S. (et al). Butterflies of Cornwall. Atlas for the Twenty-First Century. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces 

Publications. 2021  pp.x, 262 with colour photos. and dist. maps throughout. Large 8vo. New hardback.     [60632] 

 £29.95 

Packed with information and photographs, this is the go-to book on the state and status of butterflies from Bude to Land’s End. 

It maps the ebb and flow of butterfly populations in Cornwall, including such national rarities as the Marsh Fritillary, Silver-

studded Blue, Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Heath Fritillary. 
 

616. Brock, P.D. A Comprehensive Guide to Insects of Britain and Ireland.  2nd. Rev. Exp. Ed. Pub. Pisces 

Publications. 2019  pp.iv, 540 with 2,900 colour photos., and 2,100 dist. maps. 8vo. New softback.    [57282] 

 £28.95 

Highly recommended new edition. With its wide species coverage and emphasis on both popular and somewhat neglected 

insect orders, this book will be of interest to naturalists throughout Britain, Ireland and Europe. 
 

617. Brown, Roy (et al). Tracks and Signs of the Birds of Britain and Europe.  3rd. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2021  

pp.416 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 8vo. New softback. RRP £30.00.    [61721]  £27.00 

A superb work. Enables the reader to find, interpret and understand field marks left by a variety of birds throughout Britain 

and Europe, and to use these to identify the species in question. It covers subjects including tracks and trails, feeding and other 

behavioural signs, nests, pellets, droppings, feathers and skulls, habitat types and field analysis methods. 
 

618. Crowe, S. and Mitchell, M. The Pattern of Landscape.  Pub. PPL. 1988  pp.127 with colour photographs. 4to. 

New softback.    [63339]  £10.00 

An analysis of both the acceptable and detestable features of the landscape we live in. 
 



 

619. Cullen, J., Knees, S.G. & Cubey, H.S. (Eds.). The European Garden Flora. Volumes 1 to 5. 2nd. Rev. Ed. 

Pub. Cambridge University Press.  2011  Five volume set. 4tos. With line drawings. New hardback set. Save over 

60%. RRP £854.00. Latest edition. Last set.    [53646]  £357.50 

Running to five large hardback volumes, this is the highly recommended reference work for the identification of cultivated 

ornamental flowering plants. Reorganized and revised in line with the latest taxonomic knowledge, this is the second and latest 

edition. Nominally a survey of European flora, the information covers species cultivated in most areas of the USA and non-

tropical parts of Asia and Australasia.  
 

620. Darwin, Charles. Insectivorous Plants.  Facs. Pub. Langford Press. 2002  pp.x, 462 with some b/w. line 

drawings. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. Un-numbered copy of a limited edition of 1,000 copies. RRP £30.00. 

Last copy.    [55408]  £17.50 

A facsimile of the first edition, published in 1875. 
 

621. de Juana, Eduardo & Varela, Juan M. Birds of Spain.  3rd. Ed. Pub. Lynx. 2016  pp.257 with around 1,000 

colour illus. and over 300 dist. maps. 8vo. New hardback.    [52432]  £29.99 

This is the latest edition of this extremely popular field guide which, through revised text, many new drawings and updated 

taxonomy, enables the reader to identify 567 species, including 173 vagrants. 
 

622. Easterbrook, M. (et al). Butterflies of Kent & South East London  1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 2022  pp.viii, 216 

with colour photos. throughout and dist. maps. 4to. Hardback. New.    [63805]  £29.95 

‘Butterflies of Kent & South East London’ illustrates all the species that occur in the area, plus others that used to be here. 

Maps show the current distribution and compare historical data where the range has changed. Detailed information is also 

provided on places to see these beautiful butterflies. 
 

623. Edwards, M. & Jenner, M. Field Guide to the Bumblebees of Great Britain & Ireland.  New Rev. Ed. Pub. 

Ocelli. 2018  pp. 112 with many colour photographs. Crown 8vo. New softback. Latest edition.     [54397]  £13.99 

This excellent, revised photographic field guide describes 25 species. With colour photographs of both sexes and information 

on life history. It also includes habitat requirements for conservation action and information on how to attract bumblebees to 

your garden. 
 

624. Eeles, P. Life Cycles of British & Irish Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 2019  pp.vi, 394 with colour photos. 

throughout. 4to. Hardback. New.    [63809]  £35.00 

Frohawk was the first to capture all the stages in the life cycles of all British and Irish butterflies. This new work repeats that 

feat. With detailed descriptions and photographs of the adult, egg, caterpillar and chrysalis of each of the 59 butterfly species 

that are considered resident or regular migrants to Britain and Ireland. 
 

625. Fraigneau, Cloe. Feathers. An identification guide to the Feathers of Western European Birds. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Helm. 2021  pp.400 with colour photos., colour and b/w. illus. throughout. 4to. New hardback. RRP £55.00. 

A stunning work.    [61723]  £50.00 

This guide to the feathers of Europe's birds covers more than 400 species, with an innovative key allowing for exceptionally 

precise identification by colour as well as feather structure and shape. 
 

626. Freeth, N. & Landsberg, O. Going Nowhere: Exploring London’s Abandoned Places. 1st. Ed. Pub. Baffin 

Books. 2017  pp.151 with  colour photos. throughout. Small 4to. New softback.    [62721]  £9.99 

An exploration in words and photographs of London’s stranger, lonelier locations, the stubbed out roads and railways and 

broken-off bridges and viaducts. With text by Nick Freeth and photographs by Olivia Landsberg. 
 

627. Freile, J. & Cooper, M. Birds of Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands. A Photographic Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Helm. 2023  pp.224 with 400 colour photos. and one map. 8vo. New softback. RRP. £16.99.    [64277]  £15.50 

Showcases the avifauna of Ecuador, highlighting more than 320 regularly occurring species that can be seen by most visitors 

to the country, including the Galápagos. Pocket-sized and authoritative. 
 

628. Gardner, Martin (et al). Plants from the Woods and Forests of Chile.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. RBG Edinburgh. 

2022  pp.202 with 81 plates of fine botanical illus., plus dist. maps. Folio. Hardback New. RRP £35.00.    [62941] 

 £31.50 

Eighty-one unique watercolour paintings painstakingly and accurately record the minutest of details to bring alive the 

beautiful plant life of this fascinating part of the world. Supported by insightful, easily absorbed text. 
 

629. Ghazanfar, S.A. (et al). A Herbal of Iraq. A herbal inspired by the work of Abdul Jaleel Ibrahim Al-

Quragheely, the Doctor of Al-Ashab. 1st. Ed. Pub. Kew. 2022  pp.xviii, 134 with archival and contemporary 

botanical art. Small 4to. New hardback.    [62685]  £18.00 

Plant-based medicine has always played an important role in the daily lives of Iraqis. Edited by experts from both the 

University of Oxford and the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew – working in collaboration with Iraqi botanists – ‘A Herbal of Iraq’ 

describes fifty plants and their uses in traditional herbal medicine in the region. 
 



 

630. Grey-Wilson, C. The Genus Meconopsis. Blue Poppies and their relatives. Pub. Kew Publishers. 2014  

pp.432 beautifully illustrated with 300 colour photographs, 20 colour botanical paintings and 20 distribution maps. 

4to. New hardback. RRP £68.00. Last two copies.    [50143]  £58.00 

The ‘Genus Meconopsis’ is the first major revision of the genus since 1934 and the only monograph on the genus in existence. 
 

631. Guillemain, Matthieu & Elmberg, Johan. The Teal.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2014  pp.320 with colour photos., b/w. 

illus. and text figs. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £50.00.    [53452]  £45.00 

A definitive study on the Teal. 
 

632. Haslen, Andrew. The Winter Hare. Wildlife Art Series. 2nd. Enl. Rev. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2012  pp.174 

with illustrations throughout. Royal 4to. New hardback in new dw. Title Number 33a in the series. RRP £38.00. 

Last copy.    [54579]  £35.00 

A collection of stunning artwork by Andrew Haslen covering a two-year period when he raised three orphan hares. A collage 

of sketches, studies and paintings inspired by them and the wild hares around him. 
 

633. Holden, John. The Myxomycetes (Slime Moulds) of The Forest of Dean.  Their status, ecology and 

distribution. 1st. Ed. Pub. Gloucestershire Naturalists’ Society. 2021  pp.84 with 77 colour. figs. and 17 dist. 

maps. 8vo. New softback.    [64015]  £9.50 

Fully illustrated with colour photographs and distribution maps. 
 

634. Holden, P. and Gregory, R. RSPB Handbook of British Birds.  5th. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2021  pp.320 with 

1200 colour illus. 8vo. New softback.    [63338]  £12.99 

The bestselling ‘RSPB Handbook of British Birds’ has been completely revised and updated for its fifth edition 
 

635. Holyoak, D.T. European Bryaceae. A Guide to the Species of the Moss Family Bryaceae in Western & 

Central Europe and Macaronesia. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 2021  pp.viii, 344 with colour photos., line drawings 

and dist. maps. 4to. Hardback. New.    [63808]  £37.50 

The moss family Bryaceae includes 69 species occurring in western and central Europe and the islands of northern 

Macaronesia. Keys are presented to aid identification of all species of the region, so far as is practicable from plants with and 

without mature capsules. 
 

636. Kenward, R. The Goshawk.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Poyser. 2015  pp.360 with plates and figs. 8vo. New hardback in 

new dw. RRP £60.00.    [38459]  £50.00 

A definitive and easily read monograph. 
 

637. Kirkland, P. Discovering Scotland’s Butterflies.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 2022  pp.viii, 232 with colour photos. 

throughout and dist. maps. 4to. Hardback. New.    [63804]  £29.95 

Scotland’s rapidly changing distribution of many species creates an enthralling environment for recorders and nature-lovers, 

while remote glens and islands undoubtedly hold undiscovered rarities. Provides details of life cycles, habitats, ecology and 

distribution of the 30 plus species. Covers butterfly gardening, climate change, studying and conserving butterflies, and places 

to see them. 
 

638. Lawson, Rachel. The Tree Grower’s Guide. A Beginner's Guide to Identifying and Growing Trees from 

Seed, and Starting a Community Tree Nursery 1st. Ed. Pub. The Tree Council. 2023  pp.104 with colour illus. 

and photos. throughout. 8vo. New softback.    [64278]  £10.99 

Growing a young tree from seed is a simple, satisfying act anybody can do almost anywhere. This readable, practical and 

beautifully illustrated book guides the reader through the essentials step-by-step for identifying, gathering and growing UK 

trees from seeds – whether in a few pots on a balcony to setting up a community tree nursery to grow a whole woodland or new 

hedgerow. 
 

639. Lees, A. and Gilroy, J. Vagrancy in Birds.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2021  pp.400 with 360 colour photos. and illus. 

Large 8vo. New hardback. RRP £40.00.    [61722]  £36.00 

Avian vagrancy, the appearance of birds outside their normal home range, is a phenomenon that has fascinated natural 

historians for centuries. The first comprehensive coverage of this subject. 
 

640. Lever, C. The Mandarin Duck.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2013  pp.192 with colour photos. 8vo. New hardback in 

new dw. RRP £50.00.    [50650]  £40.00 
 

641. Lewington, Richard. (et al). Pocket Guide to the Bumblebees of Great Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Bloomsbury. 2023  pp.96 with fine colour and b/w. illus. throughout plus col. dist. maps. 8vo. Softback. New.    

[64229]  £10.99 

Includes a double-page spread of the 'big 7' species that are most likely to be encountered in gardens, and additional sections 

clearly explain how the reader can differentiate between the sexes and recognise true bumblebees from cuckoo bees. The 'at-a-

glance' guide provides a quick reference to species grouped by tail colour. Identification can then be confirmed by following 

the reference page number to the appropriate species. 
 



 

642. Mabey, Richard.  Food for Free.  50th Anniversary Edition. New. Ed. Pub. Collins.  2022  pp.xv, 272 with 16 

colour plates. 8vo. New hardback in new dustwrapper. RRP £22.00.    [64014]  £20.00 

Fully updated, 50th Anniversary, edition of the classic complete guide to the edible species of the UK that introduced foraging 

to generations of naturalists. 
 

643. Martin, J.R. The Tawny Owl.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2022  pp.304 with 8 pages of colour photos. plus further 

illus. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £60.00.    [63195]  £54.00 

'Jeff Martin explores the Tawny Owl's natural history in the greatest detail. Where controversy has arisen in the literature, he 

has put forward all points of view so the reader can make his or her own judgements. There seems nothing concerning the 

biology of this owl that Jeff has not researched.' - Derek Bunn, author of ‘The Barn Owl’. 
 

644. Mason, Paul & Allsop, Jake. The Golden Oriole.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Poyser.  2009  pp.280 with colour and b/w. 

photos. and illus. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £60.00.    [50649]  £50.00 
 

645. North, Marianne and Mills, Christopher. Marianne North. The Kew Collection. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. RBG Kew. 

2019  pp.304 with more than 800 colour illus. Large 4to. New hardback. A superb work.    [56734]  £40.00 

For the first time, this unique and stunning book brings together all of Marianne North's Kew collection. The paintings are 

arranged geographically as they appear in the Gallery, and Marianne's original titles are included alongside each painting. 
 

646. Owens, N. The Bees of Norfolk.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 2017  pp.v, 218 with high quality colour photos., and 

maps throughout. 4to. Hardback. New.    [63807]  £24.95 

The first book to cover all of Norfolk's 197 bee species, including bumblebees, honeybees and solitary bees. With distribution 

maps and notes on flight period, habitat, flowers visited, nesting and parasites. Up-to-date information on bees which have 

been lost and new bees coming in to the county. 
 

647. Penteriani, V. & del Mar Delgado, M.  The Eagle Owl.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2019  pp.384 with colour and b/w. 

photos., maps and figs. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £60.00.    [57348]  £55.00 

The definitive work on Europe's largest and most spectacular owl. 
 

648. Peterken, George. Trees and Woodlands British Wildlife Collection No. 12. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2023  

pp.416 with colour photos. and illus. 4to. New hardback in new dw. RRP £40.00.    [64294]  £36.00 

In ‘Trees and Woodlands’, George Peterken brings together decades of scientific research, while also incorporating his 

personal experiences, to explore the ecology, nature conservation and wider cultural value of our native trees and shrubs, and 

the various ways they have combined as woodland. 
 

649. Porter, Michael. Welsh Marches Pomona.  1st. Ed. Pub. Marcher Apple Network. 2010  pp.95 with 31 full-

page colour plates of blossom and fruit by Margaret Gill. 4to. New hardback in new dw. Print-run of just 2000 

copies. RRP £25.00.     [43882]  £22.50 

This book provides information on 31 varieties of apple which originated in the Welsh Marches. Although most of these have 

been growing there for generations, several have only recently been ‘re-discovered’. 
 

650. Potapov, E. and Sale, R.  The Snowy Owl.   1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser.  2013  pp.304 with b/w. and colour photos. and 

illus. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £60.00.    [46018]  £50.00 
 

651. Proctor, G.R. Flora of the Cayman Islands.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Kew Publishing. 2012  pp.788, beautifully 

illustrated with 400 colour photographs and 250 line drawings. New hardback. RRP £85.00.    [47789]  £59.50 

The three islands comprising the Cayman Islands (Grand Cayman, Little Cayman and Cayman Brac) support 415 native taxa 

in a land area little over 260 square kilometers, 29 of which are uniquely Caymanian. This full colour Flora of the Cayman 

Islands by George R. Proctor is a total revision of his first edition. 
 

652. Puy, David Du & Cribb, Phillip. The Genus Cymbidium.  1st. Ed. Pub. Kew. 2007  pp.ix, 369 profusely 

illustrated in colour. Royal 8vo. New hardback. RRP £66.00.    [52992]  £50.00 

Cymbidiums are among the most important and popular orchids in horticulture.  Cymbidiums are easy to grow, undoubtedly 

one of the main reasons for their popularity. Suitable environmental conditions and composts for cultivation are recommended, 

while detailed cultivation techniques for the species are discussed by Michael Tibbs, a leading commercial orchid grower. 
 

653. Randle, Zoe (et al). Atlas of Britain & Ireland’s Larger Moths.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces Publications 2019  

pp.xi, 492 with colour photos., and dist. maps throughout. Small 4to. New hardback.    [57752]  £38.50 

Includes accounts for 866 macro-moth species, each with a distribution map showing current and historical occurrences, 

trends, status, a phenology chart and colour image. A further 25 species, which were former residents, but have not been 

recorded from 1970 onwards, have a distribution map. 
 

654. Riddington, R. (Ed.). Birds of the UK Overseas Territories.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2020  pp.336 with colour 

photos., throughout. Large 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £60.00.    [58974]  £54.00 



 

Based on a series of articles in the journal British Birds, this book highlights the importance of the UK's fourteen Overseas 

Territories (dispersed mostly across the Atlantic, Antarctic and Pacific Oceans), which are home to a quarter of the world's 

penguins and a third of the word's breeding albatrosses. 
 

655. Shrubb, Michael. Feasting, Fowling and Feathers. A history of the exploitation of wild birds.  1st. Ed. 

Pub. Poyser.  2013  pp.256 with colour photos., illust and b/w. illus. 8vo. New hardback in new dw.  RRP £60.00.    

[51279]  £55.00 

Michael Shrubb was a very amiable man, a retired farmer and an accomplished author.  In this book, he looks at the use of 

birds as food, for feathers and skins, for eggs, as cage birds, as specimens and for hunting, focusing on Britain, northern 

Europe and the North Atlantic. 
 

656. Sibley, D. The North American Bird Guide.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2014  pp.xxv, 598 many colour 

illustrations and maps. 8vo. New softback. Latest edition. RRP £35.00.    [56132]  £31.50 

A superb guide to the birds of North America. 
 

657. Simpson, T. et al (Eds.). Moths of the West Midlands. Birmingham & the Black Country, Herefordshire, 

Shropshire, Staffordshire and Worcestershire. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 2020  pp.vi, 234 with over 1,000 colour 

photos. Large 8vo. Softback. New.    [63806]  £23.50 

The first-ever book on the moths of the West Midlands covering all of the macro moths (over 600 species) and many of the 

micro moths regularly recorded in Birmingham and the Black Country, Herefordshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire and 

Worcestershire. 
 

658. Stenning, M. The Blue Tit.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser 2018  pp.320 with colour photos. b/w. figs. Royal 8vo. New 

hardback in new dw. RRP £50.00.    [54131]  £45.00 

This new book provides a definitive record of the biology and ecology of one of our most popular, intelligent and charismatic 

birds. 
 

659. Sterling, P. and Parsons, M. Field Guide to the Micro Moths of Great Britain and Ireland.   1st. Ed. Rep. 

Pub. Bloomsbury. 2018  pp.416 with colour illus. and photos throughout. 8vo. New softback. RRP £35.00.    

[63337]  £31.50 

Recommended. Describes all the families of micro-moth and covers 1,033 species, with more than 1,400 superbly detailed 

artworks and photographs and around 900 specially commissioned maps. 
 

660. Sterry, Paul. Fungi of Britain and Northern Europe. Field Naturalist’s Library. Pub. Bounty Books. 2011  

pp.160 with colour illus. and photos throughout. 8vo. New softback. RRP £10.00. Last copy.    [56144]  £7.50 

Describes more than 250 commonly seen species, each illustrated in colour. 
 

661. Svensson, L. Collins Bird Guide.  The Most Complete Guide to the Birds of Britain and Europe. 3rd. Rev. 

Ed. Pub. Collins. 2022  pp.476 with colour plates and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. New hardback in new 

dustwrapper. RRP £30.00. Latest edition.    [64013]  £27.00 

The new edition has an extra 32 pages allowing several groups more space and completely or partly new plates with more 

detailed text. More than 50 plates are either new or have been repainted, completely or partly. The section with vagrants has 

been expanded to accommodate more images and longer texts for several species. The entire text and all maps have of course 

also been revised. 
 

662. Tilford, T. Birds of Bali. Sumatra and Java. A Photographic Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2023  pp.224 with 

colour photos. throughout and one map. 8vo. New softback. RRP. £16.99.    [64295]  £15.50 

‘Birds of Bali, Sumatra and Java’ is a concise and easy-to-use guide to more than 300 of these islands' birds, with each species 

illustrated in full colour with key information on identification, habitat and distribution. 
 

663. Waltho, C. &. Coulson, J. The Common Eider.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2015  pp.352 with colour photographs and 

many text figs. 8vo. New hardback in new dw. RRP £50.00.    [49796]  £45.00 

This book, the first English-language monograph of this arctic-adapted sea duck, delves deep into the natural history of the 

Common Eider to provide a global perspective of the species. 
 

664. White. S. and Ross, D. Jurassic Skye. Dinosaurs & other fossils of the Isle of Skye. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 

2020  pp.x, 62 with colour photographs. Large 8vo. New softback.    [58516]  £12.50 

Skye has revealed a fascinating range of fossils, not only of dinosaurs, but also ichthyosaurs, plesiosaurs, turtles, crocodiles, 

mammals and even plants. The first book to describe this wealth of material, illustrated throughout with photographs of fossils 

as well as their finders. 
 

665. Wright, I. & Wright, J. (Eds.). Shotover. The Life of an Oxfordshire Hill. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces Publications. 

2018  pp.xii, 260 with colour photos., throughout. Large 8vo. New hardback.     [57283]  £27.50 

Summarises two decades of recording and research across Shotover's rich variety of habitats. The work of Shotover Wildlife 

could serve as a model for other wildlife groups to put on record our biodiversity in the 21st century to guide us towards 

safeguarding its future for generations to come. 



 

 

Just in 
 

del Hoyo, Josep., et al. Handbook of the Birds of the World. Volumes 1 to 10. 1st. Ed. Pub. 
Lynx Edicions.1992-2005 Ten volumes. With colour photographs and illustrations throughout. 
Large 4to. Fine hardbacks in nr. fine / fine dws. A superb work. [64396] £375.00 
 

A monumental work taking over 20 years to complete in its entirety. The publishers, Lynx, 
committed to cover in detail and illustrate every species of bird in the world. 
 
 

 

Collins’ New Naturalist Series 
 

We offer a subscription service for all forthcoming titles in Collins’ New Naturalist series. 
Hardbacks, signed copies & softbacks available at 25% off the RRP. Promptly dispatched 
and carefully wrapped. Please ask for details. Pre-publication orders now being taken. 
 

Solitary Bees by Ted Benton and Nick Owens. RRP £65.00 (for hardbacks) Our price 
£48.75 (scheduled for publication mid April 2023) 
 

Shieldbugs by Richard Jones. RRP £65.00 (for hardbacks) Our price £48.75 (scheduled for 
publication in June 2023) 
 

Ponds, Pools and Puddles by Jeremy Biggs and Penny Williams. RRP £65.00 (for 
hardbacks) Our price £48.75 (scheduled for publication in August 2023) 
 

 

 

British Wildlife Collection 
 

We also stock, and offer a subscription service for, all titles in the superb British Wildlife 
Collection (published by Bloomsbury) which started in 2012.  
 

Published and available: 
 

Marren, Peter. No.1 - Mushrooms.                                            RRP £35.00. Our price £31.50 

Peterken, George. No.2 – Meadows.                                         RRP £35.00. Our price £31.50 

Holmes, N. & Raven, P. No.3 – Rivers.                                      RRP £35.00. Our price £31.50 

Scott, Michael. No.4 – Mountain Flowers.                                 RRP £35.00. Our price £31.50 

Chatters, Clive. No.5 – Saltmarsh.                                             RRP £35.00. Our price £31.50 

Beebee, Trevor. No.6 – Climate Change & British Wildlife.    RRP £35.00. Our price £31.50 

Archer-Thompson, J. & Cremona, J. No.7 – Rocky Shores.     RRP £35.00. Our price £31.50 

Kirby, K. No.8 – Woodland Flowers.                                         RRP £35.00. Our price £31.50 

Chatters, Clive. No.9 – Heathlands.                                           RRP £35.00. Our price £31.50 

Warren, M. No.10 – Butterflies.                                                 RRP £35.00. Our price £31.50 

Jones, Richard. No.11 – Ants.                                                    RRP £40.00. Our price £36.00 

Peterken, George. No.12 – Trees & Woodlands.                      RRP £40.00. Our price £36.00 
 

 

Thinking of selling your collection of books? 
 

 We are always interested in purchasing large or small collections in our specialist subject 
 areas. Whether it’s a handful or thousands of books, we’re happy to chat about them and 
 come up with a mutually agreeable plan. We do travel to buy collections and we keep things 
 as simple as possible.  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Monday to Friday 9.30am to 5.00pm & Saturday 9.00am to Noon 

Visitors always welcome – easy parking available 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Tel: +44 (0) 1497 820 471  Email: ardenbooks@btinternet.com  Web: www.ardenbooks.co.uk 

 

mailto:ardenbooks@btinternet.com
http://www.ardenbooks.co.uk/

